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"If we knew what it was we were doing, it 
would not be called research, would it?"
—  A lbert Einstein
Abstract
Computer Algebra Systems (CASs), such as Maple and Mathematica, are now widely used 
in both industry and education. In many areas of mathematics they perform well. However, 
many well-established methods in mathematics, such as definite integration via the funda­
mental theorem of calculus, rely on analytic side conditions which CASs in general do not 
support.
This thesis presents our work with automatic, formal mathematics using the theorem prover 
PVS. Based on an existing real analysis library for PVS, we have implemented transcenden­
tal functions such as exp, cos, sin, tan and their inverses, and we have provided strategies 
to prove that a function is continuous at a given point. In general, this is undecidable, 
but using certain restrictions we can still provide proofs for a large collection of functions. 
Similarly, we can prove that a function has a limit at a point. We illustrate how the extended 
library may be used with Maple to provide correct results where Maple’s are incorrect.
We present a case study of definite integration in the CASs axiom, Maple, Mathematica 
and Matlab. The case study clearly shows that apart from axiom the systems do not fully 
check the necessary conditions for the definite integral to exist, thus giving results varying 
from plain incorrect to correct, even if the latter is difficult to detect without manipulating 
the result.
The extension and correction of the PVS library consists of around 1000 theorems proven 
by around 18000 PVS proof commands. We also have a test suite of 88 lemmas for the 
automatic checks for continuity and existence of limits.
Thus we have devised and tested automatic computational logic support for the use of 
formal mathematics in applications, particularly computer algebra.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes our research on automatic computational logic support for formal 
mathematics, in particular its applications to computer algebra. We give the background 
and motivation for our research and describe our implementation addressing some of the 
issues identified. We have used the specification and verification tool PVS [OSRSC99b] 
for our implementation.
In Section 1.1 we briefly describe our aims and motivation, this is then further elaborated 
in Chapter 2. Section 1.2 contains a brief description of our achievements, which are 
explained in detail in chapters 5 and 6 . Finally, Section 1.3 contains an overview of this 
thesis.
Throughout this thesis we attempt to use standard terminology and notation with regard to 
mathematics, computer algebra and theorem proving.
1.1 Aims and Motivation
The motivation for our research originates from the unreliability of computer algebra sys­
tems (CASs) and the idea that computational logic can be used to alleviate some of these 
problems. CASs work within algebra, using algebraic definitions, theorems and meth­
ods. However, many mathematical theorems and methods rely on analytic side conditions, 
which CASs do not handle correctly. This may lead to ambiguous or even erroneous results.
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The aim of our research is to explore and identify areas within mathematics as used by 
CASs where computational logic can be used to support CASs. Having identified such 
areas, we aim to implement this support in the theorem prover PVS with a high level of 
automation in order to shield the CAS user from the technicalities of using a theorem 
prover.
Bernardin [Ber96] reviews the abilities of different CASs to solve a certain set of equations. 
The approach is to give each tested system a score depending on the result they give. A 
higher score is given for returning even partially correct answers: i.e. correct only in special 
cases. This scoring system favours CASs such as Maple, which often returns answers that 
are only correct under additional assumptions. Conversely, axiom takes a more careful 
approach and tries only to give results known to be true, thus axiom gets comparatively 
low scores in this test.
As a contrast to CASs, which are concerned with calculations -  and often with the em­
phasis on providing some answer rather than necessarily a correct one -  we have formal 
mathematics. Formal mathematics is about doing mathematics within some computational 
logic system, whether it is purpose-built to do mathematics, such as Automath [Rez83] or 
Mizar [Rud92], or more general systems, such as theorem provers like PVS [OSRSC99b] 
or HOL [GM93]. Thus in formal mathematics, we want to be certain that the answers are 
correct, even if this sometimes means that we can not handle as large a class of problems 
as CASs.
Since we aim to use formal mathematics to support CASs, we need to ensure that the 
implementation can be used fairly automatically. In general, theorem provers are quite 
difficult to use, however, they also support construction of application specific automation. 
This allows developers to shield end-users from the details of using theorem proving. Thus 
we can improve the certainty of CAS results without making the CAS any more difficult to 
use.
1.2 Results and Achievements
We conducted a case study of symbolic definite integration in the CASs axiom. Maple, 
Mathematica and Matlab. This showed that even for fairly simple definite integrals with
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parameters some CASs often returned only partially correct, or even incorrect, results.
We chose to use the theorem prover PVS [OSRSC99b] for our implementation of support 
for automatic formal mathematics. This choice was based on practical considerations: 
the real numbers are built into PVS, Dutertre had already implemented some basic real 
analysis [Dut96] in PVS, and PVS has a high level of automation built-in together with 
a powerful strategy language for developing further automation. Another possible choice 
was Harrison’s HOL Light, which is a variation of the theorem prover HOL. Harrison had 
already implemented a real analysis library in HOL Light, however we chose not to use this 
as HOL Light is not a main stream theorem prover and the continued support for the system 
is not as certain as that of PVS. We based our implementation on Dutertre’s real analysis 
library and we identified and corrected an error in the definition of limits of functions. This 
change in the definition reflected on theorems in his development, some of which had to be 
proved again and some of which were not true with the new definition.
We have implemented transcendental functions, such as exp, cos, sin, tan and their in­
verses. The functions exp, cos and sin are defined by their power series, and we have 
proven a large collection of lemmas about properties of the functions, such as various iden­
tities involving trigonometric functions. This can then be used in further development and 
verification within PVS, or indeed by other systems, provided an interface to PVS is avail­
able.
We have also developed automation to be used with our library of transcendental functions. 
The automation is based on type judgements added to the PVS theories and then used for 
typechecking and matching during proofs. This then allows the built-in strategies, such as 
grind, to search for proofs.
One of the areas of mathematics we identified where CASs could benefit from formal 
mathematics support is in checking if functions are continuous, and using our automation, 
we can prove that functions such as
f ix)  = exp (cos -f b))
are continuous with a single proof command c ts . Likewise, we can prove that similar 
functions have limits at particular points.
Our library of transcendental functions is used with the Maple-PVS interface developed by 
our group at University of St Andrews. Work is ongoing developing applications within
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The library contains about 1000 theorems and lemmas above what Dutertre implemented, 
and a total of about 18000 PVS proof commands. There are 9 new proof strategies of which 
4 were only used in early experiments.
1.3 Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2 we discuss the motivation for our research further, in paiticular we outline 
some issues relating to correctness of CASs. We also give a brief introduction to higher 
order theorem proving and describe some projects on formalising mathematics. Finally, we 
discuss various approaches to combining computer algebra systems and theorem provers, 
and describe a prototype interface between the CAS Maple and the theorem prover PVS 
which uses our library of transcendental functions.
Chapter 3 describes a case study of symbolic definite integration in four different CASs: 
axiom. Maple, Mathematica and Matlab. The results may be incorrect, correct under certain 
assumptions or correct. Some of the systems use look-up tables to provide answers in 
some cases, and common for all the systems is that they make assumptions on the input 
without informing the user of those assumptions. All the examples in the case study are 
fairly simple, yet as many of the CAS results are not generally correct, they are obviously 
difficult enough to demonstrate that symbolic definite integration in CASs is in need of 
improvements.
In Chapter 4 we describe the theorem prover PVS with respect to the special properties 
we utilise in our implementation of transcendental functions with automation. We give an 
overview of the real numbers in PVS and Dutertre’s real analysis library. We also explain 
how PVS’s notion of type judgements, which, just like lemmas, are written into theories and 
then proven, may be used to greatly enhance PVS’s built-in proof commands by enabling 
matching which would otherwise not happen automatically. Finally, we discuss how we 
can use PVS’s strategy language to write new strategies to provide new high level proof 
commands.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of our implementation of a library of transcendental functions 
in PVS. This is based on Dutertre’s existing real analysis library and Harrison’s develop-
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ment of transcendental functions in HOL Light, of which we give a brief description. We 
then explain how we develop transcendental functions from power series. Having defined 
sine and cosine and proven various well-known facts about them, we then define tt as two 
times the first positive zero o f cosine, just as Harrison does. This then allows us to prove 
that 3 < 7T < 3.2, which so far has been an adequate bound for our needs. As tangent is 
undefined at all odd multiples of | ,  and PVS is strongly typed, we then define a new type
cos_nz_type: NONEMPTY_TYPE = {x | FQRALL k: x /=  (2 * k + 1) * p i /  2>
which is to be the domain type for tangent. We then define tangent and inverses for our 
transcendental functions, and prove a large collection of lemmas about the functions de­
fined.
In Chapter 6 we describe how we have used two different methods to provide automation 
for checking continuity of functions in PVS. In general the question of continuity is unde­
cidable, but using restrictions we can still prove continuity of a very useful collection of 
functions. The first method is based purely on a new strategy which inspects the proof goal 
and tries to determine which theorems to apply. The second method relies on type judge­
ments in the PVS theories to enable matching and then uses the built-in strategy grind  
to do the actual search for a proof. This second method turns out to be surprisingly pow­
erful, although some problems still exist as the language for type judgement is somewhat 
restricted. We also show that this second method is more generally applicable with only 
minor changes by using it to check automatically for existence of limits. Finally, we discuss 
the issues of calculating values within PVS and of functions defined by cases.
Appendix A contains all our strategies and Appendix B contains examples files used for 
testing the strategies and shows the test results. Appendix C contains the README file from 
our library, giving an overview of the origin of the files in the library to distinguish between 
Dutertre’s files and our own. Finally, we have included a CD-ROM with a copy of the 
complete library.
Chapter 2
Background and Motivation
In this chapter we give the main motivation for our work, namely to support Computer 
Algebra Systems (CASs) using theorem proving. We begin by giving an overview of CASs 
and some related issues of correctness (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2 we give an introduction 
to higher order theorem proving and Section 2.3 describes some projects on formalising 
mathematics, with particular emphasis on reasoning about real numbers and real analy­
sis. Finally in Section 2.4 we discuss various approaches to combining computer algebra 
systems and theorem proving and outline two applications, a look-up table for definite in­
tegrals (DITLU) and a prototype interface between the CAS Maple and the theorem prover 
PVS, both of which use our PVS library.
2.1 Computer Algebra Systems
Computer Algebra Systems (CASs) are widely used both in industry (by engineers) and in 
academia (by researchers and students alike). The systems can do many forms of mathe­
matics, ranging from simple calculations through formulae manipulation to equation solv­
ing. The simplest use is comparable with that of using a beginner’s calculator yet the 
systems are powerful enough to do substantial scientific calculations without becoming too 
difficult to use. The fact that CASs are fairly easy to use is one of the main reasons why 
they are so popular. Some well-known systems are axiom, Maple and Mathematica.
In this section we first briefly describe some areas of algebra of particular relevance to
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CASs and how these differ from related areas in analysis. Then we look at three CASs, 
and finally we discuss correctness of CASs and give some examples of causes for incorrect 
calculations in CASs.
2.1,1 Computer Algebra
Computer algebra systems are designed to do computation in areas such as algebra, factori­
sation of polynomials, Grobner bases, symbolic integration and solving differential equa­
tions. We will contrast this with true real analysis.
In computer algebra we work with a ring {S, + , •) of rational functions, that is quotients of 
polynomials over the reals R  extended with finitely many constants. For example,
-, . ax^ -f bx
=  - ^ T T
is a rational function.
We then extend this ring by adding a differentiation operator D \ S  S, such that for 
constants a
D{a) =  0 (2.1)
and for variables x
D{x) =  1 (2.2)
and \ / f ,g e S
D ( f  + g) = D( f )  + D{g) md  (2.3)
D(fg)  = D { f ) - g  + f - D{ g )  (2.4)
Note that this implies that for all r  € R , D{r) =  0, and that
j . ( f \ _ D { f ) - g - f - D { g )  .
since
Z ) ( L f l ) = D ( / )  (2.6)
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by definition of division and
D ( ^ - g ] = D ( £ ) - g  + D{g) - l -  (2.7)\ 9  )  \9 J  9
by Equation (2.4).
The extended ring is then a differential ring. In differential rings there are no notions of 
limits, continuity, areas under curves or the like. Also rational functions are not regarded 
as functions from R  to R, but simply as quotients of polynomials.
The anti-derivative of /  G 5  is then some p  G 5  such that D{g) ~  f .  With the definitions 
of the differentiation operator D above, not all elements of S  have an anti-derivative, for 
example ~ does not. However, we can extend S  and D  with an operator In such that In(rr) 
is the derivative of We also introduce the elementary junctions. These are based on the 
rational functions and transcendental functions, such as exp, cos and sin. By combining 
rational and transcendental functions we get elementary functions. For example,
■f( \  —  Gxp(<z:c^  +  cos(3a;))
cos(crr +  l)
is an elementary function.
What has now become known as the Risch Algorithm [GCL92, Bro98] decides if an el­
ementary function has an anti-derivative expressible by elementary functions, and if so, 
calculates it. The Risch Algorithm is used in most CASs and other systems implementing 
integration (Section 2.1.3). It relies on purely algebraic properties and procedures such as 
irreducibility and square-free factorisation.
In the context of CASs, we might define definite integration by
'6
f { x ) dx  = g{a)~ g[h)
where g is an anti-derivative of / .  However, as we shall see in Chapter 3 this does not 
correspond to the usual analytic definition, and gives different answers in some cases.
Analysis
In analysis we work with values of functions, and rational junctions are functions from 
subsets of R  to R  based on constants, identity, addition, subtraction, multiplication and
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division. For example, if c ^  0 then
, ax^ +  bx
defined on R  \  { —^ } is a rational function in analysis, if c =  0 then the function is 
defined on all of R. We might use the classical s-0  definitions to define limits of functions, 
continuity and differentiability.
The notion of integration within analysis is about areas under curves, and we calculate 
definite integrals via the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus:
Theorem 2.1 (The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus) Let f  be continuous on a closed 
interval [a, h] in R, let F  be continuous on [a, 6] and differentiable on the open interval 
(a, h) with \fx e  (a, h) . F'{x) = f{x).  Then
'/Wd[x = F(6)-F(u)I
In simple cases, the CAS definition of definite integration corresponds to the analytic one, 
for example for
-b
Ax -\-2 dx== 2b  ^A-2b — 2a? — 2a
' a
However, for more complicated cases, the two definitions diverge. As we shall see in Chap­
ter 3 this causes CASs often to give unexpected results when doing definite integration.
i:
2.1.2 Systems
There are several different CASs with different emphasis on issues such as correctness/sa­
fety and usability. In this section we briefly describe three of the main systems, namely 
axiom [JS92], Maple [CGG+92] and Mathematica [Wol9I]. Common features for all three 
systems are that they provide facilities for interactive calculations as well as a programming 
language, thus enabling the users to develop new libraries. They also all have a large collec­
tion of built-in procedures for both symbolic and numerical calculations and manipulations 
of objects such as polynomials, integrals, differential equations and matrices.
axiom is strongly typed, and this is used to ensure sanity of the user input. For example, 
the axiom class M atrix implements matrices over any ring, whereas matrices over
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say hash tables are not permitted. Likewise, axiom tries to ensure, using both typ­
ing and side conditions, that any method or transformation fits the given arguments. 
This becomes particularly apparent when using parameters, since axiom will try to 
prevent for instance definite integration of a function over a point where the func­
tion is undefined. Whereas this approach makes axiom much safer than most other 
CASs, it also makes it more difficult to use, since the level of precision about the 
context required to get results from axiom is often higher than that used when doing 
calculations by hand.
Maple also uses types, however not in any strict fashion. Procedures may accept input 
of a different form from what may be expected from the documentation, leading to 
unexpected results. Also, Maple does not in general attempt to ensure that a pro­
cedure applies to its input. Maple has a command assume which allows the user 
to state assumptions as in assume (x>0). The intended semantics is that a; > 0 is 
added to the current context, but this seems to be poorly implemented. As assume is 
a relatively new facility, many Maple commands have not been adapted to take these 
assumptions into account.
Mathematica also supports various datatypes, but as with Maple they are used fairly 
loosely. However, Mathematica perform more checks than Maple on its input and 
procedure application.
One might say that Maple appears to work in a fairly naive mode, trusting the user to give 
proper input, axiom then assumes that the user wants and/or needs the input checked and 
will be able to provide further information, should axiom need it to perform the calculation. 
Mathematica sits somewhere between these two extremes. Maple and Mathematica are 
certainly easier to learn initially, but due to their looser typing and lack of checks, they also 
give less reliable results, although they give results in more circumstances.
2.1.3 Correctness of CASs
Obviously, the user would like the answers from the CAS to be correct. However, the no­
tion of correctness as understood by the user might depend on the application. For instance, 
some equation might have two different solutions according to whether a certain value is 
negative or positive. An engineer might think it is obvious that the value is positive, as this
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is always the case within his domain, and so might expect simply to get the one answer 
corresponding to that case. On the other hand a mathematician might wish to explore fully 
the solution to the equation and so would need both answers.
Different CASs use different approaches to this question, axiom will generally only give 
an answer if it is quite certain it is a correct one and it uses types to try and ensure this, 
whereas other systems will often give a result that might only hold under certain assump­
tions, although they will not indicate that. With a more complete system, the user will in 
general have to know more about the mathematics being used, in order to choose the right 
solution (or get one at all), but with systems which are easier to use, one might not get full 
solutions. Thus there is a tradeoff between correctness and usability.
Why does incorrectness occur?
In the following sections we shall see examples of how CASs give unexpected and some­
times wrong results, but let us first consider how these errors might be explained. There are 
at least six different origins of errors within CASs:
Simple Bugs Whereas a programming error might not be easy to detect or correct, it is 
simple in the sense that it just a programming error, rather than reflecting problems 
with combining the underlying mathematics, that is algebra and analysis.
Side Conditions Many mathematical theorems have preconditions that must be checked to 
ensure that the theorem applies. CASs do not in general have mechanisms in place to 
handle preconditions such as these, and a design decision was made largely to ignore 
them. A particularly obvious example of this error is doing definite integration via 
the fundamental theorem of calculus (Section 2.1.3), where the integrand must be 
continuous for the theorem to apply.
No “Good” Solution Not all problems have nice solutions. Some are undecidable (like 
“is /  continuous?”), and some questions do not have well-defined answers (for ex­
ample elementary functions do not have recognised normal forms ~ should one write 
cos (a;) sin (a;) or |  sin (2a:)).
Parameters By parameters we mean constants whose values are not (yet) know. Many 
subject areas within calculations can be handled by numerical methods, however for
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problems containing parameters these methods do not apply directly, although some 
experimentation might be possible. Also, many algorithms in computer algebra only 
apply to problems without parameters. For instance, the usual implementations of 
the Risch algorithm for finding anti-derivatives do not handle parameters well.
Semantics CASs do not have formal written semantics and the documentation is not usu­
ally very precise, so the only way to decide on the usage of a command is by guess­
ing based on the documentation and experiments. Also, it is not always clear what 
has been implemented (for instance when there are several variants of the same algo­
rithm), what modifications were made to a “standard” algorithm, and what additional 
results are provided in look-up tables.
Algebra versus Analysis As discussed in Section 2.1.1 the notion of functions, differen­
tiability and integration differs in the areas of algebra and analysis. This will lead to 
inconsistencies between users’ points of view and their expectations, and the results 
returned by the CAS.
Combining the above problem areas gives the potential for many more or less obvious 
difficulties for CASs, however there is one more major source of problems: imprecise 
notation. In general, CAS users (like most mathematicians and engineers) take context 
for granted, for instance in an analysis textbook, one does not continue to state that ^ is 
a function defined on say R  \  {0}. However, by not being precise there is a great risk of 
misinterpretation. Take for example the expression ^ H-1 — it is obviously constant 1, 
but is it defined at 0 or not? Algebraically, it is the polynomial which is constant one, but 
analytically it is a constant function from R  \  {0} with the value one. So in analysis there 
is an implicit assumption that x 0 when we reason about the above expression.
We will now take a closer look at three areas (simplification, continuity and symbolic def­
inite integration) where some of these problems arise. We will use examples to illustrate 
situations in which a user might be not just confused but even led to perform incorrect 
calculations.
Simplification
When we are doing calculations (whether within CASs or not) we wish to present the 
result in a suitable form. However, for arithmetic expressions there is no such thing as
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a canonical form, for example the polynomial — 2x^ — 5a: +  6 can also be written as 
{x — 3) (a: -f 2) (a: — 1), and depending on the context one form might be more appropriate 
than the other. If we are trying to match the polynomial to a look-up table (which is often
used within CASs) we might prefer the first form, dependent on the table of course. But
if we are looking for roots of the polynomial, the second form is more useful as it tells us 
straight away that the roots are -2, 1 and 3. So the context will influence our choice of how 
to represent an answer.
Particularly when working with trigonometric functions, CASs often manipulate the input 
to obtain some different internal representation, for instance in Maple, sin^(a:) is repre­
sented by 1 — cos^(a:). Sometimes this causes the result to be displayed in terms of the 
internal representation, which might then look nothing like the user’s input. Also, deter­
mining when a certain transformation applies is not trivial, for example axiom relies on the 
transformation
2arctan(a:) =  arctan (2.8)
internally regardless of the possible values of x  (see Section 3.1). However, as the following 
argument shows, this is false.
We loiow that
Vxi G R _ . arctan (a:i) < 0 
\/x2 G R+ . arctan (3:2) > 0 
arctan (0) =  0
Now for a; =  3, we see that 2 arctan (a:) > 0 and arctan ( y ^ )  < 0, thus for a: =  3 (2.8) is 
not true.
In fact, for all x  such that x and have opposite signs (2.8) is false, thus the transforma­
tion only applies to a: G (—1,1). So axiom is relying on a transformation which is not true 
everywhere. Since axiom is being phased out, correcting this problem is not considered a 
priority neither by developers nor by users.
Continuity
CASs work on differential rings, so there is no notion of continuity. However when working 
with CASs, for example in modelling, one might be interested in certain analytic properties
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of a function, such as whether it is continuous on some or all of its domain. Whereas CASs 
were not originally intended to work on analysis, most systems now provide some support 
for these issues.
In Maple we can use the command isco n t to check if a function is continuous. It is called 
with isco n t (f(x) ,x=a. .b) where a. .b is a range which may contain —oo and/or oo. 
By default the range is considered to be open. The answer returned is one of t ru e  (if 
the function is continuous in the interval), f a l s e  (if it is not) or FAIL (if Maple can not 
determine one way or the other). The Maple documentation does not tell us what methods 
isco n t is based on, however it would not be using the actual analytic e-S  definition of 
continuity, since this is really outside the capabilities of Maple and would need actual 
reasoning.
Even though isco n t does handle very simple functions well the following example shows 
that it is not trustworthy.
Example 2.1 Consider the junction f{x)  =  2+cL(a?) dejined on the reals and
continuous everywhere, since Va; G R  . 2 +  cos(a;) 7^  0.
> i s c o n t ( 1/ (2+ c o s ( x ) ) ,x = - in f in i t y . . i n f i n i t y ) ;
false
So isco n t returns the wrong answer. □
Even though Maple has support for “checking continuity of functions”, it is clearly not 
very reliable. We have not done extensive testing of iscont ,  and we have not detected 
an example where Maple gives an incorrect positive answer, that is returns true when the 
function is not continuous. In Section 2.4.3 we shall present a way of improving this feature 
of Maple.
Integration
Another area in which CASs in general do quite badly is definite symbolic integration, for 
example
'6r _ i dx +  c
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Closely related to this problem are those of indefinite integration, such as
1I dxx + c
and of definite integration without parameters, such as
r  1 ^Ji.2a; +  exp(3.5)
Indefinite integration may be done either numerically or symbolically. In the case of sym­
bolic indefinite integration, the standard method used is what is known as the Risch Al­
gorithm. Definite integration can be done either by using indefinite integration and the 
fundamental theorem of calculus, or by using numerical methods. However, when there 
are parameters in either the limits or the integrand, numerical methods can not be used to 
find a parameterised answer, although one can experiment with values of the parameters.
In Chapter 3 we will give a case study of how the systems axiom. Maple, Mathematica 
and Matlab deals with definite integration with parameters, but let us now consider some 
standard methods mentioned above.
Indefinite Integration In 1970 Risch described an algorithm which takes an elementary 
function and either gives an anti-derivative which is also expressed in elementary 
functions over that function or proves that there is no such integral [GCL92, Bro98]. 
The algorithm has become known as the Risch Algorithm, and over the years re­
finements and improvements of it have taken place. It is now used in most CASs 
and other systems implementing integration. When the integrand (the /  in J  f  dx) 
contains parameters the standard Risch algorithm does not apply. Bronstein has de­
veloped methods to handle some of these cases and presents algorithms for these 
in [Bro96], although no implementations are currently available.
Numerical Definite Integration There are several different standard methods for numer­
ical integration, the two main categories are Newton-Cotes Integration and Gaussian 
Quadratures. Both groups of methods work by approximating the integral. This 
is done by partitioning the interval and then using rectangles or more complicated 
shapes to approximate the area. The Gaussian Quadratures use more sophisticated 
shapes, however this method can only be used if the integrand is smooth, and of­
ten, in the case of numerical integration, the data is measured and so not known to
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be smooth. Newton-Cotes applies in this case and with the computing power avail­
able today, it is not a problem that Newton-Cotes is slightly less efficient than using 
Gaussian Quadratures.
Symbolic Definite Integration The fundamental theorem of calculus (Theorem 2.1) plays 
an important role in symbolic definite integration. Using this theorem, symbolic defi­
nite integration is reduced to indefinite integration (which using the Risch Algorithm 
is considered a solved problem) and to checking the prerequisites of the theorem. 
However, CASs in general do not have internal support to deal with side conditions 
such as “/  is continuous”, so it is hardly surprising that CASs get even fairly simple 
definite integrals wrong.
2.2 Theorem Proving
Theorem proving is used extensively in verification of both software and hardware. Tra­
ditionally, extensive testing is used to show that an implementation or a piece of hardware 
obeys its specification, although due to the number of states it is usually not possible to 
cover all cases. Formal verification is then being used to reason about a model of the 
implementation, so that given a specification for the implementation or hardware, we can 
attempt to prove that it has the desired behaviour. One major issue here is that of ensuring 
that the model accurately represents the implementation or hardware we are verifying.
2.2.1 Interactive versus Automated Theorem Proving
It would of course be desirable to have totally automatic theorem proving, however even 
simple problems of first order logic can be undecidable. There are essentially three different 
approaches to dealing with the issue of automation: One might restrict the logic used in the 
system and thus provide powerful automation; one might use proof checking where the user 
constructs the proof and guides the theorem prover in checking it, perhaps filling in small 
steps during the proof; and finally one might use the approach introduced by Edinburgh 
LCF project [GMW79], namely have a fixed set of low-level automatic commands and 
a language for the user to write new application specific strategies based on this set of 
commands. The low-level commands are usually referred to as tactics and the composed
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commands as tacticals.
Dependent on the application area we might prefer any of these methods. If a restricted 
logic is enough to express and reason about our problems, then we would probably prefer 
the high level of automation as that obviously would be an easier system to use, however, if 
this is not the case we might wish to write our own strategies in order to provide automation 
for our particular application. Some areas consist of collections of proofs which are not 
too similar, and in these cases the effort of developing new strategies would probably not 
correspond to the gain of having them, and so we could use a proof checker with less 
support for automation.
2.2.2 Systems: Higher Order Theorem Provers
There are several different first order and higher order theorem provers, in this section we 
will describe the basics of four of the higher order theorem provers, namely Coq [Tea], 
HOL [GM93], Isabelle [Pau93] and PVS [OSRSC99b].
Common to these system are that they provide some level of automation, but, more impor­
tantly, all have a strategy language enabling users to develop and apply their own strategies 
and thus build up application specific automation. HOL, Isabelle and Coq are all LCF-style 
theorem provers, that is they have a small core of proof commands which can be fairly eas­
ily verified. This core is then used to construct higher level commands. Since the core is 
small for an LCF-style theorem prover, the risk of inconsistencies in the theorem prover is 
less than in other theorem provers.
PVS is based on classical higher order logic and is strongly typed and supports sub-typing. 
It is implemented in Lisp, which also forms the basis for PVS’s strategy language. 
PVS contains many predefined definitions and theorems supporting a variety of ap­
plication areas. These are organised into theories, which may contain axioms, as­
sumptions and theorems -  theorems may be proven or unproven, PVS tells the user 
if a proof relies on an unproven theorem.
HOL is also based on classical higher order logic and is typed, however HOL uses con­
stants in expressions to infer types of variables, so a user might not be aware of the 
type HOL assigned a variable. HOL is essentially command-line based, so the user
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is responsible for “book-keeping” to keep track of proof steps. However, several 
interfaces are now available. HOL theories contain only proven theorems. HOL is 
implemented in ML and also uses ML for its strategy language.
Isabelle is a generic logical framework which can be instantiated with various logics. 
There are some well-developed logics within Isabelle already, amongst these are: Is- 
abelle/HOL (classical higher order logic), Isabelle/HOLCF (higher order logic with 
computable functions) and Isabelle/ZF (first order classical and intuitionistic logic 
with set theory). Isabelle/HOL has the most applications already available, covering 
areas such as mathematical analysis and verification of a subset of Java. As HOL, 
Isabelle is implemented in ML
Coq is based on calculus of inductive constructions, a typed A-calculus. Coq is imple­
mented in Objective Caml, which is a dialect of ML.
2.3 Formal Mathematics
By formal mathematics we mean mathematics done using computer programs based on 
some sort of logical reasoning, thereby assuring that the user can not do incorrect mathe­
matics. This assurance is of course dependent on the correctness of the computer program 
itself.
In this section we shall briefly describe various types of computer programs which support 
formal mathematics. Section 2.3.2 is about higher order theorem proving for real numbers 
with support for real analysis, whereas in Section 2.3.1 we mention some other projects 
working on formalising mathematics. Section 2.3.3 describes two applications of PVS and 
ACL2 using real numbers.
2.3.1 Projects on Formalising Mathematics
Over the years there have been several projects dealing with formalising parts of mathe­
matics. The oldest and possibly best known are Automath and Mizar.
The Automath project [Rez83] originated at Eindhoven University of Technology in 1967.
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The idea is to have a powerful language in which one can state mathematical definitions 
and theorems, however only mathematics which is actually true will correspond to correct 
sentences in the language. As a means of getting experience with large amounts of for­
malisation E. Landau’s book “Grundlagen der Analysis” was translated successfully into 
Automath. Automath is a proof checker.
Mizar [Rud92] was started in the early 70’s by Trybulec at Block Scientific Society, Poland. 
The purpose is to have a tool in which theorems can be described in text form and then 
checked for correctness. However an interesting addition is that there are also tools which 
allow the theorems along with their proofs to be formatted graphically.
MathPert [Bee89] is developed by Beeson. It is intended as a tool for learning mathe­
matics, particularly algebra, trigonometry and analysis. The user poses a question and 
can then attempt to answer it using the facilities of MathPert. As MathPert keeps track 
of the problem and partial solution, it is not possible to make simple typing errors, like 
changing the sign of a number. MathPert also has a facility which allows the user to step 
through MathPert’s suggested solution to a problem. Closely linked to MathPert is the pro­
gram Weierstrass [Bee98] which does automatic e~ô proofs of continuity. Weierstrass uses 
calculations from MathPert and is meant to be used to produce proofs of “peer-review” 
standard, that is proofs to be read and checked by humans, rather than be trusted blindly. 
Since both MathPert and Weierstrass have been developed to be used for guidance rather 
than to be trusted as for example a theorem prover, they have not been formally verified.
2.3.2 Higher Order Theorem Proving for Real Analysis
There is currently considerable interest in real analysis among users and developers of 
higher order theorem provers which is made clear by the range of implementations and 
applications available and the number of ongoing projects. In this section we will describe 
some implementations and give two examples of applications for formal mathematics.
Basic Real Analysis in PVS
The real numbers are built into PVS, they are axiomatised with part of the knowledge 
about them stored in the decision procedures, see Section 4.2. PVS also supports various
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subtypes of the real numbers, such as positive reals, nonzero reals, rationals, integers and 
naturals. Furthermore, PVS provides the usual operations on numbers and a large collection 
of theorems about (in)equalities of real-valued expressions.
Dutertre [Dut96] implemented a real analysis library in PVS. He uses classical analysis 
based on e-ô definitions to define and reason about limits, continuity and differentiation of 
real-valued functions, see Section 4.3. The definitions of limits of functions contained an 
error, making the definitions of existence of a limit and of continuity equivalent in many 
cases. That, of course, is not conect, and we identified and rectified this error.
An axiomatisation of trigonometric functions (cosine, sine, tangent and their inverses) has 
been done in PVS by researchers at ICASE and NASA Langley [MCB+]. In Section 5.5 
we will compare this to our own PVS library.
More Advanced Real Analysis in HOL Light
Harrison [Har98] developed support for real analysis in HOL Light, his own version of 
HOL (see Section 5.1.1). The reals are constructed using a variation of Cantor’s method, 
and he uses convergence nets rather than the e-S  definitions used in Dutertre’s PVS imple­
mentation. Harrison also takes his library further, as he develops support for transcendental 
functions, such as exp, cos, sin and their inverses. He also defines and proves various theo­
rems about Kurzweil-Henstock gauge integration. The Kurzweil-Henstock gauge integral 
is a generalisation of the usual Riemann integral and Lebesgue integral, and a function /  
has a Lebesgue integral exactly if both /  and | / |  have Kurzweil-Henstock gauge integrals.
Nonstandard Analysis in Isabelle
Fleuriot has implemented a real analysis library in Isabelle based on nonstandard anal­
ysis [FleOO], linking definitions and theorems in nonstandard analysis to those in classi­
cal analysis. In nonstandard analysis we have infinitesimals, that is numbers x such that 
Vr G R+ . I a; I < r. This allows many of the properties of interest in analysis, such as 
uniform continuity, to be expressed in a much simpler way than in classical analysis. In 
classical analysis, uniform continuity of a function /  at a point x  is defined by
Ve: > 0 > 0 Vy . |æ -  2/1 < (5 \ f{x) -  f{y)\  < e
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Given the infinitely close relation «  defined by
= x — y i s m  infinitesimal
we can define uniform continuity in nonstandard analysis by
x ^ y = ^  f*{x)  % f*(y)
where f* is the extension of /  from the real numbers to the hyperreals [FleOO].
Using nonstandard analysis, Fleuriot found that not only many definitions as the one above 
but also theorems and more importantly proofs were simpler than when using classical 
analysis. However, to make it obvious that the nonstandard analysis definitions and theo­
rems do indeed correspond to the better known ones of classical analysis, he also proved 
equivalences between definitions and theorems in the two different notions along the way, 
thus adding to the proof burden.
Axiomatisation of the Real Numbers in Coq
Mayero developed a classical axiomatisation of the real numbers in Coq [May99] in order 
to prove the Three Gap Theorem, which says that points distributed on a circle by an angle 
a  divide the circle into gaps of at most three different lengths. She declares the type of reals 
and the constructors zero, one, addition, multiplication, unary minus, inversion (as in ^), 
and strictly-less-than. From this foundation she defines greater-than, less-than-or-equal-to, 
greater-than-or-equal-to, and binary minus. The usual properties of addition and multipli­
cation, such as commutative, associative, and distributive are axiomatised. Following this 
is a collection of lemmas about (in)equalities on real-valued expressions. This is similar to, 
but not as extensive as, that in PVS.
In [GPWZOO] is an overview of a proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, this is 
done without an actual implementation of the real numbers but using a set of axioms de­
scribing the reals. Since they need the constructive reals rather than the classical reals, 
they could not use any existing implementations. However, [CGOO] describes an imple­
mentation of constructive reals using streams of the numbers {—1,0,1}, similar to repre­
sentations used in exact real arithmetic. In order to justify the implementation as a proper 
construction of the reals, they simplify the axiomatisation in [GPWZOO] and show that their 
implementation satisfies these axioms.
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Discrete flight paths Smooth flight paths
Figure 2.1: Simplified flight paths
2.3.3 Applications
There are many applications of the various formalisations of mathematics. In this section 
we will briefly describe just two projects, one about software verification and one about 
hardware verification.
AILS
Caireno and Munoz [CMOO] used a combination of PVS with the ICASE/NASA Langley 
trigonometric library [MCB+] and the CAS Mathematica to verify an alerting algorithm 
for aircrafts landing on parallel runways. Initially, the flight paths were considered to be 
discrete in that they are modelled as 3° circle segments, as shown in Figure 2.1. They 
proved that a collision warning would occur at least 9 seconds before a possible collision. 
However, by describing the flight paths using continuous mathematics, also shown in Fig­
ure 2.1, they could prove that a collision warning would occur at least 10 seconds before 
a collision. So in this case using continuous mathematics made a big difference to the end 
result.
Floating Point Arithmetic
Russinoff [Rus98] used ACL2 [KMMOO] to verify the floating point multiplication, divi­
sion and square root algorithms of the AMD-K7 microprocessor against IEEE Standard
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754 for binary floating-point arithmetic. These algorithms are implemented directly in 
hardware, and Russinoff models the hardware implementations at register level where the 
operations are logical functions on bit vectors. However, the specifications for the algo­
rithms are best expressed in terms of mathematics, and so the verification is exactly show­
ing that the low-level model satisfies the higher level specification. Russinoff found two 
design flaws in the division algorithm although it had been tested on about 80 million test 
vectors beforehand. He also found that the multiplier could be reduced in width from 76 to 
75 bits, even though it was believed to be minimal and thereby most efficient.
Harrison [HarOO] used HOL Light to verify floating point division algorithms for the lA- 
64 computer architecture. IA-64 directly supports floating point reciprocal approximation, 
that is floating point approximation of However general floating point division is im­
plemented in software rather than in hardware. Intel then provides a collection of division 
algorithms for use by IA-64 developers.
2.4 Systems
In this section we first describe three different approaches to combining CASs and theorem 
provers (TPs) and then we describe two applications developed by the CAAR group in St 
Andrews.
2.4.1 Combining CASs and TPs
Theorem provers and computer algebra systems have different strong points. CASs in 
general are very good at solving equations and for example finding roots of a polynomial, 
whereas most theorem provers can quite easily prove that a root is indeed a root, but are 
not usually able to calculate the roots in the first place. However, TPs naturally handle 
theorems with side conditions well, and as many theorems of mathematics either have side 
conditions or even hidden assumptions theorem proving lends itself well to mathematics.
Apart from the usual problems when combining systems in actually sending and receiving 
data, we also need to consider the semantics of the data being passed from one system 
to the other. Except for a few cases, such as Analytica [BCZ98] which is built inside
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Mathematica, the two systems do not normally share their syntax, let alone their semantics. 
OpenMath [DewOO] is one project dealing with this issue. For each system one can write 
a phrase book which contains information on how expressions are to be interpreted. This 
has been successfully used with at least the following systems: axiom, Mathematica and 
GAR If one has two specific systems linked up, such as with our Maple-PVS interface 
(see Section 2.4.3), one can write a translator for just those two systems. However, that 
might be too restrictive for further development of either system, as the translator would be 
dependent on both systems rather that just one of them.
There has been quite a lot of research into how we might exploit the best features of both 
CASs and TPs, and there are essentially three different ways of combining CASs and TPs. 
Each of these have different strong points, and so appeal to different user groups.
(i) CASs supporting TPs With a CAS supporting a TP, the TP will query the CAS, for 
example for solutions to an equation or an indefinite integral. However, in general 
we can not trust a CAS to the same extent we would like to be able to trust a TP, 
so the TP might decide only to use the result from the CAS if it can verify that it is 
correct.
For example, if the TP asked the CAS to find the roots of a polynomial, the TP might 
wish to check that the answers from the CAS are indeed roots of the polynomial. 
Of course, the TP can only do this, if it knows enough arithmetic to calculate sums, 
products and integer powers, but most TPs do. However for more complicated CAS 
operations, proving correctness of the result in the TP might require development of 
large theories in the TP and even then be difficult.
Using a CAS from within a TP would definitely enhance the TP, and provided the 
mechanisms are there to check the answer it could be quite easy to use for TP user.
Examples using this approach includes interfaces between the following systems: 
Maple-HOL [HT93], Maple-Isabelle [BHC95] and Weyl-NuPrl [Jac95]. Also, the 
proof development tool Omega [KKS98] uses a combination of Maple and Gap to 
do computations.
A different approach is used with Theorema [BJK^*97] and Analytica [BCZ98], 
which are both built within the CAS Mathematica. This of course means that they 
are totally reliant on Mathematica and so more prone to suffer from any errors in the 
CAS than the systems which use a separate prover.
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(ii) TPs supporting CASs With a TP supporting a CAS, the main benefit is that the CAS
user might gain more certainty in the results and that the TP can handle side condi­
tions, so that we can work with areas of mathematics that require this.
The CAS might use the TP to prove that for example the roots of a polynomial are 
just that. Comparing this approach to that of CAS supporting TP, we see that here 
the less trusted system (the CAS) is calling the more trusted system (the TP), and so 
there is no need for checking the result from the other system.
Using a TP from inside a CAS adds a lot to the complication of using the CAS, as 
most CASs are in general fairly accessible, whereas that is not true of TPs. So for 
this approach to work, the TP would need to be almost “hidden” from the CAS user, 
so that if the CAS user is not a TP user, he can still use the CAS and gain the benefits 
from the combined system.
An example using this approach is our Maple-PVS interface, see Section 2.4.3.
(iii) CASs and TPs side-by-side The third option is to have the CAS and the TP running
side-by-side with some kind of “broker” in between them. The broker might control 
whether a query goes to one system or the other, and during say a calculation in the 
CAS, the CAS might ask the TP (via the broker) to prove some particular property.
Using this approach would enable scenarios from both of the methods mentioned 
above, however controlling which system does what and avoiding circular queries 
between the two systems might not be easy. One could use OpenMath [DewOO] as a 
standard for the data to be exchanged.
2.4.2 DITLU
We have successfully used our PVS library of elementary functions and real analysis with 
DITLU [AGLM99], a look-up table for symbolic definite integrals, which CASs do not in 
general handle very well (see Chapter 3). The table works on integrals of the form
f {x )dx .J
where both the limits and the function may include parameters. Dependent on the function 
and the values (or ranges) of the parameters the integral might be undefined or take a 
particular value. In the table this is represented as case-statements and we used PVS to
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eliminate the cases that could definitely not occur for a given query. For example, one of 
the entries in the table is
Lb p-^qx•dx =  <
0 if (6 =  c)
undef ined if (g ^  0) A (6 ^  c)A  
((6 =  _ E )  V (c =  - : ) )
In qc + p  — In qb + p if (ç ^  0) A (6 7^  c)A 
( 6 ? ^ - : ) A ( c # - g ) )
q
c — b 
V if { b ^  c) A ( p ^ O )  A (q = 0)
undef ined if (6 7^  c) A (p =  0) A (g =  0)
So with a query such as
/.a 4-1 1- d r .X
we get the following match with the entry above:
b — —a, c =  a - t - l ,  p  ~ 0 ,  q — 1
We see that dependent on the value of a the first three cases might occur, case 1 if a =  ^  
and cases 2 and 3 if a =  —1. However, the last two cases will not occur with this query, 
since ç =  1. So the result of the query is the first three cases only. We used PVS to check 
these side conditions in order to remove the cases which can not occur.
2.4.3 Maple-PVS
In our research group we have developed an interface between the CAS Maple (version 
6) and the TP PVS, so that Maple users may benefit from the added confidence in their 
results by having them or side conditions checked by PVS. The actual interface is based on 
Maple’s interface to external C functions through which we provide a low-level interface 
to PVS, with Maple running PVS as a subprocess.
The Maple user can then start PVS, query it and inspect the answers and stop PVS. We use 
a Tcl/Tk window to display output from PVS and allow interaction with PVS.
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Maple/PVS Session Manager
Rle EVS
m m
Help
%C ontext changed to  /u ser2 /tom /M ap leP V S /p w slib / 'V user2/tom /M apleP V S/pvslib /PVS<4>:
D efin in g  SHUFFLE-F0M4S«D efin in g  SHUFFLE-FORMS*. D efin in g  GTS.D efin in g  CTS*.D efin in g  SHUFFLE-FORMS-LIMITS. D efin in g  SHÜFFLE-FORMS-LIMITS*. D efin in g  CONV-CHECK.D efin in g  CÜNV-CHECK».
€1> 2 * 2 = 4Rerunning s te p :  (ASSERT) .S im p lify in g , r e w r it in g , and record in g  w ith  d e c is io n  p rocedu res.
(••" (ASSERT) > PVS(6 ):
PVS command: j 
I Formula typechecked % :
Figure 2.2: Tcl/Tk window for the Maple-PVS interface
Example 2.2 (A Simple Example) To illustrate the basic use of the interface, let us prove 
2 +  2 =  4. First we start up PVS:
> pvs := PvsStcirt (" . ./p v s lib " )  :
where “ . . /p v s l ib ” gives the context to be used by PVS. This starts up PVS and opens 
communication and displays the TcUTk window. We can then query PVS:
> ex l := PvsProveCpvs, "g: FORMULA 2 + 2 = 4 " ,  ""):
This causes the PVS session identified by pvs to try and prove the formula 2 + 2 = 4 
using no library files (just the built-in theories o f PVS) and the default proof command 
a s se r t. The result o f running this command in Maple is displayed in the Tcl/Tk window 
as shown in Figure 2.2. PvsProve returns various information about the proof attempt, 
so in order to check if the proof command proved the formula, we run the following:
> PvsQEDfind(exl);
true
which checks if  a QED occurred in the output from PVS to signal that the proof was suc­
cessful. □
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This example shows how we can start up PVS and use it to prove a simple statement. 
However, it is only when dealing with more complicated mathematics that we gain much 
from using PVS as well, as we would expect Maple to correctly calculate 2 +  2 =  4 itself. 
Let us now consider a more interesting example, namely that of determining if a function 
is continuous.
Example 2.3 (Safe Implementation of iscon t) Maple has the command isco n t which 
checks if  a function is continuous or not, however as shown in Example 2.1 it is not reliable.
We can use our interface to implement a safer PVSiscont, using the analysis library de­
scribed in Chapter 5 and the strategies in Chapter 6 (see Figure 2.3).
PVSiscont takes three arguments: a reference to a running PVS process, a function and 
a range to check continuity over. First the junction is converted to a string. We do not yet 
perform any translation from Maple syntax to PVS syntax but rather rely on the fact that 
the common junctions are called the same in Maple and PVS. This also means that we are 
not considering whether the semantics o f the junctions are the same in the two systems.
Next the leji and right hand side of the range is extracted, the range might include infinity 
to either side o f zero. This is handled in PVS by using r e a l  if  the range is —0 0 ..0 0 , and 
p o srea l or negreal if  the range is from zero to either infinity. Finally, if  the range is, 
say, —6.. 00 we use the PVS type above (-6), which consists o f all reals greater than —6. 
Similarly for ranges from negative infinity to a number.
Given the range we can compose the theorem to be proven in PVS. Due to the variations 
in ranges, we have six different cases, since the types must match in the theorem. Once 
the theorem is constructed, we first typecheck it, using the command PvsType check. I f  
the constructed theorem does not typecheck in PVS there was an error in the input and 
PVSiscont terminates with an error. I f  the typechecking succeeds we attempt to prove the 
theorem using PVS. I f  this works, PVSiscont returns true, otherwise it returns fail, since 
absence o f a proof in PVS does not mean that the theorem is false. □
We do not have any support for finding and proving about discontinuities in PVS, but one 
could use Maple to try and calculate possible discontinuities, then try to verify this in PVS. 
That could be used to extend PVSiscont to a three valued function, just like Maple’s own 
isco n t. The current version of PVSiscont is only two valued, as it does not at all attempt 
to find discontinuities, however it is safer than isco n t as we shall now see.
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PVSiscont := proc(pt;s, / :  : algebraic, arange : : {name — range)) 
lo c a l rs, Is, thm, var, tctest, fs] 
fs := convert ( /, string) ; 
var := ihs( aranpe) ;
Is, rs op(rhs(arange)) ;
i f  rs < Is then  e r ro r  “ In v a lid  range”
e l i f  Is — —oo and r s  =  oo  then
thm cat (“fo r  a l l  (yyy : re a l)  : continuous (lambda (” , var, “ :re a l)  
fs, "yyy)")
e l i f  Is = —oo  and r s  =  0 then  thm :=
cat (“fo r  a l l  (yyy : negreal) : continuous (lambda (” , var, “ : negreal)
fs, "yyy)")
e l i f  Is = 0 and rs = oo then  thm :=
cat(“fo ra l l(y y y :p o s re a l) : continuous(lambda(” , var, “ :posrea l)
fs, "yyy)")
e l i f  Is — —oo and not {rs =  o o ) and no t ( r s  =  0) then
thm := cat(“f o r a l l  (yyy : below (” , rs, “ )) : continuous (lambda(” ,
var, “ :below(” , rs, “ ))  fs, " ," ,"y y y )")
e l i f  r s  =  oo  and not {Is =  —oo ) and not {Is =  0) then
thm cat(“f  o r a l l  (yyy : above (” , Zs, “ ) ) : continuous (lambda(” ,
var, “ :above(” , Is, “ ))  fs, “yyy)")
e lse  thm := cai{ “f o r a l l  (yyy :I2 (” , /s , rs,
“))  : continuous (lambda (” , m r, “ : 12 (” , /s , r s ,  “ )) : ” ,
fs, "yyy)" ) 
end if ;
tctest Pvs Typecheck {pvs, thm, “to p ^an a ly sis” ) ;
i f  not PvsTCfind{tctest) then  e r ro r  “typecheck f a i lu r e ”
e l i f  PvsQEDfind{PvsProve{pvs, cat(“g:FORMULA ” , thm, “” ),
“top__analysis” , “ c ts ”)) then
re tu rn  true 
e lse  re tu rn  FAIL 
end i f  
end proc
Figure 2.3: The procedure PVSiscont
Example 2.4 (Example 2.1 Revisited) In Example 2.1 we saw that the function f {x)  =  
2+cL(æ) defined and continuous everywhere. We also saw that using Maple*s command 
isco n t gives the wrong answer in this case. But we can prove it in PVS using our new
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command PVSiscont;
> PV Siscont(pvs,1 / (2+cos(x)) ,x = - in f in i ty . . i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
□
We can now prove a variety of functions continuous on different ranges:
> PV Siscont(pvs, 1 / ( s in (x )+ 2),x = - in f in i ty . . i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
> PV Siscont(pvs,1 / (ex p (x )),x = 0 .. i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
> PV Siscont(pvs,1 / (s in (x )+2),x = - in f in i ty . .38);
true
> PV Siscont(pvs,x,x=6. . i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
> PV Siscont(pvs,1 / (e x p (x ) ) ,x = - in f in i ty . . - 1 ) ;
true
> PVSiscont(pvs, e x p ( -x ) ,x = - in f in i ty . .0 );
true
With procedures such as PVSiscont, the Maple user does not need to know any PVS to 
benefit from the interface. PVSiscont provides a safer version of isco n t without any need 
for the user to interact directly with PVS.
We have also implemented a procedure PVSisdif f  e ren t iab le  which uses a PVS strategy 
d e riv  developed with Karen Petri to prove functions differentiable at particular points. 
Thus we can prove functions differentiable on various ranges:
> P V S isd iffe ren tiab le (p v s ,1 / (co s(x )+ 2 ),x = 0 ..1 );
true
> P V S isd if fe re n tia b le (p v s ,l /( s in (x )+ 2),x = - in f in i ty . . i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
> P V S isd iffe ren tiab le (p v s , 1 / (exp(x)) ,x = 0 .. i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
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> P V S i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e ( p v s , l / ( s i n ( x ) + 2 ) , x = - i n f i n i t y . .38 ) ;
true
>  P V S i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e ( p v s , x , x = - 2 . . i n f i n i t y ) ;
true
>  P V S i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e ( p v s , 1 / ( e x p ( x ) ) , x = - i n f i n i t y . . - 1 ) ;
true
>  P V S i s d i f f e r e n t ia b l e ( p v s ,  e x p ( - x ) , x = - i n f i n i t y . .0 ) ;
true
Another application we have been experimenting with is that of solving differential equa­
tions. We simply use Maple’s built-in differential equation solver, but perform certain 
checks on input and output. By checking that the input functions have certain properties, 
we can ensure for example that the differential equation has a (unique) solution. One of the 
properties we check is continuity, so PVSiscont would then be called by our differential 
equation solver.
2.5 Summary
One of the main reasons for errors in CASs is that they work with algebraic structures 
and do not check the analytic side conditions which are often necessary for results to be 
correct. One obvious example is that of definite integration, where the fundamental theorem 
of calculus (Theorem 2.1) applies only if certain analytic side conditions are met, yet CASs 
often use this theorem even though they have no mechanism to check the side conditions.
Also, many methods used in CASs do not generalise easily to cases including parameters 
in the input, and furthermore there is not usually clear well-defined semantics for CASs, 
making it difficult for a user to determine exactly which methods might apply to their 
problem, and which cases are covered by that method. We have seen examples of CASs (i) 
applying analytically wrong identities and (ii) giving obviously false results when checking 
a function for continuity.
Some of the CAS problems may be addressed using theorem proving, however it would 
need to be automatic theorem proving as opposed to interactive in order to shield the CAS 
user from the technicalities of theorem proving. There are already some implementations of
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real numbers and real analysis in higher order theorem provers, such as basic real analysis 
in PVS, more advanced real analysis in HOL Light, nonstandard analysis in Isabelle and 
an axiomatisation of the real numbers in Coq. We have based our implementation on the 
real analysis library in PVS and extended it with transcendental functions and the required 
automation.
We have also seen two applications of formal continuous mathematics: AILS about veri­
fication of warning algorithms for airplanes landing on parallel runways and the use of an 
interface between Maple and PVS to improve certainty of Maple’s results.
Chapter 3
Case Study: Integration
This chapter contains a case study of how four computer algebra systems (CASs), namely 
axiom, Maple, Mathematica and Matlab, perform when doing definite integration with 
parameters (Section 2.1.3).
The four CASs considered here are different in the degree of confidence we can have in 
their answers: axiom uses types to try and ensure calculations are correct and checks for 
side conditions (for example to avoid integrating through a pole), whereas Mathematica, 
Maple and Matlab seem to use more ad hoc methods for avoiding errors, with varying 
degree of success. They also quite clearly use tables for some results. Common to all the 
systems is that they do not inform the user of the assumptions they have made for the result 
to be valid. Due to the lack of precise documentation of the different systems, typically we 
can not determine the exact cause of (partially) erroneous results.
In Sections 3.1 to 3.4 we study definite integration in the four systems when the integrand 
involves arctan, ^ and Within each section first each example is given along with 
its indefinite integral (as found in the standard table [Dwi57]) and definite integrals, these 
are called the standard results. Then the results of the tests are given and finally they are 
discussed. When listing the test results, we say that a result is the same as the standard 
result, if it can be brought to be identical using only associativity. Thus a(b +  c) is the same 
as ca +  ab whereas 2a — a2 is not equal to 0. This way we may distinguish between the 
levels of simplification applied in the various examples.
When performing definite integration within analysis, which is what both axiom and Ma-
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thematica claim to do, one must make sure that there are no poles in the interval of inte­
gration. For example, f {x)  =  ^ has a pole at 0, so we can not use ordinary integration to
compute an integral such as
‘^ 1 dk (3.1)
- 2  ^/
axiom is usually able to detect the possibility of a pole even when using parameters and 
then flags a warning to the user about this potential pole. When a pole occurs in the interval 
of integration we might attempt to calculate the Cauchy principal value (CPV) instead. The 
CPV of a divergent integral is the limit, if one exists, of the sum of the values of the integrals 
away from the singularity. For example, for the divergent integral in (3.1) the CPV is
— lim (In I — r | — In | — 2j +  In |1| — In Irl)
=  - l n 2
Note that the limit is taken at the same rate at either side of the singularity. In Maple we 
can request an attempt to calculate a CPV for a definite integral such as the one above. This 
is however only implemented for non-parametric limits.
When the test results are listed, sr means that the result is the same as the standard result, 
d means a message was displayed saying that the integral is diverging (this is the same as 
axiom’s “pole”), n means a naive answer (in each case this will be stated) and finally pp is 
used for axiom’s “potential pole”.
3.1 Variations over arctan
In this section examples of integrands featuring arctan are explored. Consider first
J  arctan (x)da;
The standard result for the indefinite integral is then
J  axcta,n{x)dx =  x  arctan (a;) — -  ln(l -h x^) C 
Plots of both the integrand and the integral can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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X arctan (a;) — i  ln(l 4- x^)arctan (æ)
Figure 3.1: The original function to integrate and the standard result
Since there are no discontinuities in arctan the definite integral is easily found using the 
fundamental theorem of calculus:
1 1  Va, b . / arctan (a;) d x = b arctan (6) — -  In(l +  6^ ) — a arctan (a) +  -  ln(l +  a^)Ja 2 2
The test results are listed in Table 3.1,
As the integral is symmetric around 0, Examples 2 and 3 have the value 0 which all the 
systems calculated correctly. In Example 4, the definite integral
fO
/ arctan (a;) da:
7 - 4
IS
4 arctan(—4) + ln(17)
which is negative. Here we see that axiom gives a different result which is actually positive, 
axiom’s result depends on axiom’s use of the equivalence 2 arctan (a;) =  arctan ( y ^ ) ,  
which is only correct for x  between -1 and I as discussed in Section 2,1.3. Plots of axiom’s 
result and the difference between this and the standard result can be seen in Figure 3.2, 
which also illustrates that the two are identical on the interval -1 to 1, exactly where axiom’s 
transformation is valid.
Example 5 shows how the difference in the integral of arctan shows up in the integral of a 
composite function using arctan.
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No. Integral axiom Maple Mathematica Matlab
I /  arctan (a;) da; — In(æ ^+l)—xarc tan (^^y^) 2 sr sr sr
2 arctan (a;) da; sr sr 7T—ln 4 —7TH-ln44
simplifies to 0
sr
3 X 4^ arctan (a;) da; sr sr sr sr
4 arctan (a;) da; ln (17)+ 4arctan(:^) ^  ^  2 ^  ^ sr sr sr
5 /  a; arctan ( i)  da; (æ ^+l) arctan ( —Ifiy )+2a: 4 sr sr sr
Table 3.1: Definite integration with arctan
— ln(a:^+l)—z arctan ( ) —2 x  arctan(æ)—z a r c ta n ( ^ f ^ )
2
Figure 3.2: axiom’s result and the difference between the standard and axiom’s results
3.2 Variations over -X
In this section we look at definite integrals of To accommodate negative limits, the 
indefinite integral /  ^dx  should have value ln(|x|) rather than just ln(æ) which all the
Ja X
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systems offer as result. So the indefinite integral is
l l  = ln\x\ + C
Since f {x)  = ^ has a double pole at 0, any definite integral over 0 is diverging, unless CPV 
methods apply.
The standard results for the definite integral are then:
In |6| — In |a| Va, 6 < 0 or a, 6 > 0
undefined/diverging otherwise 
The naive result is then
Va, h . f ~ dx = ln(6) — ln(a)
J a  ^
which is only correct if a and b are both positive.
3.2.1 One-parameter Limits
We first test the four systems using only one parameter in the limits. The test results can be 
found in Table 3.2.
In Examples 2 and 3, we see that both axiom and Mathematica seem to pick up on the pole 
and refuse to integrate over it, whereas both Maple and Matlab do not check the parameters 
in the limits.
The answers returned by axiom, Maple and Mathematica in Example 4 are undefined when 
a — 0, and it appears axiom, Maple and Mathematica may assume a 0. In Example 4 
we also see several different ways of expressing In (2). The fact that axiom expresses its 
result in terms of might indicate that it is trying to accommodate for negative values of 
a, although this is not evident from the indefinite integral.
3.2.2 Two-parameter Limits
We now look at some examples using two parameters in the limits and some related one- 
parameter examples. As we are using and 6^  the signs of the parameters are not an issue
in these examples.
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No. Integral axiom Maple Mathematica Matlab
1 In (a;) ln(a;) ln(a;) ln(æ)
2 f-a ^ d x d ln(a) — ln(—a) d ln(a) — ln(—a)
3 d ln(2a) — ln(—a) d In (2a) — In (—a)
4 ln(4a^)—In(a^) 2 ln(2a) — in(a) ln(2a) — In (a) ln(2)
Table 3.2: Definite integration with g and one parameter 
The test results can be found in Table 3.3.
From the results of Examples 2 and 5, we see that although Mathematica does some check­
ing of the limits, and knows that and — are on either side of the pole, it fails to work 
that out for 6^  and — too. This could indicate that Mathematica is using a table for the 
simpler of the two cases, although this can not be determined from the documentation, nor 
from the use of Mathematica itself.
3.2.3 Other Limits
In the following the C P V  method is used to indicate results obtained when using the Maple 
option CauchyPrincipalValue, this allows equal integrals on either side of a pole to 
cancel out. It can only be used with limits expressed without parameters. The results can 
be found in Table 3.4.
From the result of Example 3,
i
/  - d x  J \fcfi ^
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No. Integral axiom Maple Mathematica Matlab
1 i : '  I 'k d d d d
2 / - I 2 d n n n
3 sr sr ST ST
4 / i + : sr ST ST ST
5 / i d n d n
6 d n n n
Table 3.3: Definite integration of ~ with one or more parameters 
we see that Matlab not only assumes a, 6 ^  0, but that a, 6 > 0.
3.3 Variations over X  — C
Next we go on to integrating the function The standard result of the indefinite inte­
gration is then
f  —-— dx =  In b  — cl +  C J x - c
and for the definite integral it is
rb I
/  (ix =  In 16 — cl — In la — cl Va, 6 < c or a, 6 > cJa x - c
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No. Integral axiom Maple Mathematica Matlab
1 r r  ïd x PP n n n
2 PP n n n
3 sr sr sr In (6) — In (a)
4 ^dx d d
C P V :
— ln(4) — ln(—J) +  Z7T =  0
d d
5 /S  id x d d
C P V  ; ln(16) -  ln(4)
d d
Table 3.4: More integration with ^
The naive result of the definite integral is
pb 2
/  dx = ln(6 — c) — ln(a — c)Ja  x - c
Depending on the values of a and b this might be correct.
For Examples 1-5 we specialise each of these results with c =  1, so that the standard result 
of the indefinite integration is
[  —^~dx =  In b  — ll -t- C J  X - I
and of the definite integral it is
-br  1/ -----   dx: =  In |6 — 1| — In |a — 1| Va, 6 < 1 or a, 6 > 1Ja x - 1
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The naive result of the definite integral is then
X  — 1dx =  ln(6 — 1) — ln(a — 1)
The test results can be found in Table 3.5.
No. Integral axiom Maple Mathematica Matlab
1 I sr sr sr sr
2 f l a  ' ^ d x PP n n n
3 i : ^ d . PP n n n
4 f ! ^ d x d d d d
5 i : ^ ^ d x PP In (6 — 1) — m In (6 — In (6 — 1) — in
6 c: d n d n
7 Z T ^ d x d n d n
8 Cr^ ad- PP n n n
Table 3.5: Definite integration with ^
In Example 5 we suddenly see iir appearing. This is as a result of evaluating the naive
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result, thus getting ln(—1) which is exactly in.
3.4 Variations over
We now present results of some variations of The standard result of integrating this
is:
/
arctan ( ^ )  
^/â
a In
+  C if a > 0 
ifa  =  0
2 v ^ +  0  if d <C 0
axiom gives the two solutions corresponding to non-zero values of o, and we will note that 
as the standard result in this case.
For the definite integrals the standard results are:
' arctan ( ^ )  arctan ( ^ )
L
y/â
6 ~  c
c—V —gIn In 6 + \ /—g
2yjC^
 ^diverging
2yJ—a
if a > 0
if a =  0 A (6, c > 0 V 6, c < 0) 
if a < 0
A(6, c > y f ^  V 6, c  <  y f - ^  
otherwise
Again, axiom gives the first and third cases corresponding to some of the non-zero values 
of a, and we will note that as the standard result in this case.
The naive result is taken to be the one simply assuming a > 0 at all times and ignoring any 
possible poles, i.e. the first case. The test results can be found in Table 3.6.
So where there are more possible results axiom will list them. However it does not tell 
us which result corresponds to which value of a. In some cases this might be difficult to 
detect. Again Maple, Mathematica and Matlab simply assume that a >  0.
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No. Integral axiom Maple Mathematica Matlab
1 I sr sr sr sr
2 f - i  ^ d x d d d d
3 f- i /2 ^ d x PP d d d
4 I  J+ad^ sr n n n
5 f j - 2 d ^ sr n n |\/2atanh(|a;\/2)
6 I  .zL/æ sr n n n
7 L  J+adx PP n n n
Table 3.6: Definite integration with
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we have demonstrated how even on very simple examples CASs give a 
variety of answers that are variously completely incorrect, incorrect without additional as­
sumptions, or even if correct are not obviously so as they are equivalent, but not identical 
to, the standard results.
In general axiom does better at finding poles and displaying the appropriate error messages. 
In most circumstances Mathematica will give an error whenever there is definitely a pole
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within the range, but when there exist parameters so that the integral is defined, Mathe­
matica generally gives a naive answer. When using parameters in the limits of integration. 
Maple can not pick up any problems, whereas when using actual values Maple refuses to 
do the integration over a pole unless the option CauchyPrincipalValue is used in order 
to have parts of the integral around the pole cancelled out. Matlab also only picks up poles 
when using values as limits.
All the examples we have studied in this chapter are very simple, and even so the CASs 
give confusing and ambiguous, if not plain wrong, results. Larger applications are only 
likely to have an even greater risk of incorrect or only partially correct results.
Chapter 4
PVS
In this chapter we describe in some detail various aspects of PVS [OSRSC99b], which 
is a specification and verification tool based on classical, higher order logic. It consists 
of a specification language, various predefined theories and a theorem prover which sup­
ports a high level of automation. The specification language is strongly typed and supports 
predicate and dependent sub-typing.
Our emphasis is on support for real analysis, so we will look specifically at how the real 
numbers are implemented in PVS and what operations on them are supported (Section 4.2). 
Also, Dutertre developed a real analysis library [Dut96] of which we give an overview in 
Section 4.3. Dutertre’s implementation gives a foundation for analysis with respect to con­
vergence and limits, continuity and differentiation of real-valued functions, however the 
definition of convergence is not equivalent to the usual definition, and so leads to undesir­
able results. Through working extensively with Dutertre’s library we were able to identify 
and correct this error. In Section 4.4 we describe in some detail how we can use PVS’s 
strong type system, particularly how type judgements can be used to improve matching 
within existing strategies. Section 4.5 explains how one can define new strategies specific 
to an application.
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4.1 Introduction
PVS is used extensively in both hardware and software verification. Two examples are 
verification of the Airborne Information for Lateral Spacing (AILS) Alerting Algorithm 
(Section 2.3.3), which is concerned with the correctness of warning algorithms used when 
aircrafts land on parallel runways [CMOO], and development of a fault-tolerant clock syn­
chronisation circuit with optimisations verified in PVS [Min98].
The core of PVS is implemented in Allegro Common Lisp. It is usually run via an extensive 
emacs interface which allows for short-cuts for commands and -  via Tcl/Tk ~ supports 
graphical representations of proof trees and library structures. However, PVS can also be 
run in batch mode or, as discussed in Section 2.4, from other systems via a basic Tcl/Tk 
interface [ADG'^01].
4.1.1 Specifications
In PVS, specifications are organised into theories. The structure of a typical theory is 
shown in Figure 4.1. A theory may be parameterised, so that the example_theory takes 
a parameter T which is a subtype of r e a l  (the real numbers in PVS). This allows abstrac­
tion from types and/or parameters used in the theory, for example a theory implementing 
intervals over R  might have the parameters
[ a: r e a l ,  b: { x: r e a l  | a <= x } ]
and then define and work with the closed interval [a, 6].
Assumptions may be made, for instance about T in our example_theory where we assume 
that T is connected. When we instantiate the theory to use it, we will need to make sure that 
the actual parameter is itself connected, PVS ensures this by generating a Type-Correctness 
Condition (TCC, Section 4.4) for us to prove. During proofs in the exam ple.theory we 
can use the assumption as an ordinary theorem.
Within theories we can now declare variables, such as 
f : VAR [ T -> r e a l  ]
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exam ple.theory [ T; TYPE FROM re a l  ] :  THEORY
BEGIN
ASSUMING
connected: ASSUMPTION 
FORALL (x ,y : T ) : FORALL (z: r e a l ) :  x < z AND z < y 
IMPLIES T_pred(z)
ENDASSUMING
IMPORTING lim it_ o f_ fu n c tio n s[T ], real_fnn_ops_ext
f ,  f l ,  f2 : VAR [ T -> r e a l  ] 
u: VAR re a l  
X, y: VAR T
g ( f ,  X,  y ) : r e a l  = f(x )  + f(y )
theorem l: THEOREM
< boolean expression  >
lemmal: LEMMA
< boolean expression  >
END example_theory
Figure 4.1: Structure of PVS theory
that is, f  is a function from T to re a l. As f  is just declared, not defined, we say that it is 
uninterpreted.
We can also define functions and predicates, for example using recursion as in
fa c (n ) : RECURSIVE nat =
IF n = 0 THEN 1 
ELSE n * fa c (n - l)
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ENDÏF 
MEASURE n
The MEASURE is required with recursive definitions and is used by PVS to ensure the recur­
sion is well founded [OSRSC99a].
Finally we have the formulae of the theory. They can be stated using various keywords 
such as p ro p o sitio n , formula, lemma and theorem [OSRSC99a]. They all have the 
same semantics and the different keywords are provided to allow the user to distinguish 
between different types of formulae. In our work we mainly use lemma and theorem, and 
in the context of PVS we will use the two terms as being totally synonymous.
Within theories we can also declare type judgements, which provide a means of stating that 
expressions are of a certain type. This facility will be explained further in Section 4.4.
4.1.2 Predefined Theories
The built-in theories for PVS (such as base types like the booleans and the real numbers 
and composite types like sequences) can be found in the file p re lu d e . pvs (provided as 
part of the PVS distribution and loaded at initialisation of a PVS session). These theories 
are always loaded when running PVS and contain essential declarations and definitions, for 
instance of types.
One of the operators provided in the prelude is the choice operator epsilon . When given 
a predicate over a type T, ep s ilo n  returns an element of T satisfying the predicate if one 
exists, otherwise ep silo n  returns an arbitrary element of T. This means that epsilon  
always returns an answer. The type T is required to be non-empty so when using the choice 
operator a TCC will be generated requesting a proof that T is non-empty.
The prelude not only provides many types and their related operations, but also serves as a 
repository of examples of the various facilities in the specification language.
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4.1.3 Theorem Prover
The prover facilities [SORSC99] of PVS support a high level of automation in the form of 
a large collection of proof rules and strategies, and a strategy language for users to define 
their own strategies (Section 4.5). In general the automation works quite well, provided one 
knows which arguments to give the various strategies. The most well-known PVS strategy 
is grind. It works as a brute-force search for proofs, performing repeated Skolemisation, 
(BDD-)simplification, rewriting, and application of theorems. By choosing arguments to 
g rind  carefully one can ensure a fairly high rate of success, however using grind  -  or 
any other high level strategy -  will often fail due to the problem of instantiating the univer­
sally quantified variable(s) of applicable theorems correctly. This is an inherently difficult 
question which theorem provers in general struggle with.
During the application of higher level strategies PVS might try to match the current goal 
to an existing theorem. An application of a theorem can generate TCCs and PVS will try 
to discharge these. However, g rind  for example will not automatically apply the theorem 
unless the TCCs can be discharged automatically. This differs from when we use a lower 
level of automation and apply the theorem directly, then any TCCs generated from the 
matching are passed back for the user to prove.
4.2 Real Numbers in PVS
The real numbers is one of the base types in PVS and so is included in the prelude. It is 
denoted by re a l. The implementation is based on an axiomatisation which is embedded in 
the typechecker and the theorem prover. So for example, PVS “knows” that
0, 1, 2, 3, . . .  G R  
0 ^  1, 0 ^  2, 1 2 , . . .
With the real numbers in place there is an explicit declaration of the subtype nonzero-real 
nonzero_ rea l: NONEMPTY.TYPE = { r : r e a l  | r  /= 0} CONTAINING 1 
and its abbreviation nzreal.
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Then there are definitions of the usual operators in the reals:
+, - ,  *: [ r e a l ,  r e a l  -> r e a l  ]
/ :  [ r e a l ,  n z rea l -> r e a l  ]
- : [ r e a l  -> r e a l  ]
<(x, y ) : bool
<=(x, y ) : bool = x < y OR x = y;
>(x, y ) : bool = y < x;
>=(x, y ) ; bool = y <= x
where the order-operators may be used infix as well. Again, knowledge about the order of 
0, 1, 2, . . .  is built into the typechecker and theorem prover.
Next the prelude includes axioms stating rules such as commutativity, associativity and 
distributivity. These axioms are introduced using the keyword POSTULATE to indicate that 
they are provable by the decision procedures but not from other axioms.
commutative.add : POSTULATE x + y = y + x
a sso c ia tiv e .a d d : POSTULATE x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z
com m utative.m ult: POSTULATE x * y = y * x
a sso c ia tiv e .m u lt : POSTULATE x * (y * z) = (x * y) * z
d is t r ib u t iv e :  POSTULATE x * (y + z) = (x * y) + (x * z)
Finally, based on explicit definitions of (least) upper bound and (greatest) lower bound, an 
axiom states completeness of the reals in the sense that any non-empty set of reals which 
is bounded above has a least upper bound:
rea l.co m p le te  : AXIOM 
FORALL S:
(EXISTS y: upper.bound?(y, S)) IMPLIES 
(EXISTS y: least.upper_bound?(y , S ))
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b o th .s id e s .p lu s l : LEMMA (x + z = y + z) IFF X = y
b o th _ sid es_ tim esl: LEMMA (x * nOz = y * nOz) IFF x = y
t im e s .d iv l : LEMMA X * (y/nOz) = (x * y)/nOz
d iv .tira e s : LEMMA (x/nOx) * (y/nOy) = (x*y)/(nOx*nOy)
d iv .e q .z e ro : LEMMA x/nOz = 0 IFF x = 0
div.sirap: LEMMA nOx/nOx = 1
cross_inult : LEMMA (x/nOx = y/nOy) IFF (x * nOy = y * nOx)
zero .tim esS: LEMMA X * y = 0 IFF X = 0 OR y = 0
Figure 4.2: Cancellation laws for equality
Based on these axioms and the implementation of the typechecker and theorem prover, the 
rest of the development of r e a l  is proven rather than axiomatised.
First, there is a collection of judgements (see Section 4,4) about the various operators and 
how they preserve or change the types of their arguments, for example
px, py: VAR p osrea l
posrea l_ tim es_posrea l_ is_posrea l: JUDGEMENT *(px, py) HAS.TYPE po srea l
which states that the product of two positive reals, px and py, is a positive real.
Also proven is a large collection of cancellation laws for equality, some of which are given 
in Figure 4.2, and order lemmas and cancellation laws for <, some of which can be seen in 
Figure 4.3. Similar lemmas exists for each of <, > and >.
PVS also has an exponentiation function. It is restricted to take non-negative integer powers 
of real numbers. With this definition there is a limited selection of theorems about the power 
function such as x” > 0 for a; > 0 and r ” 7^  0 for x 7  ^0.
So all the usual operations and cancellation laws for the real numbers are available in PVS, 
providing a good foundation for doing arithmetic with the real numbers. However, it is 
still lacking similarly simple lemmas which are useful for doing analysis, for example 
|c| < 1 |cl * X < X for X > 0, but lemmas such as these can be proven quite easily based 
on what is already available. Much of the basic axiomatisation is built into the typechecker 
and theorem prover, this in particular means that one does not usually need to invoke any
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t r i c h . l t : 
n e g . l t : 
p o s _ t im e s _ lt :
IFF (0 < X AND 
n e g .t im e s . l t :
IFF (0 < X AND 
p o s .d i v . l t  :
IFF (0 < X AND 
n e g _ d iv _ lt :
IFF (0 < X AND 
d iv _ m u lt_ p o s .lt1  :
LEMMA x < y O R x = y O R y < x  
LEMMA 0 < -X IFF X < 0 
LEMMA 0 < X  * y
0 < y) OR (x < 0 AND y < 0)
LEMMA X * y < 0
y < 0) OR (x < 0 AND 0 < y)
LEMMA 0 < x/nOy 
0 < nOy) OR (x < 0 AND nOy < 0) 
LEMMA x/nOy < 0 
nOy < 0) OR (x < 0 AND 0 < nOy) 
LEMMA z/py < x IFF z < x * py
b o t h . s i d e s .p l u s . l t l : LEMMA x + z < y + z IFF x < y
I t . p l u s . l t l :  LEMMA x <= y AND z < w IMPLIES x + z < y + w
I t .m i n u s . l t l : LEMMA x <= y AND w < z IMPLIES x - z < y - w
I t . d i v . l t . p o s l : LEMMA px <= y AND pz < w IMPLIES px/w < y/pz
l t .d iv _ l t .n e g l  : LEMMA x <= ny AND z < nw IMPLIES ny/z < x/nw
Figure 4.3: Order and cancellation laws for <
of the axioms during proofs, however it also means that we do not actually know how the 
reals are implemented.
4.3 Existing Analysis Library
PVS’s definition of the reals forms the basis of Dutertre’s library [Dut96] for basic real 
analysis. This library contains many basic definitions and theorems used in real analysis, 
including sequences of reals, convergence of functions and of sequences, and continuity 
and differentiation of real-valued functions. Below we briefly outline the contents of the 
library for each of these areas of real analysis.
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4.3.1 Sequences of Reals
The PVS prelude implements a polymorphic sequence, which Dutertre specialised to se­
quences of real numbers, proving theorems about properties of sequences of reals such as 
increasing or decreasing, extracting a subsequence and how subsequences inherit properties 
such as boundedness. This part of the library also contains a theory defining convergence 
of sequences
u : VAR sequence [rea l]
1 : VAR re a l  
ep s ilo n  : VAR p osrea l 
i ,  n : VAR nat
convergence(u, 1) : bool =
FORALL ep s ilo n  : EXISTS n :
FORALL i  : i  >= n IMPLIES a b s (u (i)  - 1) < ep s ilo n
It also gives various criteria for a sequence to be convergent, such as the Squeeze Theorem. 
Finally the limits of the usual combinations of sequences are given, for example the limit 
of si(n) + S2 {n) is the sum of the limits of si{n) and sg(?%).
4.3.2 Limits of Functions
Dutertre used e-S  to define convergence and thereby limits of functions, however the defi­
nition (shown in Figure 4.4) is somewhat unusual, leading to results which do not fit with 
our usual understanding of analysis. The predicate convergence is applied to a function 
/ ,  a set E, which may or may not be a subset of the domain of / ,  a real number a, which is 
the point we wish to check for a limit and another real I which is the proposed limit. There 
are essentially two problems with this definition. The first is that the conditions on x  allows 
a; =  a, so that the requirements are too strong, and closely resembles those of continuity. 
This is also proven by Dutertre’s “theorem”
c o n tin u ity .d e f2 : THEOREM
co n tin u o u s(f, xO) IFF convergen t(f, xO)
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e p s ilo n , d e l ta ,  e: VAR p o srea l 
E: VAR se to fC rea l] 
f :  VAR [ T -> r e a l  ] 
a , 1, z: VAR re a l  
x: VAR T
adh(E ); s e to f [ re a l]  =
{ z I FORALL e: EXISTS x: E(x) AND abs(x - z) < e }
convergence(f, E, a , 1): bool =
adh(E)(a) AND FORALL ep silo n : EXISTS d e lta :  FORALL x:
E(x) AND abs(x -  a) < d e l ta  IMPLIES ab s(f(x ) - 1) < ep silo n
Figure 4.4: Dutertre’s definition of convergence of functions
Furthermore, Dutertre only requires a to be adherent to E, whereas the usual definitions 
also require a to be an accumulation point in E, that is “a is not isolated in F7” [Apo74, 
Mad91].
Finding this inconsistency with the usual notion of convergence was not easy, and it is a 
good example of how theorem provers are no more correct than the specification the user 
starts out with. Of course, a developer using theorem proving is free to give definitions and 
theorems any names, and so in a sense it is not appropriate to deem Dutertre’s definition 
of convergence wrong, as the definition is perfectly acceptable. However, it does not cor­
respond to the usual notion of convergence. If the user community has an agreed meaning 
of a certain word, this should be respected in the formalisation. Thus without any further 
explanation, the naming of properties and theorems should reflect their use outside theorem 
provers.
Both errors are corrected in our version of the definition of convergence (Figure 4.5).
As for sequences of real numbers, Dutertre proved theorems about preserving convergence 
under addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and function composition, that is con­
vergence of rational functions. Having corrected the definition of convergence we proved 
those theorems again. In general, the proofs did not have to be changed much, as the added 
restrictions are on the domain of the function and the point of interest. Finally, various
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ep s ilo n , d e lta ,  e: VAR po srea l 
E; VAR s e to f [ re a l]  
f :  VAR [ T -> r e a l  ] 
a , 1, z: VAR re a l  
X, y:  VAR T
adh(E): s e to f [ re a l]  =
{ z I FORALL e: EXISTS (x: r e a l ) :  E(x) AND absCx - z) < e >
n o t_ iso la te d _ p o in t(a ,E ): bool =
FORALL (e: p o s re a l) : EXISTS (y: r e a l ) :
E(y) AND ((a  < y AND y < a + e) OR (a - e < y AND y < a))
convergence(f, E, a , 1): bool =
adh(E)(a) AND n o t_ iso la ted _ p o in t(a , E) AND 
FORALL ep silo n : EXISTS d e lta :
FORALL X: E(x) AND x /= a AND abs(x - a) < d e lta
IMPLIES ab s(f(x ) - 1) < epsilon
Figure 4.5: Corrected definition of convergence of functions 
bounds on limits are given.
4.3.3 Continuous Functions
When defining continuity of functions, Dutertre refers back to the definition of conver­
gence, but then proves that the definition is equivalent to the standard e-ô  definition of 
continuity. As for limits, the library contains lemmas about operations which preserve con­
tinuity, see Figure 4.6, so again Dutertre is working with rational functions. There is 
also a theorem about function composition preserving continuity, that is if /  : Ti Tg is 
continuous at xo and ^ : T2 —>• R  is continuous at f{xo),  then g(f{x))  is continuous at xq 
too.
By considering a continuous function restricted to a subinterval of its domain further theo­
rems are proved. For example, Dutertre proves the intermediate value theorem for contin-
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f l ,  f2 : VAR [ T -> r e a l  ]
g: VAR [ T -> n z rea l ]
h: VAR [ T1 -> T ]
xO: VAR T
x: VAR T1
sum .continuous: THEOREM c o n tin u o u s(f l, xO) AND co n tin u o u s(f2, xO)
=> co n tin u o u s(fl + f2 , xO)
d if f .c o n tin u o u s : THEOREM c o n tin u o u s(f l, xO) AND co n tin u o u s(f2, xO)
=> co n tin u o u s(fl - f2 , xO)
p ro d .con tinuous: THEOREM c o n tin u o u s(fl, xO) AND co n tin u o u s(f2, xO)
=> co n tin u o u s(fl * f2 , xO)
const.continuous : THEOREM continuous(k , xO)
sea l.co n tin u o u s: THEOREM c o n tin u o u s(f l, xO) => continuous(k  * f l ,  xO)
opp .continuous: THEOREM c o n tin u o u s(f l , xO) => continuous(- f l ,  xO)
d iv .con tinuous: THEOREM c o n tin u o u s (f l , xO) AND continuous(g , xO)
=> co n tin u o u s(fl /  g, xO)
inv .con tinuous: THEOREM continuous(g , xO) => continuous(1 /  g, xO)
id e n tity .c o n tin u o u s : THEOREM co n tin u o u s(I[T ], xO)
abs.con tinuous: THEOREM
c o n tin u o u s(f l, x) => c o n tin u o u s (a b s (f l) , x)
comp.continuous: THEOREM continuous(h , x) AND con tinuous(f2, h(x))
=> con tinuous(f2 o h, x)
Figure 4.6: Dutertre’s lemmas about preservation of continuity
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uous functions [Apo74]:
Theorem 4.1 (Intermediate Value Theorem for Continuous Functions) Let a < b and
f  : [a, 6] —)• R  with f  continuous. Suppose f{a)  7^  f{b), then f  takes every value between 
f{a) and f{b) on the interval (o, b).
In PVS, this can then be stated using the following two lemmas (it is assumed that T is 
connected):
f :  VAR [ T -> r e a l  ]
g: VAR { f  I continuous(f) }
X,  y, z: VAR re a l
in te rm ed ia te !: PROPOSITION
a <= b AND g (a) <= x AND x <= g(b) IMPLIES
EXISTS c: a <= c AND c <- b AND g(c) = x
in term ed ia tes  : PROPOSITION
a <= b AND g(b) <= x AND x <= g (a) IMPLIES
EXISTS c: a <= c AND c <= b AND g(c) = x
4.3.4 Differentiation
Again Dutertre uses the standard definition using the Newton quotient:
A function /  is differentiable if, and only if,
/(æ  +  Ax) -  f{x)  
Ax
has a limit as Ax tends to 0.
(41)
The fact that a differentiable function is continuous is established and just as for conti­
nuity we have all the usual rules for combining functions and preserving differentiability, 
including the values of the derivatives. As for continuity, Dutertre is working with rational 
functions. The value of the derivative at a maximum or a minimum is also given, as is the 
mean value theorem:
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mean.value: THEOREM d e riv a b le (f)  AND a < b
=> EXISTS c: a < c AND c < b AND derivC f, c) * (b - a) = f(b ) - f (a )
4.3.5 Roots
In addition to the analysis library Dutertre has also built a theory to handle roots. This 
implementation covers positive integer roots of nonnegative reals and provides a useful 
extension of the power functions native to PVS as it provides a way to handle rational 
powers. So one would express x t as expt (roo t (x, 2) ,  3) o rro o t(e x p t(x , 3 ) , 2). 
These two are proved equivalent by Dutertre.
Just as the prelude contains lemmas about order and cancellation when using simple arith­
metic and exponentiation, Dutertre added lemmas about order and cancellation with roots. 
Some of these are:
Vm G N+ . VÔ =  0
Vm e N+ . V I  =  1
Vx G R  \  R _ . =  X
Vx G R  \  R_, m  G N+ . ( =  X
Vx G R \  R_, m  G N+ . =  x
Vx G R  \  R _, m G N+ . y/x =  0 x =  0 
Vx, 2/ G R  \  R_, m  G N+ . ^ x  * y =
Vx, 2/ G R  \  R_, m G N+ . ^  ^  x = y
Vx, y e H \  R_, m  G N+ . ^  x < y
Vx G R  \  R _, m  G N+ . x < 1 => y/x < 1
4.4 Types and Judgements in PVS
The specification language for PVS is strongly typed. Of particular interest for our work are 
the base types number (with subtypes re a l ,  r a t ,  in t  and nat) and boolean and function 
types. For example the predicate convergence about limits of functions from Section 4.3 
has the type [ (T -> r e a l ,  se to fC re a l] , r e a l ,  re a l)  -> bool ]. By using pa-
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rameterised theories as described in Section 4.1 we can construct abstract datatypes, for 
example the prelude file contains a theory
sequences[ T; TYPE ] :  THEORY
which implements an abstract datatype of sequences. This can then be instantiated with for 
instance r e a l  to give a theory of sequences of reals, just as Dutertre did in convergen- 
ce.sequences which implements convergence of real-valued sequences.
PVS supports two different ways of declaring subtypes. Either by using a boolean expres­
sion as in
n eg rea l: TYPE = { x: r e a l  I x < 0 }
which declares negreal to be the type of negative reals, this is called predicate sub-typing,
or by declaring an uninterpreted subtype as in
s : TYPE from re a l
which declares s to be some subtype of re a l.
Since the user can give arbitrary boolean expressions in type declarations typechecking is 
undecidable. Therefore Type-Correctness Conditions (TCCs) are generated during type- 
checking. Some of these might be discharged by PVS automatically, but others might be 
left for the user to prove. For example, typechecking the function definition
d iv K x : n eg rea l): r e a l  = 1 /  x
raises this TCC
divl.TCCi: OBLIGATION (FORALL (x: n eg rea l): x /= 0)
This is because division is of the type [ r e a l ,  n z rea l -> r e a l  3. The TCC is dis­
charged automatically by PVS, as the type negreal is known to be a subtype of n zrea l as 
we shall now see.
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Type judgements are used to help the typechecker discharge some of the many TCCs that 
might occur when using sub-typing. Considering again the function d iv l  from above, we 
need a judgement asserting that neg rea l is not only a subtype of r e a l  but indeed a subtype 
of n zrea l. The following judgement (from the r e a l . ty p e s  theory in the PVS prelude) 
does just that:
n e g r e a l . i s .n z r e a l : JUDGEMENT negrea l SUBTYPE.OF n z rea l
The judgement is then used by the typechecker, and so the user will not be asked to prove 
the TCC divl.TCCl.
So type judgements are used by PVS when typechecking for example a theory. However, 
they are also used during proofs. Say we would like to prove the following:
VAR [ r e a l  -> r e a l  ]
VAR [ r e a l  -> p o srea l ] 
VAR se to fC rea l]
X ,  1: VAR re a l
example : THEOREM
convergence(f /  g, E, x, 1)
Typechecking of example then generates the TCC:
example.TCCl: THEOREM
FORALL (x: r e a l ) :  g(x) /= 0
It is automatically discharged by PVS, because g is known to be non-zero valued. But say 
we wish to use the theorem
convergence.div: PROPOSITION 
FORALL E, f ,  g, a , 11, 12: 
convergence(f, E, a , 11)
AND convergence(g, E, a , 12)
AND 12 /= 0 
IMPLIES convergence(f/g , E, a , 11/12)
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to prove our theorem example. In order to apply convergence.div we must ensure that 
the type fits. This is clearly true, and application of convergence.div generates a TCC 
like that above.
Judgements are written into theories, and when the theory is typechecked a TCC corre­
sponding to the judgement is generated. This can then be proven using the full power of 
PVS. So a judgement is as a theorem in that it can be applied as a step in a proof and it is 
formally proven to be correct, however judgements are also used by the typechecker and 
during matching in the theorem prover. For PVS to apply theorems automatically provable 
type correctness is essential, and thus type judgements are a powerful tool. In Section 6.4 
we will give examples of how judgements are used in this way to check functions for con­
tinuity.
4.5 Strategies
The PVS prover contains high level proof commands but also supports a strategy language 
which allows users to write their own proof strategies [SORSC99]. The strategy language 
is based on Lisp, and the general structure of a strategy is
(d efstep  <name> (<arguments>)
<expression>
<documentation>
<format>
)
where <name> is the name of the strategy, <arguraents> can contain required and/or op­
tional arguments or be empty, <expression> programs the action of the strategy and 
<documentation> gives any documentation information, which is then made available 
via the PVS help system. Finally <f ormat> is printed whenever the strategy is used, which 
helps the user to keep track of the progress of the proof. For low-level strategies this is 
often left empty to avoid too many details being printed.
Example 4.1 In this example we look at a theory bar and a strategy too to be used with 
that theory:
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bar [ T: TYPE ] :  THEORY 
BEGIN
f : VAR [ T -> T ] 
b a r -1emma; THEOREM 
*some theorem*
END bar
This theory has the parameter T, which is then used in the declaration o f the function f. We 
now would like a strategy which, given a type with which to instantiate bar, tries to apply 
bar-lemma to the current goal.
(d efstep  f 00 (foo-arg)
( le t  ( f 00-lemma (format n i l  "bar-lemmaC~a]" fo o -a rg ))
(TRY (lemma foo-lemma) (GRIND) (SKIP)))
' ' I f  bar-lemma[foo-arg] succeeds and produces sub -goal(s) 
then run grind  otherw ise s k ip ' '
" T r ie s  to  apply bar-lemma with the  r ig h t  theory  in s t a n t i a t io n "
)
The name o f this strategy is too, it takes one argument foo-arg. I f  we wish to apply the 
strategy when using functions o f for instance type bool -> bool "j we must specify that 
we would like the actual parameter a /b a r  to be bool. This is handled by foo-arg, when 
the strategy is used as follows:
(foo " b o o l ' ' )
The first part o f the let-expression names bar-lemma [bool] foo-lemma. The second part 
is an application o f the built-in strategy TRY, which tries to apply the first argument to the 
current sub-goal, / f  TRY is successful it then applies the second argument to each new sub­
goal, if  not -  it applies the third argument instead. Thus foo is a tactic, whereas TRY is a 
tactical. □
Within a strategy it is possible to inspect the current goal. One can then decide what to do 
next based on the goal rather than guessing (using TRY or similar) as seen in Example 4.1.
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This provides the strategy writer with means to check the type and values of components 
of the goal before applying any theorems or strategies, thus ensuring that the strategy will 
not crash due to mismatched types or similar incompatibilities.
PVS also allows glassbox versions of strategies. They are invoked by appending $ to the 
strategy name, as in f  00$. Using the glassbox version of a strategy causes large amounts 
of documentation to be printed during the proof, and so is very useful for debugging.
By writing application specific strategies it is possible to gain a very high level of control 
over proofs and keep them automatic at the same time. However, in many cases the high 
level proof commands available in PVS are suitable on their own.
4.6 Summary
PVS is a specification and theorem proving tool, which is used for verifying both hardware 
and software. In the prelude file PVS has theories which support the base types such as 
real numbers, booleans and composite polymorphic types such as sequences. As an ex­
tension to the built-in support for reals and functions, Dutertre has implemented a basic 
real analysis library. This includes definitions of and theorems about convergence of func­
tions and sequences, continuity and differentiability, and also provides support for the use 
of roots. In general this library follows standard developments as found in mathematics 
textbooks, however the definition of convergence of functions was incorrect. We identified 
and corrected this problem, and reproved all theorems affected by this.
Since PVS is strongly typed, type judgements turns out to be very powerful in assisting 
PVS in both typechecking theories and input to the theorem prover and in matching used 
internally in the theorem prover. Also, PVS supports user defined strategies with a Lisp- 
based strategy language. This allows users to write special-purpose strategies.
Chapter 5
Transcendental Functions in PVS
In this chapter we describe our development of transcendental functions such as exp, cos 
and sin in PVS. The main motivation for this implementation is that we wish to use PVS 
to support CASs, for example in discharging side conditions (see Section 2.1.2) and in 
doing automatic continuity checking (see Chapter 6). In order to do this in the presence of 
transcendental functions we need not only to implement definitions of some transcendental 
functions but also a large database of lemmas about those functions. In Section 5.1 we give 
an overview of Harrison’s analysis library in HOL Light [Har98] and an overview of our 
own development in PVS. Section 5.2 explains our implementation of infinite series and 
Section 5.3 gives an overview of our implementation of some transcendental functions. In 
Section 5.4 we describe the implementation of continuity and differentiation, in particular 
with respect to power series. Finally, in Section 5.5 we compare our implementation to the 
axiomatisation of trigonometric functions done at ICASE/NASA Langley [MCB+].
As our library is based on Dutertre’s real analysis library (see Section 4.3), we have in­
cluded in Appendix C a listing of all the files in our library, clearly showing which files are 
Dutertre’s original files (and whether or not we have modified them) and which files are 
new. All the PVS theories, proofs and strategies are supplied on the CD-ROM.
Most of our definitions, and in particular the lemmas, are equivalent to Hanison’s. Our 
development rests on Dutertre’s analysis library which uses e-ô definitions as the basis 
for convergence and continuity, where Harrison’s library uses the more general notion of 
convergence nets, thus the proofs in the two implementations are quite different. However, 
for the end user of the libraries the implementations look very similar, modulo the different
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top-level notation of PVS and HOL Light.
5.1 Introduction
We wish to implement the transcendental functions exp, cos and sin and their inverses in 
PVS. We have already seen how Dutertre implemented support for doing real analysis (such 
as continuity and differentiability) for rational functions with parameters, that is functions 
made up of the identity functions, constants and the combinators + , — (unary as well as 
binary), * and /. We wish to extend this to elementary functions, that is combinations of 
transcendental and rational functions, such as
cos (a;)f i x )  = exp (a; -f a)
In high school the trigonometric functions are defined geometrically using triangles and 
angles, but one can also define them by certain power series. This allows for analytical 
treatment of them. Following standard analysis, we start with a theory of partial sums and 
then consider sequences of these to get infinite series. Power series are then obtained by 
specialising infinite series. We define transcendental functions by their power series and 
via the power series prove a collection of theorems about the functions.
The implementation described in this chapter is based on the analysis library developed by 
Dutertre |Dut96] with our revisions, as described in Section 4.3.
5.1.1 HOL Development
Harrison implemented an advanced real analysis library in HOL Light [Har98]. Parts of 
this library served as inspiration for our PVS implementation, so we will now highlight 
some of the differences between Harrison’s HOL Light implementation and Dutertre’s in 
PVS.
Real Numbers Harrison’s implementation of the reals is a variation of Cantor’s method 
which identifies a real number with a set of rational sequences that converge to it, 
however Harrison scales the terms of the sequences to natural numbers.
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A Cauchy sequence is a sequence Xn with the following property:
Ve > 0 3 V Vn, m >  N  . — Xn\ < e
Harrison then considers Cauchy sequences with 0{~)  convergence, that is:
1 1Vm, n  . \xm, ~ x J  <  1- —)m  n
Then he represents a rational sequence Xn by the natural number sequence an such 
that We can not do this for all rational sequences as some converge too
quickly, for example ccn =  However, as the rationals are dense in R , we can 
choose another sequence representing the same real number; in the case of ^  
we could choose Xn = ^ instead.
Now two rational sequences X n ~ ~  and ^  represent the same real number if
3B\fn . \an -bn\  < B
This gives the positive reals, which are then extended to the reals by representing a 
signed real a; as a pair (a i^, ^2) of unsigned reals (positive reals as above) such that 
X =  Xi — rc2- Since each unsigned real has infinitely many representations, so does 
a signed real. Two reals x  =  {xi,X2) and y =  (yi, 2/2) are then equal if, and only if,
x i + y 2  = yi + X2.
Harrison then defines the standard operations on the reals, for example (xi,X2) * 
(2/1, 2/2) =  ( 1^ * 2/1 +  ^ 2 * 2/2, 2/1), and proves completeness of the reals,
that is every set o f reals which is bounded above has a least upper bound.
Convergence Nets Whereas Dutertre defined convergence and thus continuity using e-5 
definitions as seen in Chapter 4, Harrison’s development in HOL Light takes a dif­
ferent approach to working with limits of functions and sequences. Harrison uses the 
notion of convergence nets, which allows an abstraction from both functions and se­
quences when considering convergence. By using this generalisation Harrison only 
needs to prove once that limits are unique, a sum of limits is the limit of the sum 
etc. Once all these proofs are done in the general setting of convergence nets, the 
theorems can easily be specialised to functions and sequences, by proving that the 
functions and sequences have the appropriate structures.
Division In HOL Light functions are total and there is no convenient method for defining 
subtypes. This led Harrison to define 0“  ^ =  0 whereas in PVS 0“  ^ is undefined.
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In PVS, division often causes the generation of TCCs similar to a; ^  0, but by us­
ing the sub-typing mechanisms in PVS many of these TCCs can be automatically 
discharged.
Having established limits for both functions and sequences Harrison goes on to develop 
series by defining finite sums, then to consider the convergence of sequences of these. He 
then proceeds to define differentiability and prove some classical theorems of real analysis, 
such as the mean and intermediate value theorems.
So the main differences between the PVS and HOL Light implementations of real analysis 
are in the implementation of reals, which in PVS are axiomatised, with part of the knowl­
edge built into the decision procedures, and in HOL Light are constructed using a variation 
of Cantor’s method. In HOL Light convergence is developed via the more general notion 
of convergence nets whereas in PVS e-ô definitions are used. However, once past these 
foundational developments, in general the same theorems (although sometimes different 
variants) are proved in both PVS and HOL Light, so for the end user the two libraries look 
much the same.
5.2 Infinite Series
oo nBy definition the sum of an infinite series is the limit of the sequence
i= 0  i —0n —>■ OO. If no such limit exists the series is said to be divergent. Therefore we first definenthe notion of partial sums, ^ /(% ).
i= 0
In defining finite sums, Harrison used a somewhat unusual definition, namely
n + m —1
sumCn, m, f )  =  ^  f{i)
i = n
The reason for using this definition is that some proofs become easier, as one can often 
simply use induction in m. We initially used the same definition, but as it is not intuitive 
and reconstructing proofs based on mathematics books was more difficult, we changed to 
the common definition
sumCn, m, f )  =
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By using the standard mathematical definition of finite sums it is more obvious that we are 
indeed proving standard theorems and it also turned out to be easier to use in the further 
development. Also, there were no significant complications in the proofs compared to when 
using Harrison’s definition.
The PVS code defining sum is then:
sumc(n, m, f ); RECURSIVE rea l =
IF m < n THEN 0 
ELSE IF m = n THEN f(n )
ELSE sumcCn, m - 1, f )  + f(m)
ENDIF
ENDIF 
MEASURE m
sumCn, m )(f): rea l = sumc(n, m, f )
Using the new definition of finite sums we then proved many of the usual properties of 
finite sums, some of which are shown in Figure 5.1. The proofs are mostly by induction in 
the number of terms in the sum, and in general the proofs are straightforward, thus were 
done directly without referring to text books. The longest proof is that of sum_two which 
has 33 proof steps, although this could undoubtedly be shortened.
Next, we define infinite series. We say that a series converges if the sequence of its partial 
sums converges. In that case, the sum is the value of the limit of the sequence.
Definition 5.1 (Convergence of Series) Ter /  : N  -> R, then we say that the series
oo
E /w
i=0
converges if  the sequence
n
0>n — 5^ /(0 
i= 0
converges. In that case, the value o f the series is
oo
=  lim ann->oo1=0
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sum.two: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n, m:
8um(0, n )(f)  + sum(n + 1, m )(f) = sum(0, max(m, n ) ) ( f )
abs_STim: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n, m: abs(sum(n, in)(f)) <= sum(n, m )(abs(f))
suni_lt: LEMMA FORALL f ,  g, n, m:
(FORALL r: n <= r AND r <= n + m IMPLIES f (r )  < g (r )) IMPLIES
sumCn, n + m )(f) < sumCn, n + m)(g)
sum.eq: LEMMA FORALL f ,  g, n, m:
(FORALL r: n <= r AND r <= n + m IMPLIES f (r )  = g (r )) IMPLIES 
sumCn, n + m )(f) = sum(n, n + m)(g)
sum_add: LEMMA FORALL f ,  g, n, m:
sumCn, m)(f + g) = sum(n, m )(f) + sum(n, m)(g)
sum_cmul: LEMMA FORALL f ,  c, n, m: sum(n, m)(c * f )  = c » sumCn, m)(f)
sum_neg: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n, m: sum(n, m )(-f) = -sumCn, m)(f)
sum_group: LEMMA FORALL n, k, f:
sum(0, n)(LAMBDA r: sum(r * Ck + 1 ), (r + 1) * (k + 1) - l ) ( f ) )  =
sumCO, (n + 1) * (k + 1) - 1 ) ( f )
sum_offset: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n, k:
sumCO, n)(LAMBDA r: f ( r  + k + 1)) = sum(0, n + k + 1 ) ( f ) - sumCO, k )(f)
sum_reindex: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n, m, k:
sumCn + k, m + k ) ( f ) = sum(n, m)(LAMBDA r: f ( r  + k))
sumjO: LEMMA FORALL n, m: sum(n, m)(0) = 0
sum_cancel: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n, m:
sum(n, m)(LAMBDA r: ( f (r  + 1) - f ( r ) ) )  = f(max(m + 1, n ) ) - f (n )
Figure 5,1: Lemmas about finite sums
In PVS we first define the notion of convergence of series, using the two argument version 
of convergence for sequences:
sumsCf, s ) : bool
= convergence(LAMBDA r: sum(0, r ) ( f ) ,  s)
summable(f): bool = EXISTS s: sum s(f, s)
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ooIf a series X^/(r) is convergent then the sum can be extracted from the definition of sums
i= 0using the choice operator ep s ilo n  of PVS: 
sum inf(f): rea l = epsilon(LAMBDA s: sums(f, s ))
Here ep silo n  is used to extract the s such that sums ( f , s) is true, that is to extract the 
value of a convergent series.
As for finite sums, we proved several theorems about arithmetic operations on series, some 
of which can be seen in Figure 5.2. Most of these theorems have standard proofs which can 
be found in different Mathematics Textbooks and replicated in PVS by filling in the details. 
Harrison used several lemmas in order to prove seq.power, and we used those lemmas as 
a guide for our proof.
With the foundations laid we can now go on to use these theorems. Without aid in de­
termining convergence one would have to go back to the definition for each series. This 
would be an unreasonable burden to put on any user, so we develop the following three 
convergence criteria for series:
Theorem 5.1 (Cauchy Criteria for Series) The series
oo
E /w
i= 0
converges if  and only if
n + m
V£ > 0 3AT 6 N . Vn > AT. Vm : E/« < e
Remembering that sum(n ,m) (f ) is the finite sum over /  starting at index n with m  terms, 
we express the Cauchy criteria as follows:
ser_cauchy: LEMMA FORALL f:  summable(f) =
(FORALL e: EXISTS N: FORALL n, m: N <= n IMPLIES abs(sum(n, m )(f)) < e)
The proof of this theorem is based on that of [Mad91] and studies of Harrison’s HOL Light 
proof script for the theorem.
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sum„uniq2: LEMMA FORALL f ,  s , ss: sums(f, s) AND sums(f, ss )  IMPLIES s = ss
ser.O: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n:
(FORALL m: (n <= m) IMPLIES (f(m) = 0)) IMPLIES sums(f, sum(0, n ) ( f ) )
ser_group: LEMMA FORALL f ,  k: summable(f) AND 0 < k IMPLIES 
sums(LAMBDA n: sum(n * k, (n + 1) * k - l ) ( f ) ,  sum inf(f))
ser_pair: LEMMA FORALL f;  summable(f) IMPLIES
sums(LAMBDA n: sum(2 * n, 2 * n + 1) ( f ) ,  sum inf(f))
ser_ o ffse t; LEMMA FORALL f:  summable(f) IMPLIES
(FORALL k: sums(LAMBDA n: f(n  + k + 1), sum inf(f) - sum(0, k ) ( f ) ) )
ser_pos_lt: LEMMA FORALL f ,  n: (summable(f) AND
(FORALL m: n <= m IMPLIES (0 < f(m )))) IMPLIES sum(0, n )( f )  < suminf(f)
ser_pos_eq: LEMMA FORALL f:  summable(f) AND
(FORALL m: 0 <= f(m)) AND 0 = suminf(f) IMPLIES (FORALL n: 0 = f(n ))
ser_add: LEMMA FORALL f ,  fO, g, gO:
sums(f, fO) AND sums(g, gO) IMPLIES sumsCf + g, fO + gO)
ser_cmul: LEMMA FORALL f ,  fO, c: sums(f, fO) IMPLIES sums(c * f ,  c * fO)
ser_neg: LEMMA FORALL f ,  fO: sums(f, fO) IMPLIES sum s(-f, -fO)
ser_cdiv: LEMMA FORALL f ,  fO, c:
sum s(f, fO) AND c /= 0 IMPLIES sums(f /  c, fO /  c)
ser_zero: LEMMA FORALL f:  summable(f) IMPLIES convergence(f, 0)
ser_ le: LEMMA FORALL f ,  g: (FORALL n: f(n ) <= g(n)) AND summable(f) AND 
summable(g) IMPLIES sum inf(f) <= suminf(g)
ser_abs: LEMMA FORALL f:  summable(abs(f)) IMPLIES 
abs(sum inf(f)) <= sum inf(abs(f))
seq_power: LEMMA
FORALL xO: abs(xO) < 1 IMPLIES convergence (LAMBDA n: xO '' n, 0)
Figure 5.2: Lemmas about infinite series
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Theorem 5.2 (Comparison Criteria for Series) Let f ,g  : N  R^. I f  the series
oo
i= 0
converges and
3 c > 0 i V e N V n > V .  /(n )  < cg{n)
Then the series
ooE/«
i=0
also converges.
In PVS, we prove a slightly different version, where we assume c =  1 and allow /  to take 
non-positive values:
ser_compar: LEMMA FORALL f ,  g:
(EXISTS N: FORALL n: N <= n IMPLIES ab s(f(n )) <= g(n)) AND summable(g) 
IMPLIES summable(f)
The theorem we prove in PVS is in fact more general than Theorem 5.2, since the functionoo/  may take non-positive values. It is also the case that if ^y(%) converges, then so does
2 = 0
OO n(j  ^ Q— - for any non-zero c and -  may then be used in Theorem 5.2. Thus ser.com par2=0  ^ ^implies Theorem 5.2. The proof of ser„compar is based on those of [Mad91, Bra90]. 
Finally, we consider the ratio test for convergence:
Theorem 5.3 (Ratio Criteria for Series) Let /  : N  —> R+. Then
ooE/wi=0
converges if
3c e  (0,1) JV 6 N  Vn > AT. < c
J\^)
Again, the version we use in PVS is slightly modified, in that we allow /  to take negative 
values, as long as the criteria is met on the absolute value of / :
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se r _ r a tio _ te s t: LEMMA FORALL f :
(EXISTS c, N: c < 1 AND
(FORALL n: N <= n IMPLIES abs(f(n  + 1)) <= c * a b s (f(n ))))
IMPLIES summable(f)
The proof of s e r_ ra t io _ te s t  is based on an idea from [Bea97], where no detail is given, 
and on [Mad91],
ooPower series are a particular kind of series of the form * {k — Xq) \  where xq is
2= 0the centre of the interval of convergence. We do not work specifically with the interval of 
convergence, however many theorems (such as powser_ in s  idee below) have as a prereq­
uisite that the power series is convergent for some k, and then use |/s| instead of the radius 
of convergence as |/c| is less than or equal to the radius of convergence. Thus our prereq­
uisites are in general sufficient, but not necessary. In our development we only deal with 
a;o =  0 although some proofs use different centres. Due to their regular form, power series 
are particularly well-behaved and so we prove two convergence criteria specific to power 
series.
Theorem 5.4 (Convergence of Geometric Series) If\x\ <  1 then the series
oo
2=0
converges with sum
In PVS, this is expressed as follows: 
gp: LEMMA
FORALL x: abs (x) < 1 IMPLIES sums (LAMBDA r : x ' ' r ,  l / ( l - x ) )
The proof of gp relies on several lemmas and is mainly based on Harrison’s lemmas and 
proof scripts. However, we later found a very elegant and short proof in [Apo74]. This uses 
the fact that by pairing up terms we get
V n 6 N  : (1 — 1
2 = 0  2= 0
Since for b | < 1 we have lim =  0, the proof is completed.n->oo
As power series have an interval of convergence, we know that strictly inside this interval, 
the series is convergent.
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Theorem 5.5 (Interval of Convergence for Power Series) I f
oo
2 = 0
converges and |x| < \k\ then the series
oo
2 = 0
also converges.
In PVS, this is expressed as follows:
powser_insidee: LEMMA FORALL f , k, x:
summable(LAMBDA n: f(n ) * (k  ^ n)) AND abs(x) < abs(k)
IMPLIES summable(LAMBDA n: f(n ) * (x " n))
We also proved a theorem about differentiation of power series. Harrison proved that if a 
power series
oo
Fik) = E / M  * (5 1)
2 = 0
and the power series obtained by differentiating termwise once and twice
oo
G{k) — * k'^ ~^
2=1
OO
H[k) = -  l)/(«) *
2 = 2
all are convergent then for a: G R  with |xl < |fe| the derivative of the power series F[x) is 
G(x).  Here pc| is used instead of the radius of convergence as explained above. Whenever 
we wish to use this theorem we then need to prove that the first and second termwise 
derivatives exist. When F  is an elementary function, G and H  are often identical to known 
series, so we know that they are convergent and hence can use the theorem to prove that G 
is the derivative of F.
The usual proof of termwise differentiation of power series relies on termwise integration 
of power series. The series obtained by termwise integration of a power series is again a 
power series and the two series have the same interval of convergence. Thus if the series
E / M *  2/*
2 = 0
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is convergent on (—/), p), we know that
r x  o o  oo px  ^  f ( ô \
V x e { - p , p ) :  /  dy = ^ 2  !  /(«) * ÿ' (fy =Jo l ^ J o  +  l
This can then be used to prove the theorem about termwise differentiation of power series. 
However, as we have not developed support for reasoning about integration in PVS, we can 
not use this proof.
The actual proof we used is quite complicated. It is based purely on Harrison’s lemmas and 
HOL Light proof scripts.
We also proved a more general theorem:
00Theorem 5,6 (Differentiation of Power Series) ( ( E / W  * converges then
2=0
OO OO
Vrc . |æ| < |A:| * x")' =  -f l )f{i  H-1) *
2 = 0  2 = 0
We did this by first proving the same theorem as Harrison and then proving that for all 
absolutely convergent power series the power series obtained by termwise differentiation 
is convergent. The idea of this proof is to use comparison between the series
ooE'l/MI * kl’“' (5.2)
2 = 1
and
E l /M l * (5.3)
2 = 2 d
where d is a positive real so that d H- |a;| < |A:|, which implies that
oo
^ | / ( i ) |* ( d + |a ; | ) '
2 = 0
is convergent. We prove that for î > 2 we have ^ |/(^ | * <  |/( i) | * -M eIL and since
(5.3) converges (5.2) also converges. The suggestion to use this particular comparison 
comes from [Bea97], although not much detail is given there.
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5.3 Some Transcendental Functions
As we now have the tools to handle specific power series, we can define some transcenden­
tal functions. We start by defining exp and its inverse In, then we go on to define cos and 
sin and functions related to them. This also leads us to a definition of tt.
5.3.1 Exp and In
The function exp is defined by the following power series:
oo
exp(T) =
2 = 0
In PVS we first define the finite sum
sum(0, n)(LAMBDA m: Gxp_ser(m) * (x * m))
where
Gxp_ser(m) = 1 /  fac(n)
Then we prove that the sequence s„ with
«- =  E 7
is convergent using the ratio test [Mad91] and finally we can define the function exp : R  —> 
R b y
exp (x): rea l = suminf(LAMBDA n: exp_ser(n) * (x " n))
We can now prove that exp is differentiable with derivative exp using Theorem 5.6. As we 
know that differentiability implies continuity, we now know that exp is also continuous.
For each of the functions described in this section, there is a large collection of well-known 
facts like those that can be found in many text books. We have proved a useful collection 
of these. Firstly about exp:
exp(O) =  1
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\/x Vy . exp (a; +  y) =  exp (a;) exp(y)
exp(%)Vx Vy . exp (a; — y) = exp(y)
We can define In as the inverse of exp, but to do so we must first prove that such an inverse 
does indeed exist. The following theorem asserts that exp is surjective on R+:
Vy . 0 < y 3a;. exp (a;) =  y, where x  is unique (5.4)
Then In is defined on the positive reals by using the choice operator ep s ilo n  in PVS 
lo g (x ) : rea l = epsilon(LAMBDA y: exp(y) = x)
So ln(a;) gives a y such that exp(y) =  x, and we know from (5.4) that this y is unique. 
There are a few theorems about In:
Va;. ln(exp(a;)) =  x 
ln(l) =  0
Va; > 0 Vy > 0 . In =  ln(a;) — ln(y)
5.3.2 Cosine and Sine
We now define cos and sin by their power series. To prove convergence of these series we 
used the comparison test [Mad91] and the fact that the power series for exp is convergent.
cos is defined in the following way:
(2i)!
(~1)‘ (2i)
. „ f2i)!2=0
cos(x) =
And sin is defined in the following way:
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Again we use Theorem 5.6 to prove that (—sin) is the derivative of cos and cos is the 
derivative of sin:
cos' =  — sin
sin' =  cos
We proved a large collection of standard facts about cos and sin. Here are some of the 
theorems:
cos(O) =  1
sin(O) =  0
Væ . sin(a;)^ +  cos(a:)^ =  1
Væ . — 1 < cos(æ) <  1
Va;. — 1 < sin (a;) <  1
Va; Vy . sin (a; +  y) =  sin (a;) cos(y) +  cos (a;) sin(y)
Va;. sin(—a;) =  — sin (a;)
We now define tt. This can be done in several different ways, but we chose to do as Harrison 
and define tt as two times the first positive zero o f cosine. So first we need to prove that 
there is such a zero, in fact we prove that it exists in [0,2] and is unique:
3a;. 0 < a; < 2 A cos (a;) =  0 A (Vy . (0 < y < 2 A cos(y) =  0) y = x) (5.5)
The proof is done by first proving that cos (2) < 0, this is done by grouping terms in the 
power series, offsetting the power series and then grouping the terms in the resulting power 
series. Then we use the intermediate value theorem (which Dutertre included in the real
analysis library), so we know that there is a value x  between 0 and 2 for which cos (a;) =  0 as
cosine is continuous and cos(O) =  1. The uniqueness is proven by assuming that cos (a;) =
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0 and cos(y) =  0. As suggested by [Mad91] we then consider sm(|æ — y\) which can be 
expressed using sin(a;), sin(y), cos (a;) and cos(y), proving that sin(|a: — y\) =  0. However, 
we also know that sin is positive on the interval (0,2) and thus reach the conclusion that
X — y.
Finally we use the choice operator to extract the x  found in (5.5) and define tt as 2a;. The 
definition then immediately tells us that 0 < tt < 4. These are obviously not very good 
bounds, and so we prove that following result:
3 < 7T < 3.2
This proof is similar to that of (5.5) in that it relies on first proving that cos(1.5) > 0 and 
cos(1.6) < 0 (by grouping, offsetting and re-grouping the power series) and then using
the intermediate value theorem to find a zero for cosine between 1.5 and 1.6. Finally we
note that as the zero in (5.5) is unique, |  must be between 1.5 and 1.6. In fact it was 
done by following a suggested proof from [Apo74]: proving that V2 <  1.5, 1.6 < VS, 
cos(\/2) > 0 and cos(\/3) < 0 and using the intermediate value theorem on this result. We 
decided to generalise this result in order to make it a bit easier to develop yet closer bounds 
should we ever need to. The following theorem tells us how values between y/2 and \/3  
relate to | :
Theorem 5.7 (Bounds on tt)
Vo;. \/2  < X  < \/3  => ((cos(a;) < 0 => 7r < 2x)
A (cos(a;) > 0 => 7r > 2a;)
A (cos(a;) =  0 tt — 2a;))
So if we ever wish to tighten the bounds on tt we do not need to use the intermediate value 
theorem or anything similar to that, all we need to do is determine the value of cosine on 
the bounds, i.e. Va;, z € [\/2, \ /3 ] . cos(y) < 0 < cos (a;) =>2x < tt < 2y
We now present various lemmas relating cos, sin and tt:
7T > 0
COS(7t) =  —1
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sin(7r) =  0 
Vm . sin(m) =  cos(— — x)
Vn . sin(nTr) =  0
The next two theorems state exactly where the zeros of cos and sin are:
Theorem 5.8
Vm . cos(m) =  0 ((3 n . m =  (2n 4-1)^) V (3 n . m =  —(2n +  1)^))
Theorem 5.9
Vm . sin(m) =  0 44 ((3 n . m =  mr) V (3 n . m =  —n7r))
Pr o o f : In order to prove Theorem 5.8 about the zeros of cos we first need another three 
lemmas. We simply follow Harrison’s development of lemmas without considering the 
proof scripts.
Lemma 5.1 cos(—m) =  cos(m)
Lemma 5.2 cos((2n -j-1)|) =  0
Lemma5.3 (m > 0 A cos(m) =  0) =4 3 n . m  =  n |  A odd{n)
Now we can prove Theorem 5.8 by considering the following cases:
=4 m > 0: use Lemma 5.3
m < 0: use Lemma 5.1, then Lemma 5.3
4= m =  (2n 4 -1 ) |: use Lemma 5.2
X =  —(2n 4- l ) f  : use Lemma 5.1, then Lemma 5.2
So given the three lemmas, this proof is quite straightforward. However, note that in the 
second half of the proof we distinguish between positive and negative x, this is to support 
the induction necessary to complete the proof.
The proof of Lemma 5.1 uses various manipulations of cos and sin, and eventually comes to 
proving that (sin(—x) +sin(a;))^ 4- (cos(—re) — cos (re) )  ^is constant zero. This is essentially
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done by first proving that (sin(—x) +  sin (re) 4- (cos(—re) — cos (re) )^ differentiates to zero 
everywhere, and so is continuous and thus is a constant function, and then observing that it 
is zero at zero. The proof of Lemma 5.2 is by induction on n, using Lemma 5.1 and the fact 
that cos(re +  tt) =  — cos (re). The proof of Lemma 5.3 uses the other lemmas. The essential 
part here is that cos has an inverse on the interval [0, tt]. ■
5.3.3 Tangent
The function tan (re) is undefined for values of re where cos (re) =  0. As PVS is strongly 
typed we need to work out the domain for tan, that is {re € R | cos (re) 0}. In the previous 
section we saw that cos (re) =  0 exactly when re =  for some odd k, and we use this in 
the representation of the type for the domain of tan:
X: VAR rea l 
k: VAR in t
cos_nz_type: NONEMPTY_TYPE
= { X I FORALL k: x /= (2 * k +  1) * p i /  2 }
The type itself is not related to cos yet, so we use a judgement to state (and prove) that cos 
applied to any element in cos_nz_type is indeed non-zero:
cos_iiz_nz: JUDGEMENT cos(x_cos_nz) HAS_TYPE nzreal
We also tried the more direct definition 
cos_nz_type: NONEMPTY_TYPE = { x | cos(x) /=  0 }
but this was no easier to work with, and so we reverted to our original definition above.
We can now define tan and prove some lemmas about it, using manipulations on the defi­
nition:
Vrc . cos(rr) ^  0 =4 tan(rr) = cos(rc)
tan(nTr) =  0
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Vrc . cos(rc) 0 =4 ta n (—rc) =  — tan(rc)
The next lemma is about tan of a sum. The requirement cos(rc), cos(y), cos(rc H- y) ^  0 
ensures not only that tan is defined but also that tan(rc) tan(y) 1, thus the fraction is 
well-defined,
Vrc Vy . (cos(rc), cos(y), cos(rc +  y) f  0) =4 tan(rc +  y) =  (^)Tan(y)
Finally we prove that tan has an inverse on the open interval (—f , | ) :
7T TTVy 3rc . cos(rc) 0 A —— <  rc < — A tan(rc) =  y A rc is unique
5.4 Continuity and Differentiation
In the previous section we saw that the proof of Theorem 5.8 relies on differentiating func­
tions involving cos and sin. Here we use Theorem 5.6 about termwise differentiation of 
power series to differentiate exp, cos and sin, and get the following results:
exp'(rc) =  exp(rc) 
cos'(rc) =  — sin(rc) 
sin'(rc) =  cos(rc)
Dutertre proved that if a function is differentiable it is also continuous, so we use the results 
above to prove that each of the functions exp, cos and sin are continuous everywhere.
Now given derivatives for cos and sin we can use the general theorems about function 
combinations preserving differentiability to prove that tan is differentiable and find its 
derivative. Dutertre’s implementation of differentiation requires the domain considered 
to be connected, which of course the domain of tan is not, as tan is undefined at odd 
multiples of | .  However we know and prove in PVS that \fx G domuw (tan) there is an 
interval =  {kn — | ,  /ctt 4 -1) of length tt containing x  such that Ik C domom(tan) and 
Ik is connected, as shown in Figure 5.3. Thus by restricting tan to Ik we can differentiate 
tan on Ik and we get tan'(a;) — . From this also follows that tan is continuous
everywhere on its domain.
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Figure 5.3: The interval Ik
5.4.1 Example Proof
The proofs in this development seems to fall into two categories, either they are small and 
quite easy, or they are more complicated and tend to get very long. Proofs about properties 
of finite series fall into the first category, as they tend to be simple induction proofs. As 
one might expect, a great number of the theorems about properties of the trigonometric 
functions are quite simple. This is because once the basic tools are in place we no longer 
have to go back to the e-5 definitions to prove convergence to certain values. Between 
these two extremes of the development are a number of theorems which in general require 
a lot of work.
The harder proofs were about infinite series and power series. It is interesting here to note 
that these proofs are also difficult to do by hand, particularly since most textbooks leave 
out many details that “are obvious” yet require several non-trivial proof steps to establish 
formally. So apart from the added difficulty that comes from doing the proofs formally, the 
level of difficulty was much the same using PVS as it is to do the proofs by hand. However, 
one theorem in particular stands out from this generalisation: the one about differentiation 
of power series (Theorem 5.6). In most textbooks it is proven by first introducing integra­
tion, then proving that an absolutely convergent power series can be integrated termwise 
and then applying this to the power series obtained by doing termwise differentiation of 
the original series. However, as we have not implemented integration, this was not a feasi­
ble proof for us and a more complicated proof was necessary as described in Section 5.2. 
Finding suitable bounds for tt took some time too. This was not actually because of the 
PVS proof being complicated, but because finding values that made the proofs of the sign 
of the values of cosine easier took some effort. However, once the proofs were done on 
paper they translated directly into PVS.
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In general, we used various textbooks [Apo74, Bea97, Bra90, TF88, Mad91, Kap57] as 
guides for the proofs. However the textbook proofs were not always feasible for a variety 
of reasons. We have already seen that they may depend on theory not implemented in PVS, 
such as integration. Another problem we encountered was with geometrical reasoning 
which could not easily be formalised.
Let us now consider one of the easier proofs. We would like to prove the following theorem:
sin_cos: THEOREM FORALL x: s in (x ) = cos(pi /  2 - x)
These four lemmas are used in the proof: 
cos_add: LEMMA
FORALL X, y: co s(x  + y) = co s(x ) * co s(y ) -  s in (x )  * s in (y )  
cos_p i2: LEMMA c o s (p i /  2) = 0
s in _ p i2 : LEMMA s in ( p i  /  2) = 1
sin_neg: LEMMA FORALL x: s in ( -x )  = - s in (x )
The proof is as follows:
(SKOLEM!)
(USE "cos.add" ("x" "pi/2" "y" " -x !l" ) )
(LEMMA "cos_pi2")
(LEMMA "sin_pi2")
(USE "sin_neg" ("x" " x !l" ))
(ASSERT)
It applies lemma cos_add to p i /  2 and -x to get
c o s (p i /  2 -  x) -  c o s (p i /  2) * c o s (-x )  -  s in ( p i  /  2) * s in ( - x )
Then we use lemma cos_pi2 and s in_pi2 to get
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co s(p i /  2 - x) = 0 * cos(-x) - 1 * s in (-x )
And finally using sin_neg we get 
s in (-x )  = -s in (x )
And this completes the proof.
5.5 Comparison with a Trigonometric Function Library
Researchers at ICASE and NASA Langley have developed a PVS library of trigonometric 
functions [MCB+]. Their approach, however, is very different to ours in that they use an 
axiomatisation of the trigonometric functions. Based on these definitions and axioms, they 
prove many of the identities we also proved. They also include a two-argument version of 
arctan, some geometric observations on cos, and translations between degrees and radians.
There are two main differences between the ICASE/NASA Langley library of trigonomet­
ric functions and our own library:
Approximation In the ICASE/NASA Langley library, it is proven that the definitions of 
cos (a;), sin (a;) and tan (a:) are within certain bounds given by the power series, for 
instance about sin (a;): the sum of the first 4 terms in the power series for sin is a 
lower bound, and the sum of the first 5 terms in the power series for sin is an upper 
bound. This is, of course, done without defining power series. They also prove 
various (in)equalities for the approximations of each of cos (a;), sin(a;) and tan (a:). 
Since calculating the first few terms of any of the power series involved is quite easy, 
this provides a means to work with values albeit in the form of approximations.
Analysis Since the library was developed mainly to work within discrete mathematics, 
there is no support for real analysis. This in particular means that for example con­
tinuity checking would not be possible without first either developing large amounts 
of analysis or importing a corrected version of Dutertre’s library.
The library is being used in applications such as AILS (see Section 2.3.3), and it would be
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interesting to either combine these two libraries, or to add a theory of approximation to our 
own library in order to prove more about values.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter we have seen an overview of our implementation of elementary functions. 
The implementation uses Dutertre’s real analysis library (Chapter 4) as a basis and roughly 
follows the HOL Light development by Harrison [Har98]. In Section 5.1.1 we described the 
main differences between the PVS and HOL Light implementations of real numbers and 
convergence of functions. Whereas the theory and techniques behind these are different 
in the two systems, when it came to actually using the PVS implementation it was not a 
problem as largely the same main theorems aie proven in both implementations.
We have described how we implemented transcendental functions via power series, in par­
ticular using general theorems about finite sums, infinite series and power series. Harrison 
proved a result about differentiation of power series, namely that if both the first and second 
termwise derivatives of a power series exist and are convergent then the power series is dif­
ferentiable with the first termwise derivative as its derivative. As we are concerned mainly 
with the power series defining exp, cos and sin and they differentiate termwise to each 
other, using Harrison’s theorem is not a problem as the preconditions are easy to prove. 
However, we also proved that for an absolutely convergent power series the first termwise 
derivative does exist, and so we could prove the usual theorem about differentiation of 
power series. Theorem 5.6. Whereas this was not necessary it substantially shortened the 
proofs of differentiability of exp, cos and sin.
We have defined functions exp. In, cos, arccos, sin, arcsin, and tan, and proved a large 
collection of facts about these. We have also defined tt, again using the same method as 
Harrison, that is to define tt as '‘two times the first positive zero o f cosine”. We then proved 
that 3 < 7T < 3.2, which is a close enough bound for all the problems we have been trying 
to solve so far.
Without doubt the hardest and longest proof in this implementation was that about differen­
tiability of power series, it uses 7 substantial lemmas and combined they have about 1600 
proof steps. However, one must also remember that this was done when we first started
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working with PVS and with the experience we have now, we believe it is likely that the 
proofs could be shortened quite a bit in terms of number of proof steps, although it might 
require a considerable effort.
Our library is more extensive than that of ICASE/NASA Langley, since it supports not only 
the functions exp and In in addition to the trigonometric function, but also various analytical 
properties. However, the approximations introduced in the ICASE/NASA Langley library 
are very useful, and we believe that a combination of the two libraries would have even 
more application areas than any of the libraries on their own.
Chapter 6 
Checking Analytic Properties 
Automatically
In this chapter we describe how we can use PVS and the library described in Chapter 5 
to check automatically certain analytic properties such as continuity and existence of lim­
its. For simple functions, humans do this efficiently by just observing if the function is a 
well-formed combination of, say, continuous functions, and applying the knowledge that 
the continuity is then preserved. For more complicated functions, however, this is not so 
simple.
Our aim is to enable automatic checking of the analytic properties for a useful set of real­
valued functions. We explore two different techniques for implementing automation in 
PVS. Method 1 is based purely on a collection of strategies which explicitly apply the the­
orems of Dutertre’s con tinuous^f unc tions (Figure 4.6). Method 2 uses type judgements 
extensively and then has a very simple top-level strategy performing some preprocessing 
before applying the PVS strategy grind. Our implementation of Method 1 only handles 
rational functions, and although it could be extended to cover elementary functions too, we 
did not do that as Method 2 works better and providing checking for elementary functions 
in Method 2 was quite easy. Each method is implemented with a top-level strategy which 
is called without arguments for ease of use.
Section 6.1 briefly describes our test files, which contain examples of theorems proven 
using our automation. Section 6.2 gives an introduction to continuity checking. Section 6.3
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describes the implementation of Method 1 and Section 6.4 describes the implementation 
of Method 2 and compares the two methods. In Section 6.5 we see how the judgements 
can be used to check other analytic properties too. All of our strategies can be found in 
Appendix A. Appendix B contains our files of examples of functions on which we have 
run Method 1 and/or Method 2, and the results of those tests. The nature of the examples 
is also discussed in Section 6.1. Appendix C contains an overview of all our strategies, and 
they are all included in the file p v s -s tra te g ie s  on the CD-ROM.
In general the question: ''given A Ç R, /  : A R  and a e  A is f  continuous at a?’' 
is undecidable [CheSO]. However various restrictions on /  and A allow us to determine 
continuity and other analytic properties for a large class of generally useful and interesting 
functions.
Our implementation of Method 1 relies on the question to be proven by PVS being of one 
of the following types:
domain: \ / x . continuous{f,x) (6.1)
point: continuous{f,a) (6.2)
precondition: Vrc . P{x) Q{x) (6.3)
where domain is for checking if a function is continuous on the whole or part of it domain, 
point is for checking if a function is continuous at a specific point and finally precondition 
is used for functions such as
f {x)  = a-[-x
We can then check the lemma
Va; > 0 . a >  0 =4>- continuous{f, x)
whereas without the precondition a > 0 this would not in general be true. Initially Method 
1 was constructed to handle only the domain case, however we extended it to handle point 
and precondition cases too. It is possible to abstract from these types and indeed we do that 
in Method 2, however as mentioned before Method 2 in general works better that Method 
1, so we did not do the work to make this abstraction in Method 1.
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6.1 Example files
Appendix B contains our test files, containing a total of 88 lemmas about continuity and 
convergence of functions, for example in Appendix B.l:
example1: LEMMA
continuous [posreal] (LAMBDA (x: p o s re a l) : x + 2 /  x, 3)
That is, the function f {x)  = ^  defined on the positive real numbers is continuous at
a; =  3.
These test files have largely been constructed during the development of the strategies 
and judgements, but also later on by inclusion of functions suggested in discussions, for 
instance lemmas example 1 and example2 in d ifferen tia lequation_exam ples (Ap­
pendix B.4) arose when working with differential equations in [ADG'*'01].
For each example file there is also a table showing the type (domain, point or precondition 
as above) of the lemma and how well the different methods for continuity (or convergence) 
checking worked in each case. We tested the following methods for lemmas about continu­
ity: Method 1, Method 1 with judgements and Method 2. For lemmas about convergence 
we tested Method 2. The result of each test is shown as either the run time as measured by 
PVS in seconds, an error, or n/a to indicate that the method does not apply to that lemma 
(for example Method 1 was never extended to handle transcendental functions). The mea­
sured run time is heavily dependent on other processes running on the machine at the time, 
and so should not be used as a basis for bold claims about effectiveness about one method 
over the other. In general though, for simpler examples. Method I seems faster, whereas 
for more complicated examples. Method 2 is faster. Some examples have quite high run 
times, this is often due to PVS doing garbage collection during the proof. Each proof which 
contains a garbage collection was re-run in order to try to avoid measuring the time of the 
garbage collection too. If this was successful, the lower time was given in the table. When 
applying Method 1, we do get the occasional error, this is simply due to Method 1 not being 
fully developed.
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6.2 Continuity
We use Dutertre’s [Dut96] con tinuous_ func tions theory as the basis for our implemen­
tation. It builds on the well-known definition of continuity,
Definition 6.1 Let A Ç R, /  : A —>■ R  and a ^ A. We say that f  is continuous at a if
Vs e  R+ E R+ yx  e A . \x — a\ < ô => \f{x) — /(a )  | < e
There are several different approaches to checking if a function is continuous at a certain 
point:
Direct: We can use the above definition directly by working out a 5 given some e, for 
example if /  =  +  2^ and and Q2 are both continuous at some a then by using
the definition on both gi and Q2 (with e/2) we get and J2. Using the minimum of 
those (5s and the definition of /  we now see that /  is also continuous at a.
Via Limits: An equivalent definition of continuity is using limits: /  is continuous atu 
l im f{x)  — f  {a), that is the limit exists and has the required value.xGA-4-a
High School Method: By applying simple restrictions to the functions we can use a very 
simple method, which we call the high school method. It uses the fact that the iden­
tity and constant functions are continuous and that well-formed application of the 
operations addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, composition and absolute 
value preserves continuity.
Other Methods: It is well-known that if a function is differentiable (at a point) then it is 
also continuous (at that point). This can be used to prove continuity of functions 
where differentiability is easier to establish, in fact we used this method to prove 
exp, cos and sin continuous. Also, L’Hôpital’s rule can be used when taking limits 
of fractions where both divisor and denominator are zero at the point of interest (see 
Example 6.2).
We have chosen to base our continuity checker on the high school method. Although it is a 
conceptually simple method it still solves many of the problems arising in the use of CAS. 
The method is syntax-directed in that by inspecting the expression describing the function 
we decide which action to perform next.
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A(a; e R+).2 A(a; € R+).æ Vx G R^..rc ^  0
TrueTrue
TrueTrue
Figure 6.1: Break-down of A(æ G R+).a; 4 -1
Example 6.1 Consider the junction Xx.x-\-^ defined for x  G R+. The outermost operator 
here is +, so first we use the theorem suin_ con tinuous saying that the sum o f two contin­
uous functions is continuous. We then know that the function is continuous if each o f the 
junctions X x . x and X x . |  are continuous. Likewise then for X x. it is continuous i f Xx . x
and Xx . 2 are continuous and the division is well-formed, that is Va; G R+ . a; 0 which 
is true. The base cases here are then Xx . x and Xx . 2, hut as we know that the identity 
junction and constant junctions are continuous, the proof is finished. Figure 6.1 shows the 
steps o f the proof □
What is described here is clearly a very basic method, and by no means a complete one. 
Any function defined by cases is outside the scope of this method, but let us consider an 
example, using L’Hopital’s rule.
Theorem 6.1 (L’HôpitaPs Rule) Given junctions N, D : (a , b) —)• Uf or  a , 6 G R  where 
N  and D are differentiable and both derivatives are continuous, and with
N{x) = 0 
D{x)  =  0 
1/ ( 2)760
for some x  G (a , b).
Then has a limit as y tends to x and the limit is § 7(f) •
There is also a more general version of L’Hôpital’s rule which deals with the case when the 
n first derivatives of both numerator and denominator are zero.
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Example 6.2 Consider the function
defined on R  \  {0}. We see that at zero both the numerator N{x)  =  1 — cos(2 ) and the 
denominator D{x) = exp (2) — 1 are zero leaving f  undefined at zero. However, using 
V Hôpital's rule we can still determine if  f  has a limit at zero. First, we calculate the first 
derivatives of N  and D:
N'{x) — sin(2)
D'{x) =  exp (2)
Then we see that D'{0) — 1 and U Hôpital’s rule tells us that the limit o f f  at zero exists 
and is — 0*
Now if we define a new function
(6.5)
y 1 i fx  =  0.
then g is defined on R  and is continuous everywhere, although as g is defined by cases and 
relies on L'Hôpital's rule to determine the limit (and thus continuity) at zero it does not 
belong to the class o f functions our automation in PVS can handle. □
6.2.1 Automatic Continuity Checking
We wish to extend the PVS theory con tinuou.s_functions (see Figure 4.6) by Duter- 
tre [Dut96] to handle elementary functions using cosine, sine, and exponential functions. 
This theory contains theorems about preserving continuity under certain operations to­
gether with the base cases of constant functions and the identity function being continu­
ous. The theory is parameterised with a type T, which is used as the domain type for the 
functions.
We add the following theorems in order to work with functions including some of the 
transcendental functions:
exp_fun_continuous_lemma2: LEMMA
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con tinuou s(f, x) IMPLIES co n tinuou s(exp(f), x)
cos_fun_continuous_lemma2: LEMMA
con tinuou s(f, x) IMPLIES co n tin u o u s(co s(f) , x)
sin_fun_continuous_lemma2: LEMMA
con tinuou s(f, x) IMPLIES c o n tin u o u s (s in ( f ) , x)
We are not actually using the theorem about composition preserving continuity directly 
(only if the user wishes to prove continuity of functions involving uninterpreted functions 
such as continuous (f (exp(x))) would that be needed), but for each of our operators 
I  *  I ,  exp, cos and sin we prove that for any continuous function(s) /  (and g) 
then well-formed application of the operator preserves continuity. The main reason for this 
implicit use of composition is pragmatic: when composing /  : Tj. -4 T2 and ^  : T2 -> R  in 
PVS one needs not only to determine the domain of the composed function but also of g, 
that is T2. Although this can be obtained by inspecting the composed functions it is a fairly 
complicated procedure, and except when using uninterpreted functions the implicit use of 
composition works well.
We wish to use the theorems in as automatic a way as possible, and so we have two options; 
either we write special strategies to direct the proof, or we provide enough information for 
PVS to match the theorems to the input. The next two sections shows two very different 
approaches to automation (based on strategies and judgements) and due to the regularity of 
our problem area, using judgements seems to be a particularly good approach.
6.3 Method 1: Using Strategies
In this section we describe our implementation of Method 1 which relies entirely on stra­
tegies to perform continuity checking. The top-level strategy which implements Method 
1 is called c ts l .  The idea is to follow the high school method, in which we examine the 
function in a purely syntactic fashion and use the knowledge gained from that to determine 
which theorems to apply. For example, the function f [x)  =  82 H- a requires 5 theorem 
applications:
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Each of the functions f i{x) ~  x, / 2W  =  3, h{x)  =  a are continuous -  this is proven by 
applying the theorems id_lemma and const_lemma (twice).
Also the function f^{x) — 82 is continuous by theorem prod_lemma and finally f^{x) — 
82 4- a is continuous by sum,lemma.
One disadvantage with this type of strategy is that it is specific to the job in hand, so that 
although checking for existence of a limit can be done in the same syntax-directed manner, 
another set of strategies would have to be written to do that. As discussed in Section 6.5 it 
is possible that one could write some kind of “meta-strategy” which would apply to a range 
of syntax-directed checks, thereby making this type of strategy more desirable.
6.3.1 Preprocessing
As explained in Section 6.2 we aim to make the use of this continuity checker as simple as 
possible. The strategy is called c t s l  for continuity, and is shown in Figure 6.2. We ensured 
that c t s l  takes no arguments as we deem this a necessary feature in a properly automated 
continuity checker.
The first step is to do some preprocessing to ensure that the current goal is of the correct 
form and to determine the domain type of the functions to be checked. This is quite a crude 
version of the continuity checker, and so works only on the three different types of goals 
explained in the introduction (and then of course, as continuity is in general undecidable, it 
may still fail to prove continuity).
The preprocessing then consists of two parts: First, we ensure that the goal is of one of the 
above forms. Then, in the first two cases, we determine the type representing the domain of 
the function and perform what we call lambda-driving; that is, we rewrite the description 
of the function /  from say A2 .24-8 to (A2 .2 ) 4- (A2 .3) pushing the A’s as deep as possible. 
Because PVS is strongly typed, we can determine the domain of the function by observation 
of the goal itself and the strategy language provides means to extract it. In the last case, 
we just do Skolemisation and simplification, then call the strategy on the resulting goal 
(Q(2) in (6.3)). Once the preprocessing is done, another strategy shuf f  l e - f  orms, which 
should only be used from within c ts l ,  is called using the domain type of the function as a 
parameter.
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(defstep ctsl ()
(let ((fmla (formula (car (p-sforms (current-goal *ps*))))))
(if (and (forall-expr? fmla)
(eq (id (operator (expression fmla))) ’|continuous I))
(let ((act (format nil "~a" (print-type (type-value (car (actuals 
(module-instance (resolution
(operator (expression fmla))))))))))) 
(then (skosimp)(rec-lambda-driving$ act)
(shuffle-forms$ act)(rec-cts$ act)))
(if (and (application? fmla)
(eq (id (operator fmla)) '|continuous|))
(let ((act (format nil "~a" (print-type (type-value (car (actuals 
(module-instance (resolution (operator fmla)))))))))) 
(then (skosimp)(rec-lambda-driving$ act)
(shuffle-forms$ act)(rec-cts$ act)))
(if (and (forall-expr? fmla)
(eq (id (operator (expression fmla))) ’IMPLIES))
(THEN (skosimp)(ctsl$))
(skip-msg "ctsl only useful on top level op of continuous")))))
"Uses rec-lambda-driving and rec-cts to explicitly apply the high 
school method for continuity. Requires the first consequent to 
contain an application of ’continuous’."
"Explicitly applying the high school method for continuity.")
Figure 6.2; The strategy c t s l
(defstep shuffle-forms ()
(if (not (eq (p-sforms (current-goal *ps*)) NIL))
(let ((fmla (formula (car (p-sforms (current-goal *ps*)))))) 
(if (and (application? fmla)
(eq (id (operator fmla)) ’I continuous 1))
(skip)
(THEN (HIDE 1)(shuffle-forms$))))
(fail))
"Repeatedly hides consequent no. 1 until the first consequent 
contains an application of ’continuous’ or until there are no 
more consequents."II11^
Figure 6.3: The strategy shuffle-fo rm s
6.3.2 Locating the Right Consequent
The preprocessing in c ts l  might introduce new consequents above the one about continu­
ity, and since our next strategy requires this to be the top consequent, we now wish to hide 
any new consequentss. The strategy shuffle-fo rm s in Figure 6.3 does just that. It works 
by recursively hiding the first consequent until the right consequent is at the top. In general
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this works well, however in some cases we might be hiding information which would oth­
erwise be useful. Take for example the following theorem V2 . 2 ^  0 continuous ( / ,  
2 ). By Skolemisation and simplification this becomes 2 =  0 V con tinuous ( / ,  2 ), 
where 2 =  0 is the first element in the list of consequents. If we hide this particular conse­
quent, we can no longer malce use of the fact that 2 is non-zero, thus potentially making the 
proof of the continuity harder or even impossible. In most of our test cases (Appendix B) 
though the loss of information does not hinder the future proof, although it is easy to find 
examples such as the one above where hiding certain consequents would make the goal 
unprovable in PVS.
6.3.3 Applying Theorems from continuous^functions
The strategy r e c -c ts  in Figure 6.4 is one large let-statement, and the body is essentially 
just a case-statement. The let-statement is used to instantiate each of the theorems in Du­
tertre’s theory con tinuou s,func tions described in Section 4.3.3. The functions this 
strategy can handle are those constructed using identity and constant functions, and the 
following combinations: — (unary and binary), H-, *, /  and | • [. The internal representa­
tion of such functions differs depending on what the top-level operation is: unaiy minus is 
a unary application, identity is a name expression, constant functions (when represented 
using the Reconversion) are implicit conversions and the rest are all applications. The 
case-statement is then used to distinguish firstly between the different representations and 
then between each of the function combinators. In each case the instantiated theorem from 
the outermost let-statement is applied, then r e c -c ts  is applied to each part of the function. 
At times this will generate TCCs, in which case PVS tries to discharge them automatically. 
If they are not all automatically discharged, we try g rind  on the remaining TCCs. We do 
not perform any analysis on the sub-goals, and it seems that the functions on which this 
strategy fails are ones where a more careful proof would be required in order to discharge 
these TCCs.
The strategy described here is very basic in that it does not perform many checks ensur­
ing that, for example, applications of theorems work. Thus the strategy is quite fragile 
both with respect to the user and any future changes to PVS. However, as we shall see in 
Section 6.4 the use of judgements means we do not need a strategy as elaborate as this, 
although it is still useful to have a strategy that does all the preprocessing for the user.
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(defstep rec-cts (fctdomain)
(let ((domain (format nil "~a" fctdomain))
(snm_l (format nil "sum_continuous[~a]" fctdomain))
(fmla (formula (car (p-sforms (current-goal *ps*)))))
(err (format nil "rec-cts apply to +, -, *, /, abs, constant and Id")))
(if (eq (id (operator fmla)) ’I continuous 1)
(let ((expr (car (exprs (argument fmla)))))
(if (unary-appli cat ion? expr)(let ((sym (id (operator expr))))
(if (eq sym ’-)(let ((arg (format nil "~a" (argument expr)))) 
(BRANCH (USE neg_l ("f" arg))((inner# domain)(GRIND)))) 
(skip-msg err)))
(if (or (infix-application? expr)
(or (application? expr)(implicit-conversion? expr)))
(let ((sym (id (operator expr))))
(if (eq sym ’+)
(let ((argl (format nil "~a" (car (exprs (argument expr))))) 
(arg2 (format nil "~a"
(car (cdr (exprs (argument expr))))))) 
(BRANCH (USE sum.l ("fl" argl "f2" arg2))
((inner$ domain)(GRIND))))
(if (eq sym ’-)(BRANCH (USE diff_l)((inner$ domain)(GRIND))) 
(if (eq sym ’*)(BRANCH (USE prod_l)((inner$ domain)(GRIND))) 
(if (eq sym V) (BRANCH (USE div_l)
((BRANCH (SPLIT)((assert)
(THEN (assert)
(rec-lambda-driving$ domain) 
(rec-cts$ domain))
(THEN (assert)
(rec-lambda-driving$ domain) 
(rec-cts$ domain))
(GRIND)))(GRIND)))
(if (eq sym ’Iabs|)
(BRANCH (USE abs_l)((inner$ domain)(GRIND)))
(if (eq sym ’lK_conversion|)
(THEN (USE const.l)(GRIND$ :DEFS NIL)(FAIL)) 
(skip-msg err))))))))
(if (name-expr? expr)
(let ((sym (id expr)))
(if (eq sym ’I)(THEN (USE id_l)(GRIND$ :DEFS NIL)(FAIL)) 
(skip-msg err))) (skip-msg err)))))
(skip-msg "rec-cts useful on top level op of continuous"))) 
"Recursively explicitly applies the high school method to prove 
continuity, provided the first consequent contains an application 
of ’cont inuous’.
Takes as argument the function domain."
II11^
Figure 6.4: The strategy re c -c ts
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6.3.4 Example
We will now illustrate how the strategy is applied to a goal and the output generated.
Example 6.3 For x  G R+ consider the function f{x)  = x - ^~ as in Example 6.1. We wish 
to prove that f  is continuous at 3. In PVS that is expressed by the following lemma:
example : LEMMA
continuous[posreal](LAMBDA (x: p o s re a l) : x + 2 /  x, 3)
Here +  is the top symbol, and so we first apply sum_cont inuous. This then gives us two 
sub-goals:
con tinuous [posreal](LAMDBA (x: p o s re a l) : x, 3) 
continuous[posreal](LAMBDA (x: p o s re a l) : 2 /  x, 3)
A Type-Correctness Condition (TCC) is also generated
FORALL (x: p o s re a l) : x /= 0
However, it is discharged automatically by PVS. Figure 6.5 shows a PVS session proving 
con tinuous[posreal] (LAMBDA (x: p o s re a l) : x + 2 /  x, 3). In order to show
the steps o f the process we call the glassbox version o f ct s l ,  that is c ts l$ , as explained 
in Section 4.5. However, we have left out many o f the rewrites used, just keeping the main 
proof steps which illustrate the high school method. □
6.3.5 Results
The strategy c t s l  does not support transcendental functions, but it does work well for sim­
ple rational functions. Below are a few example of the functions proven correct by c ts l .  
They are all of the type domain, that is we are checking that the function is continuous on
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PVS(24): 
example :
{1} continuous[posreal](LAMBDA (x: posreal): x + 2 / x, 3) 
Rule? (ctsl$)
Using lemma sum_continuous[posreal] ,
{-1} continuous(LAMBDA (x_147: posreal): x_147, 3) AND 
continuous(LAMBDA (x_148: posreal): 2 / x_148, 3)
IMPLIES
cont inuous((LAMBDA (x,147: posreal): x_147) +
(LAMBDA (x_148: posreal): 2 / x_148),
3)
I----------
[1] continuous[posreal]
(((LAMBDA (x_147: posreal): x_147) +
(LAMBDA (x_148: posreal): 2 / x_148)),
3)
Simplifying, rewriting, and recording with decision procedures. 
Splitting conjunctions,
Using lemma identity.continuous[posreal],
Skolemizing (with typepred on new Skolem constants),
Applying disjunctive simplification to flatten sequent,
Using lemma div_continuous2[posreal],
Using lemma const.continuous[posreal],
Using lemma identity.continuous[posreal],
Skolemizing (with typepred on new Skolem constants),
Applying disjunctive simplification to flatten sequent.
This completes the proof of example.1. 
example.2 (TCC):
-Cl} FORALL (xl: real): xl >= 0 IMPLIES xl >= 0
[2] continuous [posreal] (LAMBDA (x: posreal) : x 2 / x, 3)
Trying repeated skolemization, instantiation, and if-lifting. 
This completes the proof of example.2.
Q.E.D.
Figure 6.5: Proving con tinuous (LAMBDA x: x + 2 /  x, 3)
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the whole of its domain.
2Xx  . 2 4—  ; 2 G R  \  {0}
A2 . ------------- ; 37 G R_2 — |2|
' 2~+T ’  ^ ^
A2 . i  ; 2 G (1,3)
However, for functions sufficiently complicated this strategy is not good enough. One such 
example is example39 (Appendix B.l):
A2  . 5 ( _ 4 - 7 - 7  ) — 37^  ; 37 G R.\ |2 | 4- 1 2 -  |2|y (6.6)
This is because the generated sub-goals can not be solved by a simple application of grind, 
for example
FORALL (y: n e g re a l) : continuous(LAMBDA (x: n e g re a l) :
5 * (2 /  (x -  a b s (x ))) , y)
So the reason c t s l  does not handle more complicated functions well is that it is itself too 
simple to discharge all the non-trivial side conditions (in the form of sub-goals) arising. It 
would be possible to extend c ts l  to handle both more of the non-trivial TCCs and elemen­
tary functions, but we chose instead to provide Method 2 which uses judgements to solve 
exactly this problem of the non-trivial TCCs for a large class of functions.
6.4 Method 2: Using Type Judgements
In Section 6.3.5 we saw that although the strategy c t s l  could solve many simple problems, 
it failed on too complicated ones, largely due to the generated TCCs being themselves more 
complicated. Interaction with the PVS team at SRI International pointed us in the direction 
of using judgements (Section 4.4) to support PVS in discharging the TCCs. However, as we 
shall see in Section 6.4.4, this works so well that a strategy controlling the syntax-directed
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proof is not necessary, as an application of g rind  with the appropriate arguments often then 
suffices to check continuity. Furthermore, this method solves more complicated problems 
than c t s l  does, and it is easier to adapt to work with transcendental functions and for other 
analytic properties too.
By giving judgements, for example
negreal_rainus_nnreal_is_negreal:
JUDGEMENT -(nx : n eg rea l, nny: nn real) HAS_TYPE neg rea l
we state that a certain kind of expression has a certain type, in this case that a negative real 
minus a non-negative real gives a negative real as a result. As described in Section 4.4 we 
then use the full power of PVS to prove the judgements correct.
For PVS to apply the theorems of con tinuons_ func tions automatically (for instance 
during an application of GRIND), the typechecker must be able to decide that the arguments 
are of the appropriate type, for example to apply div_con tinuous, it must know the divi­
sor to be a non-zero function. If the right judgements have been proved, this will happen.
6.4.1 Judgements on Functions
The above judgement is concerned with the type of subtracting two real numbers, but what 
we need in order to use the theorems of co n tin u o u s.f unc tions is judgements about the 
the usual function combinations as higher order operators, for example subtraction of two 
functions, so that
/ ( - )  =  _ ( | . |  +  1) -  3 
will be matched to div_con t inuous.
When matching the function in (6.7) to div_con t inuous we get the following TCC
\/x G R . Xx . — (l^l “t~ 1) — 3 76 Xx . 0 
This TCC is not discharged automatically by PVS, however it can be proven using grind.
Dutertre [Dut96] already defined the higher order versions of 4-, — (unary and binary), *, /, 
and I • |, but we have added higher order versions of cosine, sine, and exponential functions:
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e x p ( f ) : [ T -> r e a l  ] = LAMBDA x: e x p (f (x ) )
c o s ( f ) :  [ T -> r e a l ] = LAMBDA x: c o s ( f ( x ) )
s i n ( f ) :  [ I  -> r e a l  ] = LAMBDA x: s in ( f ( x ) )
We see here that we are using overloading of the names exp, cos and s in . As long as PVS
can determine from the context which version of a name should be used, overloading is 
allowed and even widely used.
For the real numbers in PVS we have subtypes such as negreal (R_), nnreal (R \  R_), 
nzreal (R \ {0}), npreal (R \R + ) and posreal (R+). We then define corresponding function 
types on T Ç R:
posfun: TYPE = [ T -> po s rea l ]
negfun: TYPE = [ T -> negreal ]
npfun: TYPE = C T -> n p real ]
nnfun: TYPE = [ T -> nnreal ]
nzfun: TYPE = [ T -> n z rea l ]
Now we can use these types to describe in the form of judgements how various operators 
affect the types of functions:
p g : VAR posfun
n g : VAR negfun
nng: VAR nnfun
nph, npg: VAR npfun
npfun_plus_npfun_is_npfun : JUDGEMENT +(nph, npg) HAS.TYPE npfun
npfun_minus_nnfun_is_npfun: JUDGEMENT “ (nph, nng) HAS.TYPE npfun
npfun_tim es_npfun_is_nnfun: JUDGEMENT *(nph, npg) HAS_TYPE nnfun
npfun,d iv_posfun_ is_npfun : JUDGEMENT /(nph, pg) HAS.TYPE npfun
npfun_div_negfun_is_nnfun : JUDGEMENT / (nph. ng) HAS.TYPE nnfun
m inus,npfun_is_nnfun: JUDGEMENT - (nph) HAS.TYPE nnfun
We have also added similar judgements for nzfun, posfun, negfun, nnegfun, and judge­
ments for the I ' I and identity functions. PVS contains some judgements like these about
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the real numbers, and we have copied those, lifting them to the function types. However, 
we also added many other judgements about real numbers as we found the need for them. 
We have also included some judgements about transcendental functions:
’/fu n c tio n  type fo r  fu n c tio n s w ith range in  -1 to  1 
m o d .le l.fu n : TYPE = [ r e a l  -> m od_le(l) ]
c o s .is .m o d .le l .fu n : JUDGEMENT cos HAS.TYPE m o d .le l.fu n  
s in .is .m o d .le l .fu n :  JUDGEMENT s in  HAS.TYPE m o d .le l.fu n
exp.pos: JUDGEMENT exp(x: re a l)  HAS.TYPE p o s rea l 
e x p .fu n .p o s :
JUDGEMENT exp(f: [ T -> r e a l  ] )  HAS.TYPE rea l.fu n .o p s [T ].p o s fu n
Given our development of transcendental functions (Section 5) most of the judgements 
have quite simple proofs as they correspond closely to theorems already proven.
The way we determined which judgements to add is very pragmatic: running through our 
example files (Appendix B) we tried out our strategy c ts  on an example; if it failed we 
compared the functions in the example to the current set of judgements to decide which 
new judgements might be needed. Then we added those judgements, re-ran the proof of 
the example and iterated the process. Once we had identified sufficient judgements to allow 
c ts  to solve the example, we would then prove those judgements correct. Occasionally we 
might add a judgement which was already covered by existing judgements, but when type 
checking PVS detected this and gave a warning. This helped us to avoid adding superfluous 
judgements to the development, or wasting time proving them.
6.4.2 Top-level Strategy
Once we have the appropriate collection of judgements, we can prove that a function such 
as exp (-p^ ) is continuous by simply calling g rind  with the appropriate arguments. For 
exp this would be:
(GRIND :DEFS NIL
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(defstep cts ()
(THEN
(GRIND :DEFS NIL)(shuffle-forms)
(let ((fmla (formula (car (p-sforms (current-goal *ps*))))))
(if (and (application? fmla)
(eq (id (operator fmla)) ’|continuous 1))
(let ((act (format nil "~a"
(car (actuals (module-instance (resolution 
(operator fmla))))))))
(let ((lambda.abstractions (format nil "lambda.abstractions [~a]"
act))
(continuous.functions (format nil "continuous.functions[~a] "
act))
(transc.cont (format nil "transc.cont[~a]" act))
(continuous (format nil "continuous[~a]" act))
(continuity.def (format nil "continuity.def[~a]" act))) 
(GRIND$ :DEFS NIL
:THEORIES (lambda.abstractions continuous.functions 
transc.cont "trig.types" "aux")
: EXCLUDE (continuous continuity.def))))
(skip-msg "cts only useful on top level op of continuous"))))
"Uses grind and the high school method to prove the first consequent 
containing an application of ’continuous’. If no such consequent is 
found, it fails."
"Applying the high school method for continuity.")
Figure 6.6: The strategy c ts
:THEORIES (" la m b d a .a b s tra c tio n s [re a l]"
" l im it .o f . f u n c t io n s [ r e a l ] " "convergen t. t r a n s e [ r e a l ] " 
" transe" " tr ig .ty p e s "  "aux" " iso la te d .p o in ts " )  
:EXCLUDE (" a d h .e x t[ re a l] " " ad h .T [re a l]" "co n v e rg en t[rea l]"
"exp" "cos" "s in" "log" " ta n " ))
However, as before we wish the checker to be as automatic as possible, so we write a 
strategy c ts  (Figure 6.6) which does all the preprocessing, so that the instantiations are 
done automatically. It works much like the top-level strategy c ts l ,  except it just calls 
g rind  rather than a purpose-built strategy. Also, we do not need to distinguish between 
different forms of the theorem to be proven, as g rind  itself can handle this.
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PVS( 4 7 ) :  
example :
{1} continuous[posreal](LAMBDA (x: posreal): x + 2 / x, 3)
Rule? (cts)
lambda.id rewrites LAMBDA (x_113: posreal): x.113 
to I[posreal] 
lambda.const.fun rewrites LAMBDA (x: posreal): 2 
to K.conversion[real, posreal](2) 
lambda_div2 rewrites LAMBDA (x.ll4; posreal): 2 / x.114 
to (K.conversion[real, posreal](2) / I[posreal]) 
lambda.add rewrites LAMBDA (x: posreal): x + 2 / x
to (I[posreal] + (K.conversion[real, posreal](2) / I[posreal])) 
identity.continuous rewrites continuous(I[posreal], 3) 
to TRUE
const.K.continuous rewrites continuous(K.conversion[real, posreal](2), 3) 
to TRUE 
div.continuous rewrites
cont inuous((K.conversion[real, posreal](2) / I[posreal]), 3) 
to TRUE 
sum.continuous rewrites 
continuous [posreal]
((I[posreal] + (K.conversion[real, posreal](2) / I[posreal])) , 3) 
to TRUE
Applying the high school method for continuity.,
Q.E.D.
Figure 6.7: Proving continuous (LAMBDA x : x + 2 /  x , 3)
6.4.3 Example
The underlying technique is still the high school method.
Example 6.4 We consider again the function cont x: x + 2 /  x, 3)
for X G R+ from Example 6.3. The PVS call is as before, but this time we use the strategy 
c ts  rather than c ts l .  The result can be found in Figure 6.7. We see that when using c ts  
with the judgements rather than c t s l  we automatically get just a trace o f which theorems 
are applied — this corresponds to the steps in the high school method. □
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6.4.4 Results
As the strategy c ts  relies on judgements throughout the transcendental library to facilitate 
all the necessary matchings, it was fairly easy to support checking elementary functions by 
adding the appropriate judgements, and we have proven continuity of these functions over 
the stated domains using c ts:
Xx . exp(2  ^+  |1 — 2 |) 
Xx . exp (cos (2 ) +  1)
Xx ^
A2 .
2 —  |2| 
1
2 — 4
2 G R  
2 G R
2 , a G R  
2 G R_
2 G R  \  {4}
A2 . 7T — 1 — 7T exp(l — 003(2)) is continuous at arccos ( 1 — In '  ^ ^7T / / !
Furthermore it also proves (6.6) which c t s l  could not handle. So adding the judgements 
and using the simpler strategy c ts  solves more problems that the original strategy c t s l  
alone.
Limitations of Method 2
However, as judgements are used at the typechecking level of PVS, the language used for 
expressing the judgements is quite restricted. For example, we might like to prove that
=  c o s(i +  2
is continuous at 2 =  3. We know from the judgement cos_is_m od_lel_fun that the type 
of cos(2 ) is m od.lel, that is cos(2 ) is in the closed interval [—1,1]. Now we can define 
two new types
nmodl: NONEMPTY.TYPE = { (x: re a l)  ! x < -1 OR 1 < x} 
nmodl.fun: NONEMPTY.TYPE = [ r e a l  -> nmodl ]
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the first of which contains those reals not in [—1, 1], and the second contains the functions 
from R  to nmodl. Unfortunately the current version of PVS does not allow the generali­
sation we would like here, so the typechecker can not automatically assert that 2 is of the 
type nmodl. Some facility to allow the typechecker to use the PVS evaluator to determine 
this kind of membership is likely to be added to a later version of PVS^ However, we can 
add another judgement stating that 2 is indeed in nmodl:
2nmodl: JUDGEMENT 2 HAS.TYPE nmodl
The following judgement states that cos(2 ) +  g{x) is non-zero for g in nmodl.fun. 
g: VAR nmodl.fun
sum s_cosnsin_fun: JUDGEMENT + (c o s , g) HAS.TYPE nzfun
and now PVS knows from the judgement 2nmodl that 2 is in nmodl, and thus that the 
constant function 2 is in nmodl.fun, so c ts  can actually prove that the function in (6.8) 
is continuous at 2 =  8. Obviously, having to add a judgement for each constant is not an 
option, although this example shows that given the generalisation c ts  would work much 
better. For the time being, c ts  can not really handle examples such as this.
6.5 Other Analytic Properties
What we have called the high school method is a simple syntactic analysis of functions, 
combined with the well-known observation that continuity is preserved by the usual oper­
ations on functions. However, the same is true for several other analytic properties, such 
as convergence (existence of a limit), Lipschitz conditions (used for solving differential 
equations) and differentiability. These are all properties which can be considered using the 
high school method. In this section we will show how minor modifications to the strategies 
c ts  and shuffle-form s used for continuity checking in Section 6.4 enables us to check 
for convergence of functions too.
^Personal communication with PVS development team.
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(defstep conv-check ()
(THEN (GRIND :DEFS NIL)(shuffle-forras-limits)
(let ((fmla (formula (car (p-sforms (current-goal *ps*))))))
(if (and (application? fmla)
(eq(id (operator fmla)) ’1 convergent I))
(let ((act (format nil "~a"
(car (actuals (module-instance (resolution 
(operator fmla))))))))
(let ((lambda.abstractions (format nil "lambda.abstractions[~a]"
act))
(limit.of.functions (format nil "limit.of.functions[~a]"
act))
(convergent.transe (format nil "transc.conv[~a]" act)) 
(adh.ext (format nil "adherence_extend_T[~a] " act))
(adh.T (format nil "adherence.T[~a]" act))
(convergent (format nil "convergent[~a]" act)))
(GRIND$ :DEFS NIL
:THEORIES (lambda.abstractions limit.of.functions 
convergent.transc "transe" "trig.types" 
"aux" "isolated.points")
: EXCLUDE (adh.ext adh.T convergent "exp" "cos" "sin" 
"log" "tan"))))
(skip-msg "cts only useful on top level op of convergent"))))
"Uses grind and the high school method to prove the first consequent 
containing an application of ’convergent’. If no such consequent is 
found, it fails."
"Applying the high school method for existence of limits.")
Figure 6.8: The strategy conv-check
So we consider the question: Does the function /  have a limit at 2 , that is: is /  convergent 
at 2 ? Within Dutertre’s analysis library, this can be stated as
example: LEMMA convergen t(f, x)
Just as the basic theorems about preservation of continuity under the usual operations, Du­
tertre implemented theorems about preservation of convergence of functions. So we only 
need to modify c ts  very slightly for it to become conv-check (Figure 6 .8). In order for 
conv-check to work we do not need any new theorems or judgements. The existing judge­
ments are about function types rather than about continuity and so apply to conv-check 
too. Now we can prove, for example, that the function
f (x)  =  —IT — 1 4- 7T * exp(l — cos(2 )) (6.9)
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(defstep analysis ()
(TRY-BRANCH (then (conv-check$)(fail))(skip)(cts$)))
"Uses conv-check to prove the first consequent containing an application 
of ’convergent’. If that fails, uses cts to prove the first consequent 
containing an application of ’continuous’. If that also fails, analysis 
fails."
"Applying the high school method for convergence/continuity.")
Figure 6.9; The strategy conv-check
has a limit at the point
X — arccos ( 1 — In ( — ) ) (6 .10)
6.5.1 Generalisation of c t s  and conv-check
As we have seen two nearly identical strategies solving two different problems, conver­
gence and continuity, an obvious question is now: can we combine these two strategies 
into one? We did some simple tests to see if this might be a good idea. However, even 
with only two different options in the strategy, it is again more complicated and seems to 
be harder to extend -  although not as bad as c ts l .  From the user’s point of view there is 
perhaps not much point as one would have to type not only the strategy name but also the 
option, and the combined strategy seems slower than each of the specialised ones. These 
tests were fairly basic and it is very possible that one could develop a more sophisticated 
strategy, which handles various analytic checks, and is no less efficient than the specialised 
strategies while being easy to extend.
Another approach to combining the strategies, is to keep them as individual strategies and 
then combine those using the strategy language of PVS. This can be done very simply 
with the strategy in Figure 6,9. The strategy first tries to prove the goal by assuming 
it is about convergence of functions and using the strategy conv-check. However, even 
if the goal was not about convergence of a function, running conv-check is still likely 
to have changed the goal, which is why we use (then . ..  ( f a i l )  ) around the call to 
conv-check as this allows us to backtrack to the original goal. Then we try using the 
strategy c ts . If none of the strategies apply, then an a ly s is  fails as usual.
When using this combined strategy a bit of time is lost in the case of continuity, as we first 
attempt to check for convergence. However, it does malce the automation a bit easier to
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use, although we would still have to write additional strategies to extend this to cover other 
analytic properties.
6.6 Discussion
In this section we discuss some of the limitations of the techniques we have developed, in 
particular we describe how not being able to calculate values is a hindrance. However, this 
is not unique to PVS but is a general problem in theorem proving.
6.6.1 Calculating Values
Theorem provers are in general not well suited for calculations. In our work this shows in 
that whereas we can prove that a function has a limit at a certain point, actually finding that 
limit, or even proving what it is is not easy. We made some experiments with differentiation 
to try and calculate the derivative, and our conclusion based on these experiments is that 
the lack of support for calculation prevents us from pursuing this further.
First we defined a new datatype of functions:
function .datatype[ T: TYPE FROM rea l ]:  DATATYPE 
BEGIN
const(x: rea l):  const? 
id: id?
add(gl: function .datatype, g2: fnnction .data typ e): add? 
muKgl: function .datatype, g2: fnnction .datatype) : mul? 
subCgl: function .datatype, g2: function .datatype): sub?
END function.datatype
and then we defined the differentiation function on this datatype:
d if f ( f :  fun ction .d atatyp e): recursive [ T -> rea l ] = 
cases f  of
const(x): lambda (y: T): 0, 
id: lambda (y: T ): 1,
add(gl,g2): lambda (y: T ): d if f (g l) (y )  + d if f (g 2 ) (y ) ,  
m ul(gl,g2): lambda (y: T ):
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d i f f ( g l) (y )  * eval(g2)(y) + d if f (g 2 )(y )  * e v a l(g l) (y ) ,  
su b(g l,g2): lambda (y: T) : d i f f (g l ) (y )  - d iff(g 2 )(y )  
endcases 
MEASURE s iz e ( f )
where s iz e  is a function which gives a size to each element of the datatype, and eval is a 
function which gives the equivalent real-valued function.
These definitions then allows us to prove for instance that the derivative of f {x)  — x^ + 3x 
is 2x H- 3:
t e s t i :  LEMMA % expressing f  in the datatype
eval (add (mul (id , id ) , mul (id , const (3) ) ) ) = lambda (y : T): y * y 4- 3 * y
te s t2 :  LEMMA % calcu latin g  the derivative
d iff(add(m ul(id , id ) , mul(id, con st(3 ))))  = lambda (y: T): 2 * y + 3
We can prove a general correctness theorem about our new definition:
correctness.theorem: THEOREM
fo r a ll  (f:  function .datatype): d e r iv (e v a l(f)) = d i f f ( f )
where d e riv  is Dutertre’s definition giving the value of the derivative.
Whereas we can convert easily from our new function datatype to our usual real-valued 
function type [ T -> r e a l  ] going the other way is not possible, as the usual function 
types do not have obvious structure as the new one. The only way to try and determine the 
structure of an ordinary real-valued function is by using strategies to act as a parser from 
the ordinary real-valued functions to our new function type. We did not pursue this further. 
A major problem at this point is that to introduce division into our new function type we 
get the usual problem of what to do with division by zero. If we could somehow inherit 
information from the ordinary real-valued functions this would not be too disadvantageous, 
but as we have just seen this is not in general possible. So the approach using a new function 
datatype does not seem worthwhile as it will not work with existing theories.
So let us instead turn to simply proving that the derivative is what we expect it to be, for 
example:
testS : LEMMA deriv(lambda (x: T ): x * x + 3 * x, 1) = 5
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that is the derivative o f f{x)  =  x"^  + 3x at 1 is 5. Using existing lemmas by Dutertre 
we can prove this interactively by providing the right instantiations of the three lemmas 
needed. However, g rind  determines the correct lemmas to use, but gets the instantiations 
wrong. This is hardly surprising as it would have to guess how to split the number 5, so 
that sub-proofs become d eriv  (lambda (x: T): x * x, 1) = 2 and d eriv  (lambda
(x: T): 3 * x, 1) = 3. This also indicates that using an external system (for example
a CAS) to calculate the derivative and then verify it in PVS might not be feasible either, 
unless the external system also provides information as to how the result was obtained.
Not being able to calculate values as limits and derivatives is an actual limitation on the 
complexity of problems we can attempt to solve automatically. For instance, anything 
involving L’Hôpital’s Rule (Theorem 6.1) is nearly impossible as it involves calculating 
derivatives.
6.6.2 Functions Defined by Cases
Neither of our implementations of Method 1 or Method 2 can handle functions defined 
by cases. There are two main reasons why we decided to make this restriction. Firstly, 
deciding which case to use could be very difficult - without any restrictions it would be 
undecidable - and secondly, calculating the limit(s) at the splits is very hard as we saw in 
Section 6.6.1, so determining continuity at splits is not currently possible.
Consider the function
g{x) ifB(x),f{x)  =  < (611)h{x) otherwise.
where g and h are functions not defined by cases and B is a predicate. Then B could be 
arbitrarily complicated, indeed it could be The Halting Problem. But even if we restrict B 
to say a linear inequality, such as 2 > a, we will still not be able to determine whether 
/  is continuous at a, whereas we could possibly prove continuity for all other points. In 
order to do that with either of Method 1 or Method 2 with the current implementations, the 
question would have to be re-phrased from
V2 7  ^ a . /  is continuous at 2
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to
(Vcc < a . h i s  continuous at x) A (Va; > a . gis  continuous at æ)
Then if we consider each of these as a separate theorem, they can be attempted with either 
of Method 1 or Method 2.
6.6.3 Removable Singularities
Part of our motivation for doing continuity checking is to support CASs in definite integra­
tion and solving differential equations (see Section 2.1.2). In both these cases, we do not 
necessarily require continuity everywhere but allow removable singularities.
A function /  has a singularity [Apo74] at a point a in its domain if it is not differentiable 
at that point, but is differentiable on an open neighbourhood of a not containing a. The 
singularity is removable if there is a value which if assigned to /  (a) makes /  differentiable 
at a. For example, the absolute value function has a singularity at 0, but it is not removable, 
as no change of value at 0 would make the function differentiable. The function
/ ( z ) (6.12)0 otherwise.
has a singularity at a; =  3, but if we assign 3^  =  9 to /(3 ) the function is differentiable at 3 
and so the singularity of the original function is removable.
It is well-known that for example definite integration can ignore removable singularities -  
they do not change the value of a definite integral. So it would be interesting if we could 
use PVS to prove that a singularity is indeed removable. However, to do so we would 
again need to reason about actual values of functions, and as we have seen this is not really 
feasible.
6.7 Summary
The automatic continuity checker deals with pointwise continuity for a wide range of com­
binations of functions, including some from the library of transcendental functions. We
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have seen two fundamentally different techniques implementing the high school method, 
which is syntax-directed; one which requires construction of highly specialised strategies, 
and one which relies on judgements to facilitate matching. Of these two methods, the latter 
is by far the most successful, easily proving theorems the first one failed to prove. Further­
more, the judgements are mostly quite simple and rarely more than one line, so they are 
easier to understand than a complicated strategy. Given the extended real analysis library, 
the judgements are also quite easy to prove, as they are either very simple or correspond 
to already proven theorems which can then be used in the proof of the judgement. It was 
also surprisingly easy to add support for transcendental functions by providing the few 
needed judgements, whereas with the purpose-built strategy these extensions would have 
been much harder. The obvious limitation of the judgements is with functions such as 
(6.8), since it is not currently possible to state usable general judgements which state that 
the divisor is non-zero. As we can prove theorems stating these properties within PVS, it 
is possible that a purpose-built strategy would do better on these more complicated cases, 
although we believe it is better to wait for PVS3 which is likely to provide the support 
needed to generalise the judgements as necessary for such cases^.
We have also seen how fairly simple changes to the strategy c ts  allows us to use the judge­
ments to check convergence of functions using the new strategy conv-check. Although the 
two strategies are almost identical, it does not seem feasible to construct a direct abstraction 
of them. However PVS’s strategy language allows use of the command try , which allows 
us to construct a simple one-command strategy which combines c ts  and conv-check by 
first applying one, then if that fails applying the other. In this case of course both strategies 
have to exist, but then they are easy to combine.
As far as we are aware there are no other totally automated checkers for analytic properties. 
Given the basis of real analysis in a TP with a strategy language (for example HOL Light, 
Isabelle or Coq) this could be implemented. The nearest implementation we know of is 
Weierstrass [Bee98] by Beeson (see Section 2.3) which uses bounds to work out s-ô  proofs 
of continuity. However, Weierstrass is built inside Mathematica and uses Mathematica for 
calculations, and so is not meant to be trusted like a theorem prover is, rather it produces 
human-readable proofs which should then be checked by people. Beeson refers to this as 
Weierstrass producing proofs of peer-review standard.
^Personal communication with PVS development team.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
In this thesis we have presented a PVS library supporting transcendental functions and a 
set of strategies for completely automatic checking of continuity and existence of limits 
of a large class of real-valued functions. There are some natural extensions to this work, 
both relating to the class of functions and the range of analytic properties covered by the 
automation. In this chapter we will first discuss our achievements and then suggest some 
directions for further work.
7.1 Assessment
We have implemented an extensive library of real analysis with transcendental functions 
and proven a large collection of facts about these functions. As we have seen with the AILS 
project mentioned in Section 2.3.3 doing continuous mathematics rather than discrete can 
greatly improve results in verification, and our library can be used in applications such 
as AILS. Thus the library can be used in verification when using PVS as an interactive 
theorem prover.
However, we have also implemented strategies to check some analytic properties, namely 
continuity and limits, of a restricted yet useful set of functions. This means that for those 
two areas of mathematical analysis within the restricted set of functions, PVS now sup­
ports totally automatic proofs, thus it is well-suited to be used with other software, such 
as a computer algebra system. Using the Maple-PVS interface (see Section 2.4.3) we have
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experimented with using our library to check analytic side conditions on solutions to dif­
ferential equations.
Our method of providing automation is based on adding type judgements, which are then 
proven, to PVS theories. As type judgements can express for instance that addition re­
stricted to positive valued functions returns positive valued functions, the same type judge­
ment applies in various different situations, such as when considering limits and also when 
considering continuity. Thus, the use of type judgements is a very general mechanism. 
As the type judgements are applied by the typechecker, the language used to express type 
judgements is restricted. However, as we have seen, it is still possible to cover many func­
tions using type judgements like the one above about addition of positive functions.
Our work with real analysis in PVS has led us to identify the following four challenges.
1. The one major problem we found with the type judgements is that of general judge­
ments involving numerals, that is whereas PVS “knows” that 2 is non-zero and thus 
is in n z rea l, we can not automatically get similar “knowledge” about other user- 
defined types. For example, we define the type nmodl to be all reals which are either 
strictly less than -1 or strictly greater than 1. Whereas PVS can easily assess that 
say 1 < 2, this does not happen at the typechecking level. So although a simple 
evaluation shows that 2 is in nmodl, we can not cuirently use this in PVS. Facilities 
to alleviate this exact problem are likely to be included in the next version of PVS.
2. The library, particularly at the lower levels, is not well organised. This is partly due to 
our initial inexperience with PVS and partly due to the fact that many of the theories 
are parameterised, and with several layers of parameterised theories it can become 
difficult for PVS to detect automatically which instantiation we intended to use. So 
in some cases, it is easier to include all the theories needed directly, but this then 
leads to a library structure which is not as transparent as is desirable.
3. Another organisational issue is the size of some of the theories. As PVS works with a 
proof file for each theory file, the proof files may become very large for large theories, 
and it is more feasible to keep the theories smaller if the proofs are long.
4. As so often is the case with first attempts, we would have liked to have taken a thor­
ough real analysis textbook and worked through the basic definitions and theorems, 
comparing them to Dutertre’s library. We do not suggest that the library should be
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disregarded, since it forms a good basis of real analysis in PVS, but as we found the 
definition of limits of functions to be incorrect, it might be beneficial to go through 
at least the definitions again. However, we have no particular reason to believe that 
there are any more fundamental errors in Dutertre’s library.
7.2 Further Work
In Chapter 6 we explained how we use what we have called the high school method to check 
for both continuity and existence of limits for functions. It works by simply observing that 
the property holds for some base functions (in either of our cases, these are constant and 
identity functions) and that when using certain well-defined combinations of functions with 
the property, the property is preserved. It is no surprise then that the high school method 
also applies to other analytic properties, apart from continuity and limits. Of particular 
interest are differentiability and Lipschitz conditions, which may be used as a criteria on 
input functions to differential equations ensuring the existence of a solution. It would be 
useful to add these and possibly other properties to the automation. There is currently no 
support for Lipschitz conditions in PVS, so that would have to be defined and all the basic 
theorems used in the high school method would have to be proven.
In Section 6.5.1 we discussed a first attempt at a general strategy, which runs the high 
school method either on continuity or existence of a limit, depending on the proof goal. 
However, with even more analytic properties this becomes even more desirable. We en­
visage a strategy which takes as argument the name of the property and then attempts to 
use the high school method with respect to that property on the proof goal. It is possible 
to express this in the PVS strategy language, although it is not immediately clear if the 
overhead would cause such a generalised strategy to be significantly less efficient than the 
current specialised strategies.
An obvious extension of the high school method is to include functions defined by cases, 
however to reason about say continuity at the points where the function changes from 
one case to another, we need to be able to do proofs with actual values. As explained 
in Section 6.6.1 this is fairly complicated and one would need to retain control of the actual 
proof, so using all-out strategies such as g rind  is probably not feasible. However, using 
the standard high school method and restriction of functions, we could still reason fairly
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easily about functions defined by cases away from the splitting points.
Within PVS it is now clear that much can be achieved by using the type judgement facility 
carefully, however it is not clear what the limitations of this method are. Work is currently 
under way at SRI International on extending not so much the language for the type judge­
ments, but the conclusions the typechecker can make based on the type judgements. This 
will make the type judgements even more powerful and thus probably with very little effort 
our automation could be extended to cover more functions.
Work is ongoing in our group at University of St Andrews using our library with Maple via 
the Maple-PVS interface developed within the group. As mentioned in Section 2.4.3 we 
are developing a safer continuity checker for Maple, but there are other interesting possible 
applications. For example, we could use PVS to verify other analytic properties, such as 
Lipschitz or differentiability, and then use that in applications, such as solving differential 
equations. This would require further work to be done both in Maple and in PVS, as 
the PVS library does not yet support Lipschitz conditions. This way we would be using 
PVS to handle correctly the analytical side conditions on the usual methods for differential 
equation solving that Maple does not handle.
One can imagine in the future automated theorem proving support for many more math­
ematical properties, such as various analytic properties, equation testing, and inequality 
testing. This work is only the start of making computational logic techniques available in 
automatic form in practical applications.
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Appendix A
Strategies
This appendix contains ail our strategies used for checking continuity and convergence of 
functions. Appendix A.l contains the strategy c t s l  which implements Method 1 (Section 
6.3), Appendix A.2 the strategy c ts  implementing Method 2 (Section 6.4), Appendix A.3 
the strategy conv-check which uses Method 2 to check for existence of limits and finally 
Appendix A.4 contains the strategy an a ly s is  which combines c ts  and conv-check.
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Appendix B
Example Files
This appendix contains our example files with a total of 88 examples and test results (see 
Section 6.1). For each lemma the tables show which of the three types {d for domain, p  
for point and c for precondition) the lemma has. We then tried each lemma with Method 
1, Method 1 with judgements, Method 2 and the combined strategy an a ly s is  (for conti­
nuity), and Method 2 and the combined strategy (for convergence). For each test we show 
if it worked (with a time in seconds as explained below) or gave an error, alternatively we 
indicate that the method was not applicable for a lemma of that type.
All timings in this appendix refers to PVS’s run time given for each completed proof. They 
are not true representatives of how well the various strategies do, as the time is affected too 
greatly by other processes on the computer. Timings are based on a single measurement, 
except in cases where that measurement seemed far off, for example 17 seconds rather than 
predicted 11 seconds. These were often due to a garbage collection taking place, and so 
we re-ran the proof. However, some proofs are so large they require (repeated) garbage 
collection, in which case re-running them did not significantly change the measured time.
Each section in this appendix contains one or more example files and the test results related 
to those examples. Appendix B.l contains 55 lemmas, apart from four these are all about 
continuity of functions. Appendix B.2 contains two example files with lemmas relating to 
values and continuity checking involving cos or the type R \{4}. Appendix B.3 contains 17 
lemmas of which all but two are about limits of functions. Finally, Appendix B.4 contains 
two example files with examples relating to differential equations.
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B.l Proving Continuity
con tin u ity _ ex a m p les: THEORY 
BEGIN
IMPORTING to p .a n a ly s is
X,  y , z ,  a: VAR r e a l  
nOx, nOy; VAR n zrea l 
px, p y : VAR p o srea l 
nx, ny: VAR n egrea l 
f ,  g: VAR [r e a l -> r e a l]
NOT_EQ(x): NONEMPTY.TYPE = {r : r e a l  I r  /=  x> CONTAINING x + 1
x l ,  y l :  VAR N0T_EQ(-1)
example1: LEMMA
continuons [posreal](LAMBDA (x: p o sr e a l) :  x + 2 /  x , 3)
example2: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: x , y)
examples : LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a , y)
example4: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: -x ,  y)
examples: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a + x , y)
examples : LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a -  x , y)
example?: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA nOx: a + nOx + z ,  nOy)
examples : LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a * x, y)
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exaraple9: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a * x + 2 * x - 3 * x ,  y) 
examplelO: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: 3 , y) 
exam p lell: LEMMA
co n tin u ou s( f , y) AND con tin u ou s(g, y) IMPLIES co n tin u o u s(f + g, y) 
example12: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA nOx: 1 /  nOx, nOy) 
exam plelS: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA nOx: nOx + 1 /  nOx, nOy)
exam plel4: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA nOx: nOx + 2 /  nOx, nOy)
exam ple15: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: 3 * x + x * x ,  y) 
example16: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a b s (x ) , y) 
exam ple17: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA px: 1 /  px, py)
exam plelS: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA px: 1 /  a b s (p x ), py)
exam ple19: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA px: 1 /  (abs(px) + p x ) , py)
example20: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA px: 1 /  (px + 1 ) ,  py)
example21: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA px: 1 /  (px + p x ) , py)
example22: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: 1 /  (ab s(x ) + 1 ) ,  y)
example23: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: 1 /  (ab s(x ) -  ab s(x ) + 1 ) , y)
example24: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: 2 /  (ab s(x ) + 2 ) ,  y)
example25: LEMMA
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continuous(LAMBDA x: 1 /  (ab s(x ) + 1) + 2 /  (ab s(x ) + 2 ) ,  y)
example26: LEMMA (LAMBDA nx: n x ) (-2 )  = -2
exam ple27: LEMMA continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx: nx, -2 )
example28: LEMMA con tin u ou s[n egrea l] (LAMBDA nx: 2 , -2 )
exam ple29: LEMMA
continuous [negreal](LAMBDA nx: 1 /  (abs(nx) + 1 ) , ny)
exampleSO: LEMMA
continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx; 1 /  (1 + a b s (n x )) , ny)
exam pleSl: LEMMA
con tin u ou s[n egrea l] (LAMBDA nx: 1 /  (nx -  a b s (n x )) , ny)
exam ple32: LEMMA continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx : nx -  a b s (n x ) , ny)
exampleSS: LEMMA con tin u ou s[n egrea l] (LAMBDA nx: 1 /  a b s (n x ) , ny)
example34: LEMMA continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx: 1 /  ( -a b s (n x ) ) ,  ny)
exam ple35: LEMMA
continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx: 1 /  ( ( - 3 )  + ( - a b s (n x ) ) ) ,  ny)
exam ple36: LEMMA
continuous[posreal](LAMBDA px: 1 /  ((a b s(p x ) + 1) -  p x ) , py)
exam ple37: LEMMA continuous
(LAMBDA X:  5 * (1 /  (ab s(x) + 1 )  + 2 /  (ab s(x ) + 2 ))  -  x * x , y)
example38: LEMMA con tin u ou s[n egrea l]
(LAMBDA nx: 5 * (1 /  (abs(nx) + 1) + 2 /  (nx -  a b s (n x ) ) ) ,  ny)
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exampleSS: LEMMA continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx:
5 * (1 /  (abs(nx) + 1) + 2 /  (nx -  a b s (n x )))  -  nx * nx, ny)
example40: LEMMA continuous
(LAMBDA X: 5 * (1 /  (ab s(x ) + 1) + 2 /  (ab s(x ) +  2 ))  -  x * x , y)
example41: LEMMA continuous[nzreal](LAMBDA nOx: 1 /  nOx, 1)
exam ple42: LEMMA
FORALL (y: N0T_EQ(-1)):
continuous(LAMBDA (x: N0T_EQ(-1)): 1 /  (x + 1 ) , y)
example43: LEMMA FORALL y l : continuous(LAMBDA x l:  1 /  (x l  + 1 ) , y l)
example44: LEMMA FORALL y l:  continuous(I[NOT_EQ( - 1 ) ] ,  y l )
I I :  TYPE = {z : r e a l  | 1 < z  AND z < 3}
exam ple45: LEMMA
FORALL (z i :  I I ) :  continuous(LAMBDA (x i:  I I ) :  1 /  x i ,  z i )
1 2 ( b l : r e a l , b 2 : r e a l ) : TYPE = { z : r e a l  I b l < z  AND z < b2}
example46: LEMMA FORALL (a: r e a l ) :  a < a + 1
exam ple47: LEMMA FORALL (p : r e a l ) : p + 1 < p + 2 AND p + 2 < p + 3
example48: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: x)
example49: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a)
exampleSO: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: -x)
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examples1 : LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a + x)
exampleS2: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: a - x)
exampleSS: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA nOx: a + nOx + z)
exampleS4: LEMMA FORALL (a: r e a l ) ,  (x: I 2(a  - 1, a + 1) ) :  TRUE
exampleSS: LEMMA
FORALL (x: {z: r e a l  i z /= 1}): 
continuous[{z: r e a l  I z /= 1}]
(LAMBDA (y: {z: r e a l  | z /= 1}): 1 /  (y - 1 ), x)
exampleSS: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA px: l/ex p (p x ), py)
END continuity_exam ples
Name Type c ts l c t s 1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
example 1 P 898 9 36 11-58 n/a 11-08
example2 d 0 30 0-27 157 n/a 1-46
examples d 0 34 0 32 135 n/a 1-50
example4 d 0 58 0 58 1-44 n/a 1-51
examples d 0 80 079 154 n/a 1-64
examples d 0 72 0 72 1-48 n/a 1-65
example? d 1-54 1-43 164 n/a 1-75
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Name Type c ts l c t  s l-+j udgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
examples d 075 0-73 1-51 n/a 1-59
exampleP d 2 91 2 96 158 n/a 1-73
examplelO d 0 36 0 34 132 n/a 1-46
examplel 1 c 0 31 0 29 1-41 n/a 1-59
example 12 d 203 2 08 1-44 n/a 1-55
example 13 d 292 2 92 1-63 n/a 1-73
example 14 d 289 3-02 1-65 n/a 1-78
example 15 d 182 183 1-77 n/a 1-83
example 16 d 0 60 0-54 1-39 n/a 152
examplel? d <h24 4-37 11-24 n/a 11-06
example 18 d 7*73 8-21 11-35 n/a 11-24
example 19 d 13-11 14-19 12-03 n/a 12-00
example20 d 790 8-70 11-58 n/a 11-40
example21 d 8-14 8 96 11-55 n/a 11-77
example22 d 4 97 5 54 1-91 n/a 1-97
example23 d 2-17 2 16 T56 n/a 168
example24 d 4 98 549 1-96 n/a 2 02
example25 d 14-61 15-76 2-52 n/a 2 56
example26 n/a n/a 0-14 0-14 0-15
example2? P 0-61 0 58 9-78 n/a 9-92
example28 P 0-62 0-63 10-31 n/a 9-99
example29 d 12-53 14-07 12-13 n/a 11-95
example30 d 12-53 13-74 12-12 n/a 11-94
example31 d 13-53 14-68 12-00 n/a 12-03
example32 d 7-37 7-57 10-97 n/a 11-02
example33 d 7-70 8-49 11-62 n/a 11-68
example34 d 12-24 13-57 11-83 n/a 11-80
example35 d 17-95 19-50 12-49 n/a 12-48
example36 d 16-58 17^4 11-14 n/a 11-23
example3? d 32-66 34-44 3 09 n/a 2 98
example38 d 60-72 65-18 15-54 n/a 15-22
example39 d error 278-17 16-57 n/a 16-09
example40 d 32-48 34-15 3-10 n/a 3-01
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Name Type c ts l c ts  1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
example41 P 199 2-10 133 n/a 1-35
example42 d 2 92 3 00 3 16 n/a 3-22
example43 d 293 3 01 3 14 n/a 3-17
example44 d 04% (118 2 50 n/a 2-64
example45 d 2 08 2 15 1-54 n/a 165
example46 n/a n/a 0-12 0-11 O il
example47 n/a n/a 0-14 0-12 0 12
example48 d n/a n/a 1-28 n/a 132
example49 d n/a n/a 1-38 n/a 150
exampleSO d n/a n/a 1-35 n/a 1-40
examples 1 d n/a n/a 1-57 n/a T63
examples 2 d n/a n/a 1-46 n/a 1-60
exampleS3 d n/a n/a 1-46 n/a 1-60
exampleS4 n/a n/a 0-12 n/a 0-12
examples S d error error 2-12 n/a 2-20
B.2 Proving More Continuity
continu ity_exam ples2: THEORY 
BEGIN
IMPORTING to p _ a n a ly s is  
X,  y , z ,  a: VAR r e a l
exam plel: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA (x: r e a l ) :  1 /  (c o s (x )  + 2 ) ,  y) 
example2 : LEMMA co s(x ) + 2 > 0 
examplesS: LEMMA co s(x ) + 2 /=  0 
exam ple4: LEMMA
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FORALL (x: r e a l ) ;  (LAMBDA (y: r e a l ) :  co s(y ) + 2 ) (x) /=  0 
END continu ity_exainp les2
Name Type c ts l c ts  1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
examplel d n/a (transe) n/a (transe) 193 n/a 2-32
example2 n/a n/a 029 0-28 0-30
examples n/a n/a 0-31 0 30 0-31
example4 n/a n/a 0 28 0 28 0-30
con tinu ity_exam ples3: THEORY 
BEGIN
IMPORTING to p _ a n a ly s is  
X,  y , z ,  a: VAR r e a l
exam plel: LEMMA fu n c t io n s [r e a l ,  r e a l ] . in j e c t i v e ? ( I [ r e a l ] )
example2: LEMMA in j e c t i v e ? ( I [ r e a l ] )
examples : LEMMA g r a p h (I [r e a l] ) ( 3 ,  3)
exam ple4: LEMMA 
EXISTS (x: r e a l ) :
0 < =  X AND
X <= 2 AND NOT (m em ber[real](x, ( f u l l s e t [ { z :  r e a l  I z /=  1}])))
examples : LEMMA EXISTS ( x : r e a l ) :
0 <= X AND X <= 2 AND NOT (m em ber[real](x , ({z : r e a l  I z /=  1})))
examples : LEMMA
FORALL (x: {z : r e a l  I z /=  4 } ):  
con tin u ou s[{z: r e a l  I z /=  4}]
(LAMBDA ( y : {z : r e a l  1 z /=  4 } ) :  1 /  (y - 4 ) ,  x)
A ppendix  B. Example Files 
END con tinu ity_exam ples3
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Name Type c ts l c ts  1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly s is
examplel n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
examples n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
examples n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
example4 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
examples n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
examples d error error 2 13 n/a 263
B.3 Proving Existence of a Limit
lim it_ ex a m p les: THEORY 
BEGIN
IMPORTING to p _ a n a ly s is
X,  y , z ,  a: VAR r e a l  
nOx, nOy: VAR n zrea l 
px, py: VAR p o srea l 
nx, n y : VAR n egrea l
exam plel: LEMMA con vergen t(exp , y)
examples : LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: e x p (x ) , y)
examples : LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: exp(x * x + a b s ( l  -  x ) ) ,  y)
example4: LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: ex p (co s(x ) + 1 ) ,  y)
examples : LEMMA
convergent(LAMBDA x: c o s (c o s (x )  + s in (e x p (x  + 1 ) ) ) ,  y)
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examples : LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: p i * e x p (l - c o s ( x ) ) ,  y)
example?: LEMMA FORALL (x: r e a l ) :  p i * exp (x) /=  0
examples : LEMMA
convergent(LAMBDA (x: r e a l ) :  p i  -  1 + p i  * e x p ( l -  c o s ( x ) ) ,  
a c s ( l  + l n ( ( l  + p i)  /  p i ) ) )
exam ples: LEMMA n o t_ iso la te d _ p o in t(y , f u l l s e t [ r e a l ] )
examplelO: LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: 3 , y)
example11: LEMMA
n o t_ is o la te d _ p o in t(y , f u l l s e t [ r e a l ] )
IMPLIES convergent(LAMBDA x: x , y)
example12: LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: x , y)
example13: LEMMA convergent(LAMBDA x: x * x + 3 * x / 5 ,  y)
my_x, my_y: VAR 12 (0 , p i /  2)
example14: LEMMA n o t_ iso la ted _ p o in t(m y _ x , f u l l s e t [1 2 (0 , p i  /  2 ) ] )
example15: LEMMA con vergent[1 2 (0 , p i /  2 ) ] (LAMBDA my_x: my_x, my_y)
example16: LEMMA
co n vergen t[1 2 (0 , p i /  2 )]
(LAMBDA my_x: my_x * my_x + 3 * my_x /  5 , my_y)
my_z: VAR 12 (0 , 2)
exam plel?: LEMMA
con vergen t[1 2 (0 , 2 )]
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(LAMBDA my_z: a * ray_z + 2 * my_z -  3 * my_z, 1)
END liin it_exam ples
Name Type c t s l c ts  1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
examplel d n/a n/a n/a 2 01 199
example2 d n/a n/a n/a 206 2 02
examples d n/a n/a n/a 2-80 2 67
example4 d n/a n/a n/a 2 39 2 32
examples d n/a n/a n/a 2 67 2 56
exampleô d n/a n/a n/a 2 60 2-49
example? d n/a n/a n/a 0 26 0 26
examples P n/a n/a n/a 2 89 2-76
examples n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
examplelO d n/a n/a n/a 2 00 2 00
examplel 1 c n/a n/a n/a 208 1-98
example 12 d n/a n/a n/a 2-00 195
example 13 d n/a n/a n/a 2-76 2 63
example 14 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
example 15 d n/a n/a n/a 536 5 04
example 16 d n/a n/a n/a 6-91 6 56
examplel? P n/a n/a n/a 4 06 3 89
B.4 Proving Continuity and Existence of Limits
d iffe r e n tia le q u a tio n _ e x a m p le s : THEORY 
BEGIN
IMPORTING to p _ a n a ly s is
X ,  y , z ,  a: VAR r e a l  
nOx, nOy: VAR n zrea l 
px, py: VAR p o srea l
Appendix  B. Example Files 
nx , ny: VAR n egrea l
exam plel: LEMMA
continuous(LAMBDA (x: r e a l ) :  p i -  1 + p i  * e x p ( l -  c o s ( x ) ) ,  
a c s d  -  l n ( ( l  + p i)  /  p i ) ) )
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exam ple2: LEMMA
convergent(LAMBDA ( x : r e a l ) : p i  
a c s d  -  l n ( ( l  + p i)  /  p i ) ) )  
END d iffere n tia leq u a tio n _ ex a m p les
-  1 + p i  * e x p d  - c o s ( x ) ) ,
Name Type c t s l c ts  1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
examplel P n/a (transe) n/a (transe) 2-18 n/a 2 56
examplel P n/a n/a n/a 349 343
lim it_and_cont_exam ples: THEORY 
BEGIN
IMPORTING to p _ a n a ly s is
X ,  y , z , a: VAR r e a l  
nx, n y : VAR n egrea l
NOT_EQ(x): NONEMPTY.TYPE = {r :  r e a l  I r  /=  x} CONTAINING x + 1 
x l ,  y l :  VAR N0T_EQ(-1)
exam plel: LEMMA continuous(LAMBDA x: ex p (co s(x ) + 1 ) ,  y)
example2: LEMMA y /=  0 => convergent(LAMBDA x: ex p (co s(x ) + 1 ) , y)
examples : LEMMA
continuous[negreal](LAMBDA nx: 1 /  (abs(nx) + 1 ) ,  ny)
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example4: LEMMA
convergent[negreal] (LAMBDA nx: 1 /  (abs(nx) + 1 ), ny) 
END limit_and_cont_examples
Name Type c t s l c t  s 1+judgements c ts conv-check an a ly sis
examplel d n/a (transe) n/a (transe) 1-78 n/a 1-87
examplel c n/a n/a n/a 242 2-73
examples d 16-60 14-75 12-68 n/a 12-67
example4 d n/a n/a n/a 25-88 25-95
Appendix C
Listing of Library Theories
This appendix contains the README file from our PVS library. It explains which files are 
Dutertre’s original files (possibly with minor modifications to conform to new releases of 
PVS), which of Dutertre’s files we have modified to correct errors or make them simpler 
to use, and which files we have added. There is also a list of all the example files and an 
overview of the strategies.
The library contains about 1400 theorems. Of these about 1000 theorems are either original 
to our work or ones that have been affected (either in definitions, theorems or proofs) by 
our corrections of Dutertre’s library. A total of around 22.500 proof steps are used to prove 
the whole library, about 18.000 of these are used on our extension and corrections.
Th is lib r a r y  co n ta in s Hanne G o tt l ie b se n ’s development o f elem entary  
fu n c tio n s . I t  i s  based on Bruno D u te r tr e 's  r e a l  a n a ly s is  l ib r a r y ,  
which i s  in clud ed  in  t h i s  d ir e c to r y . S evera l changes has been made to  
D u te r tre ’s d e f in it io n s  to  make them correspond more c lo s e ly  to  a 
m athem aticians understanding.
This f i l e  con ta in s
1. L is t  o f th o se  of D u te r tre ’s f i l e s  which are e s s e n t ia l ly
unchanged. Some of th e se  f i l e s  have had minor m o d ific a tio n s  done, 
e ith e r  in  th e  theory or in  th e p r o o fs , to  conform w ith  newer
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v e r s io n s  of PVS.
2. L is t  o f th o se  of D n te r tre ’s f i l e s  which have been s ig n i f ic a n t ly  
changed. These f i l e s  have been m odified  above what was needed to  
conform w ith  newer v ers io n s  o f PVS. The changes might be in  one or 
more d e f in i t io n s  or theorem s, or even in  th e  th eory  param eters.
3. L is t  o f G o tt l ie b se n ’s f i l e s .  These are th e  new f i l e s  which we 
have added.
4. L is t  o f our example f i l e s .  4a g iv e s  a l i s t  o f some organ ised
example f i l e s  and in  4b i s  a l i s t  o f examples f i l e s  which have a
v a r ie ty  o f d if f e r e n t  k inds of examples in  them.
5. L is t  o f s t r a te g ie s  in  p v s -s t r a te g ie s  w ith  some in s tr u c t io n s  on how
to  use them.
For in form ation  about u s in g  PVS, se e  th e  PVS web s i t e :
h ttp  : / / p v s . c s l . s r i . com
This l ib r a r y  runs w ith  PVS 2 .3  p a tc h - le v e l  1 .2 .2 .1 6 9 .
Last r e v is io n :  June 28 2001.
1. L is t  o f th o se  o f D u te r tre ’s f i l e s  which are e s s e n t ia l ly  
unchanged.
a b so lu te _ v a lu e . pvs 
c h a in _ r u le . pvs 
c o n t in u ity . in te r v a l .p v s  
co n tin u o u s.fu n c tio n s_ co m p o sitio n .p v s
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convergence.ops.pvs 
convergence.sequences.pvs 
d e riv a tiv e .p ro p s .p v s  
d e r iv a tiv e s! .p v s  
epsilon_lemmas.pvs 
exponent.props.pvs 
ex tra .p ro p s .p v s
in v e rse .con tinuons.fu n ctio n s.p v s
monotone.subsequence.pvs
p a r ity .p v s
re a l .f a c ts .p v s
re a l .fu n .p ro p s .pvs
re a l.fu n .s u p in f .p v s
re a l .s e ts .p v s
ro o ts .p v s
sequence.props.pvs
sq u are .ro o t.p v s
top .sequences.pvs
2. L is t  of those of D u te r tre ’s f i l e s  which have been s ig n if ic a n tly  
changed.
co n tin u ity .p ro p s.p v s  
co n tinuous.func tions.p rops.pvs 
con tinuous.func tions.pvs 
convergence.functions.pvs 
lim it.o f.co m p o sitio n .p v s  
lim it .o f .fu n c tio n s .p v s  
re a l.fu n .o p s .p v s
3. L is t of G o ttlieb sen ’s f i l e s .
p v s -s tra te g ie s  
aux.pvs
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co n tin u o u s.fu n c tio n s_ p ro p s_ g en era l. pvs
d e r iv a t iv e s .p v s
in f s e r ie s .p v s
in t e r v a l .pvs
in v .t r ig .p v s
is o la t e d .p o in t s .p v s
la m b d a .a b stra ctio n .pvs
la m b d a .a b stra ctio n s.p v s
l im it .o f . fu n c t io n s . in .d o m a in .pvs
lim its 2 .p v s
l im it s .p v s
m o r e .se r ie s .p v s
n o ta tio n .p v s
p i.p r o p .p v s
p o lyn om ia ls.p vs
pow ser.pvs
r e a l . f u n .o p s .e x t .pvs
r e a l .p r o p s .e x t .p v s
ro o ts .a d v a n ced .pvs
s e r ie s .p v s
t o p .a n a ly s i s .pvs
tra n sc2 .p v s
tr a n sc .c o n t .p v s
t r a n s e .conv.pvs
tr a n sc e n d e n ta l.l ib r a r y .p v s
t r a n s e .pvs
tr a n s c .ty p e s .p v s
tr ig 2 .p v s
tr ig S .p v s
t r ig .p v s
tr ig . t y p e s .p v s
4 . L is t  o f G o tt l ie b s e n ’s example f i l e s .
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4a. Organised examples.
continuity_exam ples2.pvs 
continnity_exam ples3.pvs 
continu ity .exarap les.pvs 
d i f f  e ren t ia leq u a t ion.exam ples.pvs 
lim it_and_cont_exam ples.pvs 
lim it.exam ples.pvs
4b . Mixed examples.
example4.pvs 
examples2 .pvs 
examples3.pvs 
examplesS.pvs 
examplesS.pvs 
examples?.pvs 
examplesS.pvs 
examples.pvs 
te s t .p v s
5. G o ttlieb se n ’s s tr a te g ie s ,  
shuffle-fo rm s
Repeatedly h ides consequent no. 1 u n t i l  th e  f i r s t  consequent 
con tains an ap p lica tio n  of ’continuous’ or u n t i l  th e re  are no 
more consequents.
c ts
Uses g rind  and the high school method to  prove th e  f i r s t  consequent 
con ta in ing  an ap p lica tio n  of ’continuous’ . I f  no such consequent i s  
found, i t  f a i l s .
sh u ff le -fo rm s-lim its
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Repeatedly h ides consequent no. 1 u n t i l  th e  f i r s t  consequent 
con tains an ap p lic a tio n  of ’convergent’ or u n t i l  th e re  are  no 
more consequents.
conv-check
Uses g rind  and th e  high school method to  prove the  f i r s t  consequent 
con ta in ing  an ap p lic a tio n  of ’convergent’ . I f  no such consequent is  
found, i t  f a i l s .
an a ly s is
Uses conv-check to  prove the  f i r s t  consequent con ta in ing  an 
a p p lic a tio n  of ’convergent’ . I f  th a t  f a i l s ,  uses c ts  to  prove the  
f i r s t  consequent con ta in ing  an ap p lic a tio n  of ’con tinuous’ . I f  th a t  
a lso  f a i l s ,  an a ly s is  f a i l s .
rec-1ambda-dr iv ing  
R ecursively pushes lambdas in  a fu n c tio n  d e sc rip tio n  in  th e  f i r s t  
consequent inwards,
e . g.  app lied  to  (lambda x : x+3) g ives (lambda x : x + lambda x : 3 ). 
Takes as argument the  fu n c tio n  domain.
inner
Uses branch to  do lam bda-driving (using rec-lam bda-driv ing) followed 
by co n tin u ity  checking (using r e c - c t s ) .
Takes as argument the  fu n c tio n  domain.
r e c -c ts
Recursively e x p l ic i t ly  ap p lies  the high school method to  prove 
c o n tin u ity , provided the  f i r s t  consequent con tains an a p p lic a tio n  
of ’continuous’ .
Takes as argument th e  fu n c tio n  domain, 
c t s l
Uses rec-lam bda-driv ing  and r e c -c ts  to  e x p l ic i t ly  apply th e  high
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sch o o l method fo r  c o n t in u ity . R equires th e  f i r s t  consequent to  
con ta in  an a p p lic a t io n  of ’con tin u o u s’ .
p v s -s t r a te g ie s  a lso  co n ta in s th e  fu n c tio n  
p r o o f-s iz e s - th e o r y  (theory) 
which i s  developed by Dave S tr in g e r -C a lv e r t . I t  counts th e  number of 
p ro o fs tep s  fo r  each proof in  th e  th eory .
For examples on how th e s t r a te g ie s  can be used to  do f u l l y  autom atic
p roofs (and a lso  to  see  what th e  syntax fo r  c o n tin u ity  and l im it
checking are) look  a t th e  fo llo w in g  f i l e s :
co n tin u ity .ex a m p les .p v s
(about checking fo r  c o n tin u ity )
con tin u ity_exam p les2 .p vs
(about checking fo r  co n tin u ity )
cont in u ity_exam p les3 .pvs
(about checking fo r  c o n tin u ity )
d if fe r e n t ia le q u a t io n .e x a m p le s .p v s
(sm all example r e la te d  to  IVP problem in  Maple)
lim it_and_cont_exam ples.pvs
(about checking fo r  c o n tin u ity  or fo r  e x is te n c e  of a l im it )
lim it .e x a m p le s .pvs
(about checking fo r  e x is te n c e  of a l im it )
